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STU D Y LINK ffiTiTriilfft SELF-ASSESSM ENT CD-ROM
Powerful listening and interactive assessment CD-ROM

Your iChecker disc on the inside back cover of this Workbook
includes:
• AUDIO - Download ALL of the audio files for the Listening
and Pronunciation activities in this Workbook for on-thego listening practice.
• FILE TESTS - Check your progress by taking a selfassessment test after you complete each File.

Audio: When you see this symbol

go to the iChecker

disc in the back of this Workbook. Load the disc in your computer.
Click on the exercise for the File. Then use the media
player to listen.
You can transfer the audio to a mobile device from the
“audio” folder on the disc.

Type your name and press “ENTER.”

File test: At the end of every File, there is a test. To do the
test, load the iChecker and select “Tests.” Select the test
for the File you have just finished.

Choose “AUDIO BANK.”

Dictation: At the end of every File, there is a dictation exercise.
To do the dictation, select “Dictations” from the “File” menu.
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Judge a man by his questions rather than by his answers.

m

Voltaire, 18th-century French author, humanist, rationalist, & satirist

Questions and answers

1 GRAMMAR
a

c

question formation

Write the questions.

Right ( / ) or wrong (/)? Correct the mistakes in the
highlighted phrases.
1

A You have ever been to Thailand? X Haveyou ever been
B Yes, a couple of times.

2

A Why didn’t you tell me the truth? _ / ________________
B Because I thought you’d be angry.

3

A Where you usually go on vacation?

A Haven’t you done the homework?

B No, I haven’t, fm sorry.
5

3 how long / you / spend /
in Brazil last summer

A What did happen at the meeting yesterday?

B We discussed the sales figures. It was kind of boring.
6

A How long time have you been learning English?

A Whose jacket did you borrow for the wedding?

5 you remember / where /
I / leave / my keys

B My dad’s. It was a little big for me.
9

4 you know / who / go /
to the party tonight
____________________________?

B For about three years.
8

____________________________?

A Who is Jack going out with?

B He’s going out with his best friend’s sister.
7

2 who / cook / in your family
___________________________ ?

B We usually go to Mexico.
4

1 when / your brother / pass /
his driver’s test
When did your brother pass
his driver’s test__________ ?

A Excuse me. Can you tell me where is the bathroom?
____________________________?

B It’s down the stairs on the right.
10

A For who are you waiting?

6 what / make / you angry
B fm waiting for my brother,

_______________________ ?

b Write indirect questions.

1 “Where does Natalie live?”
I wonder where Natalie lives______________________.
2 “Where is the elevator?”
Could you tell m e______________________________?
3 “Where did we park the car?”
I can’t remember_______________________________ .
4 “Are there any tickets left for the concert tonight?”
Do you know_________________________________ ?
5 “What time does the game start?”
Can you tell m e_______________________________ ?
6 “When’s Anna's birthday?”
Can you remember____________________________ ?
4
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7 who / drink / the milk / I /
leave / in the refrigerator
____________________________?

8 how long / it / take /
to get to Boston from here
____________________________?

2 READING & VOCABULARY
Read the article quickly and match
the titles to the paragraphs.
A
B
C
D
E

Criticizing past employers
Talking too much
Doubts about your resume
Bringing a drink with you
Ignorance of the company

Look at the highlighted words and phrases in the text and try to figure out
their meaning. Then match them to definitions 1-10.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

that cannot be forgiven _______________________
connected with what is being discussed _______________________
making you very nervous or worried ____________-___________
stupid mistakes _______________________
be unable to answer a question _______________________
from memory _______________________
start talking about something less important

8 drinking a very small amount of liquid at a time _______________________
9 dislike very much _______________________
10 play with something because you are nervous _______________________

Most common interview mistakes
A job interview is a nerve-racking experience at
the best of times, so it's important to prepare
for it well. Arriving late is sure to ruin your
chances, as is dressing inappropriately. And do
not dream of answering your phone during
the interview. Read on for five more common
blunders and how to avoid making them.
1 ____ This is a highly unprofessional habit, as it suggests
a serious inability to manage your time. Surely you could
have planned your schedule better to include a coffee
stop beforehand? Having a cup in your hand creates the
opportunity for distraction: you m ight fiddle with it or miss
a question while taking a sip of coffee. Worse still, its
contents may end up on the desk, which will result in the
interviewer remembering you for all the wrong reasons.

2 ____ In this age of technology, it is inexcusable not
to know anything about your prospective employer. Most
company websites these days have an "About Us" section
giving company history, locations, divisions, and a mission
statement. Do some research before the Big Day and you
won't be stumped if the interviewer asks you a question
about the place where you, theoretically, want to work.
3 ____ An interview is a professional situation, not a
personal one, so the interviewer will not want to hear your
life story. While you need to answer all the questions you
are asked, your responses should be focused and to the
point. Don't get side-tracked and talk about your home life,
your partner, and any children you may have - save this for
the first day on your new job when you are getting to know
your colleagues.

4 ____ It is important to maintain a positive attitude
throughout the interview, even when discussing things that
have gone wrong. Don't let the interviewer know that you
want to leave your current job because you can't stand your
boss. Saying unpleasant things about your colleagues is not
a good idea, because the interviewer m ight know them.
Also, you will be showing him how you will speak about his
company if you leave on bad terms in the future.
5 ____ Not being familiar with your past history of
employment creates a very bad impression. It suggests that
either you have a very bad memory, or you made up some of
the facts. Make sure you know the basic information by heart
because the interviewer is sure to ask you about it. If you
really do have a bad memory, take a copy to refer to, but do
not appear to be reading it out loud.
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3 PRONUNCIATION friendly intonation
Listen and complete the questions.

a

1
2
3
4
5
6

What kind of music_________ do you like to listen to?
_________________________ did you go to?
_________________________ in an office?
_________________________ for the future?
_________________________ abroad?
_________________________ do you speak?

b Listen and repeat. Copy the rhythm.

4 LISTENING
a

Listen again and look at the list o f common
interview mistakes.f^ i r d g) the mistake that the
applicant makes.

Read the job ad and listen to an
interview for the job. Is the applicant successful
or unsuccessful?

C o m p le te J o b s

1
2
3
4
5
c

bringing a drink
talking too much
criticizing past employers
ignorance of the company
doubts about his resume

Listen again and complete the sentences.
1 Stephen Bridges went to the interview by
_______________ and________________ .
2 He wants a temporary job because he’s moving across
the countrvJ in ---------------------------3 Stephen has a degree in _______________ .
4 He worked in a ___________ fo r________________ .
5 He can speak_______________ foreign languages.
6 Most of the Asian guests come from
7 In his previous job, Stephen didn’t have to

C U R R E N T V A C A N C IE S
Employer:
Job:
Contract:
Hours:
Salary:

Park Hotel, New York City
Receptionist
Temporary
Full-Time
$2,200 per month

8 Stephen thinks he has th e_______________ for
the job.
d Listen again with the audio script on p.69 and try to

guess the meaning of any words you don't know.
Then check in your dictionary.

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES
L earn these words and phrases.

approach (n) /a'proutj/
bizarre /bi'zar/
job candidate /djoub 'kaendodeit/
crush (somebody or something) /kn\|7
demanding /dt'maendip/
flustered (adj) /'fUstord/
job seekers /d3oob 'sikorz/
rather than /'raedor dam/
recruitment agency /ri'krutmont 'eid3onsi/
think on your feet /Orrlk an yor fit/

6
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Here's something to think about:
How come you never see a headline like “Psychic Wins Lottery”?

is

Jay Leno, American comedian & television host

Do you believe in it?

1 READING
a

Read the text again and choose the right answer
1 .. .radio stations are only about astrology,
a 320
b 12
c 24
2 Lata Banerji watches an astrology channel...
a to help her in her daily life.
b because she is very worried about getting sick,
c because she can’t afford a therapist.
3 The actress Aishwarya Rai married a tree...
a to make sure it produced a lot of bananas.
b to bring her luck in the search for a husband,
c to ensure her marriage was successful.
4 According to the text, Indians ask astrologers...
a how they should vote in the election.
b where they can get a good job.
c for advice about many things.
5 Sunita Menon works as...
a an adviser for a well-known company,
b a tarot card reader,
c a flight attendant.

Read the text. W hich topic is not mentioned?
politics

relationships

business

food

sports

The dream destination
for astrology addicts
While in the US the general belief in astrology is limited to
glancing at horoscopes in newspapers and magazines, in India
people take their star signs very seriously indeed.
Astrology programs are shown on many of India's 320
television channels, and at least a dozen stations are devoted
entirely to astrology 24 hours a day. Kolkata housewife Lata
Banerji always starts her day by turning on the astrology channel,
Shristi, to find out what the day holds for her and whether she
will have to face any kind of domestic crisis. She also receives
information on what food she should eat to avoid illness. "It gives
me the confidence I need to face the day," she says. "Americans
go to a therapist every week to cope with life. I get my sense of
well-being from the advice I get from astrologers."
Astrology is important in India in ail walks of life, but
especially when it comes to choosing a marriage partner. Some
astrological combinations are considered unfavorable, for example
when the planet Mars is in a certain position on a person's birth
chart. In this case, people
believe that the couple will not
get along and that their marriage
will end badly. The only way
around this is for the person
with the unlucky combination
to "marry" something symbolic
before their real wedding. This is
exactly what Bollywood actress
and former Miss World, Aishwarya
Rai did some years ago when she
"married" a banana tree in the
hope of avoiding problems in her
marriage with the actor Abhishek
Bachchan.
Yet, it is not only in the
field of love that Indians seek
astrological advice. There are

c

Look at the highlighted words and phrases. W hat
do you think they mean? Use your dictionary to
look up their meaning and pronunciation.

some programs on TV that specialize in medical astrology, with
callers asking about health issues. Others provide investment and
business advice. Astrology is even important in politics with prime
ministers asking their astrologers for a "promising" date before
announcing a general election.
Nowadays it is almost obligatory for Indian parents to have
a horoscope drawn up when a baby is born. Two people taking
advantage of the boom in business are Kalidas Sriram and Vishi Babu,
who have put up their tents complete with laptop computer and
printer, right outside Kolkata's main hospital. They either visit the
maternity wards or wait outside until new parents leave to offer their
services. For the equivalent of $4, they use the baby's time and date
of birth to print out a horoscope for the happy parents.
Many Indians have no doubt that astrology can
change people's lives for the better. The
Sunita
Menon
glamorous Sunita Menon, India's most famous
fortune-teller, was an air hostess until
a tarot reader predicted that she would
change jobs. Now she is the host of a
hugely popular television program and was
recently hired by India's most famous music
company to give advice about investment and
business decisions.

7
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2 VOCABULARY

compound adjectives

Complete the sentences with compound adjectives formed
from the words in parentheses.

4 GRAMMAR

auxiliary verbs

Complete the dialogues with a tag question
or an auxiliary and the subject if necessary.
1

A I texted you last night, but you didn’t reply.
B Yes. I did reply. I texted you right
away.

2

A I don’t feel like cooking tonight.
B N either___________ . Let’s go out for dinner.
I’d love some Mexican food.
A S o ___________ . Come on. Let's go.

1 My grandmother is always forgetting her keys. She's very
absentminded . (mind)
2 Oliver’s wife isn’t as crazy as he is. She seems
very___________________ . (balance)
3 Our English teacher doesn't get angry easily. She's extremely
. (temper)
4 My parents are very___________________ . They won’t listen
to other people’s opinions, (mind)
5 Grace never thinks of anyone else because she’s so
___________________ . (center)
6 My sister-in-law is very___________________ . She says one
thing and does another, (face)
7 Since he went abroad, Jack has become more
about other cultures, (mind)
8 You won't be able to change her mind - she's very
___________________ . (will)
9 When we go out, my friend Jack never offers to pay for gas.
I wish he wasn't so __________________ . (fist)
10
The new manager thinks a lot of himself. He's very
. (head)

3 MINI GRAMMAR

3

A
B
A
B

4

A You are going to Sam's party,___________ ?
B No, fm not.
A Why not? You haven’t argued with him

I've seen this movie before.
Well, I ___________ .
Do you mind if I change channels?
Yes, I ___________ mind! I want to see
the end.

again,__________ ?
B Yes. And we aren't going out anymore.
5

A
B
A
B
A

6

A Pete, you couldn’t lend me some money

HI be back a little bit late tonight.
Y o u ___________ ? Where are you going?
To a concert with some friends.
Oh, OK. You’ll be back before 12,__________ ?
Of course.

___________ ?

B No, sorry. Why?
A I spent my entire salary already this month.
B S o ___________. That’s why I can’t lend
you any!

the... the... + comparatives

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in
parentheses.
1 The more you worry about it. the worse you’ll feel.
(worry a lot, bad)
2 T he_________________ you own, th e __________ you become.
(a lot of gadgets, lazy)
3 T he_________________ you are, th e__________ he'll be.
(late, angry)
4 T he_________________ my English, th e __________ I’ll speak.
(practice a lot, good)
5 T he_________________ it gets, th e________ you have to wear.
(cold, a lot of clothes)
6 T he_________________ you do, th e________ you'll get.
(a lot of exercise, strong)
8
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7

A I didn’t go out last night.
B N either___________ . I was too tired.
A S o ___________.

8

A You aren’t from around here,___________ ?
B No, I’m from Australia. I haven’t been here
long.

A I don’t suppose you like this cold weather.
B Actually, I ___________ like it. I prefer cool
weather to hot weather.

5 PRONUNCIATION

intonation and sentence rhythm

Listen and repeat the conversations. Copy the rhythm, stressing the bold auxiliaries.
1

A You don’t like the soup, do you?
B I do like it. It’s ju st that it’s very hot.

4

A You didn’t bring any money, did you?
B I did bring some money. It’s ju st that I spent it all.

2

A You haven’t bought me a present, have you?
B I have bought you one. It’s just that I left it at home.

5

A You won’t ever wear those pants I gave you, will you?
B I will wearthem . It’s just that I prefer wearing jeans.

3

A You aren’t enjoying this movie, are you?
B I am enjoying it. It’s just that fve seen it before.

6

A You can’t play tennis, can you?
B lean play tennis. It’s ju st that fm not very good at it.

6 LISTENING
a

Listen to a radio program about superstitions and complete the chart.
Superstition

Why?

When or where?

Originated in the

People thought black cats

Middle 1

possessed e v il2

Originated in ancient

People thought it broke the

3

of the triangle

Originated in the

People knocked o n 6

5

to call the good spirits

Originated at the time
of t h e 7

The Pope passed a law obliging
people to bless the person who
w as8

b Listen again with the audio script on p.69 and try to guess the m eaning of any words that you don’t know.
Then check in your dictionary.

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES
L earn these words and phrases.

binoculars /bi'nukyalorz/
drag (something across the floor) /drag/
real estate agent /ril t'steit eid3ont/
breeze /briz/
continue (doing something) /kon'ltnyu/ glide /glaid/
curtains /'kortnz/
hallucinate /ho'lusoneit/
dome /doom/
row houses /'roo 'haozaz/

f f m i m t r e r a file ı

9
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Colloquial English Talking about... interviews
1 LOOKING AT LANGUAGE
Match the formal words in sentences 1-10 with the informal
words in the box.
answer

begin

buy

check

end

fill out follow

say

see

show

1 My colleague was dismissed because she didn't adhere to the terms

of her contract, follow
2 Please state your preference for a telephone or face-to-face
interview. __________
3 The next training course will com m ence on June 1st.
4 The receptionist asked me to com plete an application form.
5 These figures dem onstrate the problems facing the company.

6 Customers are advised to retain their receipt when they purchase
an item. _________
7 The candidate made no response when he was asked about his
experience. _________
8 My contract will term in ate at the end of the year. _________
9 They called the candidate’s work references to verify his work
history. _________
10 We view your prospects of promotion as very high. _________

2 READING
a

Read the article. Mark the sentences T (true) or F (false).
1 Guy Goma was invited to the BBC because he had applied
for a job.
___
2 Mr. Goma was hoping to be taken on as a cleaner.
___
3 Mr. Goma was interviewed as soon as he arrived.
___
4 IT expert, Guy Kewney, was at the BBC at the same time as
Guy Goma.
___
5 Guy Kewney had been invited to appear on a news show.
___
6 Both men were waiting at the same reception area.
___
7 The producer collected the wrong man for the news show.
___
8 Mr. Goma became aware of the mistake while he was being
prepared for the interview.
9 Mr. Goma admitted that he wasn't Mr. Kewney on live television.__
10 In the end, Mr. Goma was not offered a job at the BBC.

b

Look at the highlighted words and phrases. W hat do you think
they mean? Use your dictionary to look up their m eaning and
pronunciation.

10
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The wrong man
for the job!
Mix up at BBC leads to
job applicant appearing
on live TV.
All sorts of things can go wrong
in a job interview, ranging from
spilling a drink to your cell phone
ringing - the list is endless. Few applicants, however,
turn up for their interview and end up appearing live on
television. This is exactly what happened to 43-year-old
Guy Goma when he went to a job interview at the BBC.
Mr. Coma, from the Republic of the Congo, had applied
for the position of data support cleanser, a job that
involves updating records on a database. On the day of the
interview, he arrived at BBC Television Center in plenty of
time and was told to wait in the main reception area until
he was called.
At the same time, News 24 host Karen Bowerman was
preparing to interview British technology expert Guy
Kewney about the verdict of the Apple versus Apple
court case. This was a high-profile case between Apple
Computer and The Beatles' record label Apple Corps
over the rights to use the name "Apple." Mr. Kewney
was waiting for his TV appearance in another reception
area. The mix-up occurred when a producer went to get
the technology expert from the wrong reception area.
The producer approached Mr. Coma and asked him if
he was Guy. Hearing his first name, Mr. Coma said that he
was and he was taken to the News 24 studio. After having
makeup put on, he was seated in front of the cameras and
wired with a microphone. Although Mr. Coma thought all
the preparations very unusual, he prepared to do his best
for what he believed would be his job interview.
A few moments later, Ms. Bowerman introduced
Me Goma on live television as technology expert Guy
Kewney. At first, Mr. Coma became visibly shocked, but
then he simply played along because he did not want to
make a scene. He did his best to answer three questions
about the verdict of the court case and its implications for
the music industry. Meanwhile, Mr. Kewney, still in the
waiting area and looking up at a TV screen, was astonished
to see Mr. Goma being interviewed in his place.
As soon as the mistake was realized, the BBC recorded
an interview with Mr. Kewney for later broadcast, but it
was never shown. Twenty minutes after appearing live
on TV, Mr. Coma attended his real job interview, which
lasted for just ten minutes, but he did not get the job.
A spokesperson for the BBC said that they were looking
carefully at their guest procedures and that they would
take every measure to ensure that the misunderstanding
didn't happen again. Mr. Goma became a minor celebrity
for a while, and he appeared on several TV shows.

Doctors are great - as long as you don't need them.
Edward E. Rosenbaum, doctor, professor, and author

2 A Call the doctor?
1 READING
a

Read the article. Complete it with the missing
sentences. There is one sentence you don’t need to use.
A Making an effort to focus on the page means that we blink
B
C
D

E

less often.
Each of its functions happens in a particular area, and
different regions are used for different tasks.
This is because the flow of blood to the brain decreases
while the body digests it.
Furthermore, existing studies suggest that adequate fluid
intake is usually met through our daily consumption of
juice, milk, and caffeinated drinks.
When the dead part above the surface of the skin is
removed, the living section underneath is not affected.

Medical
myths

b

Read the text again. Mark the sentences T (true) or
F (false).
1 Doctors spend a lot of time investigating myths.
2 At the beginning of the 1900s, people believed
that we only used a small pan of our brains.
3 Unshaven hair is exactly the same color as hair
under the surface of the skin.
4 In the past, people's eyesight was worse because
they read by candlelight.
5 Turkey contains less tryptophan than cheese.

c

jF

_
_
_

Look at the highlighted words and phrases. W hat do
you think they mean? Use your dictionary to look up
their meaning and pronunciation.

Good doctors are always learning new things, but very few of them question existing
medical myths. A well-known medical journal recently examined the most common of
these to see if there is any evidence that they are true. This is what they discovered.

Myth: We only use about
10% of our brains

Myth: Shaving hair causes it to
grow back thicker

Myth: Reading in insufficient
light ruins your eyesight

Myth: Eating turkey makes
people feel especially tired

This myth appeared in the early
twentieth century, when the
concept of self-improvement was
born. The idea was that there
are many abilities built into our
brains, but if we do not develop
them, we never learn how to do
them. This led to the belief that
there are parts of our brains
that we do not use. However,
scientific evidence shows that
this is not the case. Brain scans
have revealed that there is no
area of the brain that is silent
or inactive.1____ Nobody who
has examined the brain has been
able to identify the 90% that we,
supposedly, do not use.

This belief is often reinforced by
the media, despite the fact that
a clinical trial in 1928 showed
that shaving has no effect on
hair growth.2____ This makes it
unlikely for the hair to grow back
any different than it was before.
The reason it appears thicker is
that recently shaved hair lacks
the finer point seen at the ends
of unshaven hair. In addition to
this, the new hair has not been
lightened by the sun, which
makes it look darker than the hair
that has already grown.

People tend to believe this because
of the discomfort they experience
when they have been reading for
a while in dim light.3____ This
causes our eyes to dry out and
feel uncomfortable. Fortunately,
the effect is only temporary and
most ophthalmologists* agree
that it doesn't damage our eyes
permanently. Something else that
disproves the myth is that there
are more short-sighted people
today than in the past, when
reading conditions were worse.
Before the invention of electricity,
people relied on candles or
lanterns to read, yet fewer people
needed glasses.

Some foods contain a natural
chemical called tryptophan,
which is known to cause
drowsiness. The myth is the idea
that consuming turkey (and the
tryptophan it contains) might
make someone more likely to fall
asleep. Actually, both chicken
and ground beef have nearly the
same amount of tryptophan as
turkey; other foods, such as pork
or cheese, contain even more.
The truth is that any large, solid
meal can make you feel sleepy,
whether it contains turkey or not.
4____ It isn’t the turkey in your
dinner that puts you to sleep; it is
the quantity of food that you have
eaten.

* ophthalmologists - doctors who specialize
in eyes

11
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2 VOCABULARY
a

illness and treatment

c

C lu es a c r o s s ^

Complete the sentences with a verb from the box.
be sick

burn

choke

cough

cut

faint

hurt

1 If you sprain your ankle, the best thing is to put ice on
it and do this to it.
5 You can take these tablets for an allergy.
6 You can put this kind of antibiotic product on a small
cut on your finger.

sneeze

1 The smoke from the fire made everybody cough .
2 I'm feeling a little dizzy. I think I'm going
to ___________ .
3 I'm allergic to cats. They make m e___________ .
4 Be careful! You'll___________ your back if you try to
lift that heavy chair by yourself.
5 That knife is very sharp. Please don’t ___________
yourself.
6 I'm not feeling well. I think I’m going to ___________ .
7 Be careful! You m ight___________ yourself. The
oven’s really hot.
8 Some people don’t like eating fish because they're
worried that they’H___________ on the fish bones.
b

Complete the crossword.

C lu es dow n ^

2 The doctor will give you these if you have an infection.
3 You can take these when you have a headache.
4 If you have a deep cut, you will probably need these to
close the wound.

Complete the dialogues between the patients and
the doctor.

3 GRAMMAR
1

P I have a temperature and my body aches.
D I think you have the flu

2

P I’m tired and I don't have any energy.
D It sounds like you have low

present perfect simple and continuous
a

bl___________ pr___________ .
3

P There’s a rash all over my body.
D You probably had an a___________ r___________
to something.

4 P I hurt my wrist playing tennis and it’s very swollen.
D You might have spr___________ it.
5

P It hurts when I talk and when I eat.
D You have a s___________ thr____________ .

6

P fm really sick and I have diarrhea.
D I think you have f ___________ p___________ .

Underline the correct form.
1 How long are your parents / have your parents been
married?
2 Nathan got the job, but he hasn’t yet started / hasn’t
startedyet.
3 Have you had ever / Haveyou ever had an operation?
4 I can’t go out now because Ijust washed / 1washedjust
my hair.
5 Kate has had a cold for / since last weekend.
6 We’ve had this computer for / since two months.
7 My son is / has been late for school three times so far
this week.
8 They only know / have only known each other for a
week, but they're already good friends.

12
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b Complete the email with the correct form of the verbs in

b

fiUrraf f i Listen and check. Then listen and repeat

parentheses. Use the present perfect simple or continuous.

the words.
c

Dear Teresa,

1
2
3
4
5

Sorry 11 haven’t written (not write) for a while, but 12_______
(have) a lot of work recently, and 13_______________ (be) too
exhausted to do anything in the evenings once I get home.
Today is a holiday though, so 14_______________ (write) emails
all day to try to catch up with all my friends.

Underline the stress in the words.

d

Guess what! 15_______________ (move out) of my parents'

an|ti bi|o|tic
a llergic
diarrhea
dizzy
headache

6 me|di|cine
7 swo lien
8 temperajture
9 vomit
10unconscious

CSiT^
Listen and check. Then listen and
repeat the words.

house! 16_______________ (live) in my new apartm ent for a
week now, and I love it! 17_______________ (already / unpack)
all my things and it’s beginning to feel like home. You have to
come and visit!

5 LISTENING
a

The bad news is that 18_______________ (break up) with

Listen and complete the E m erg e n cy
column of the table.

Andrew. H e 9_______________ (travel) so much recently that

What was the
emergency?

we 10_______________ (not manage) to see each other
much, and 111_______________ (meet) someone else.
His name is Carl and he's a colleague from work. We 12________

Speaker 1

(see) each other since the beginning of the summer. We

Speaker 2

13_______________ (have) three dates so far and I really like him!

Speaker 3

Anyway, got to go. Please write soon and tell me all your news.

Speaker 4

Love,

Speaker 5

What was the
treatm ent?

a serious cut on the head

Sophie

b Listen again and complete the T re a tm e n t column

of the table.

4 PRONUNCIATION
c

/J7, /k/, /dy and /tJ7; word stress
a (^Zirelg) the word with a different sound.

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES

pressure rash in fe ctio n (ch e st)
shower

L e a rn th ese w ords and ph rases.
ache sick specialist cholesterol

2 T

keys
3

”j f V
jazz

allergic finger em ergency injury

choke temperature stitches stomach
chess
5 J

Listen again with the audio script on p.70 and try
to guess the m eaning of any words that you don't
know. Then check in your dictionary.

alternative remedies /ol'tornotiv 'remodi/./
brain (tumor) /brein/
chest infection /tjest in'fekfn/
heart rate /hart reit/
hypochondriac /haipo'kandriaek/
life-threatening illness /laif 'Orelnip 'linos/
open heart surgery /oupon hart 'sord3ori/
pulse /pnls/
(mouth) ulcer /Alsar/
under the weather /'andar ðə 'wedor/

couch consciousness operation shock

shower
6 i

f

bandage injection negative surgery

jazz

13
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If you can speak three languages, you are trilingual. If you can speak two, you are
bilingual. If you can speak only one, you are American.
Author unknown

sm Older and wiser?
1 GRAMMAR

adjectives as nouns,
adjective order

a

b

Complete the sentences with the noun form of an adjective from
the box.
blind

Complete the sentences with
the + adjective.

de a f

disabled

injured

elderly

rich

unem ployed

young

1 The deaf usually communicate with each other using sign language.
2 The government is offering courses to help_______________ to
find jobs.
3 After the accident,_______________ were taken to the hospital.
4 The building has easy access for_______________ .
5 Do you think_____________ should pay higher taxes than the poor?
6 In some countries,_______________ rise special dogs to help them
find their way around.
7 _______________ always think that they know better than their
parents.
8 Should the family or the state take care of_______________ ?

1 C hina The Chinese won the most gold

medals at the 2012 Olympics.
2 Japan _________________ eat a lot of
fish.
3 V ietnam _________________ usually
celebrate Tet in January or February.
4 Sw itzerland _________________ have
a good standard of living.

c

Right ( / ) or wrong (/)? Correct the mistakes in the highlighted phrases.
1 Sarah's wearing a denim short skirt.
X a short denim skirt_____________________________________
2 I'm looking for a sleeveless cotton T-shirt.
3 I want to buy some leather white pants.
4 My sister’s bought some purple trendy glasses.

5 P ortu g al _________________ are very
kind and friendly to visitors.
6 England _________________ have a
reputation for being polite.
7 Sco tlan d _________________ enjoy
spending time outdoors.

5 He gave his mother a patterned silk scarf for her birthday.
6 He looks very fashionable in his gray new Armani suit.
7 She was wearing a bright red wool scarf.
8 You cant wear those old scruffy jeans to the wedding.

2 READING
a

8 F ran ce _________________ are
extremely fond of bike riding.

Read the article quickly. Check ( / ) the sentences that are right and
put an (/) on the ones that are wrong.
Hipsters...
1 always look fashionable.
2 go shopping as often as they can.
3 care a lot about current affairs.
4 love listening to music.
5 eat in fast food restaurants.

14
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___
___
__
___
___

How to be a Hipster

b Read the article again and choose the right
answer.

1 The hipster subculture is made up of
people who w ant...
a to look cool,
b to be different,
c to fit in.

Today, h ip s te r s c a n be seen
m o re fre q u e n tly th a n ev er before.
T hey a r e p a r t of a s u b c u ltu re th a t
re je c ts e v e ry th in g m a in s tr e a m
in favor of e x p r e s s in g th e ir ow n
u n iq u e n e s s . If th is s o r t of th in g
a p p e a ls to yo u , y o u m ig h t lik e
to c o n sid e r b e c o m in g a h ip s te r
y o u rself. R ead on to fin d o u t m ore.

H Dress like a hipster

8

Hipsters would never wear designer
clothes because they prefer to create
their own image. Indispensable items
in a hipster's wardrobe include skinny
jeans or leggings and T-shirts with
ironic messages printed on them. Plaid
and flower patterns are also popular,
and it doesn't matter if the garments
don’t match. They wear cowboy boots
or Converse sneakers on their feet, and
as far as accessories are concerned,
they wear sunglasses, bright belts,
and they generally have a couple of
piercings.

Hipsters love all things independent
and Indie music is a big part of what
they represent. They are always the
first to hear about new bands, but once
a band becomes popular, they stop
listening to it. A typical hipster line is:
"I liked them before they were cool."
When it comes to movies, they watch
independent and foreign films, and
they attend independent productions at
the theater. Hipsters also love reading,
especially books about political science,
anthropology, and sociology.

£3 shopping
Consumerism is something that hipsters
can't stand, so they don’t go shopping
very often. Instead they prefer to make
use of old things, and they love vintage
clothing. Female hipsters raid their
grandmothers’ closets looking for old
dresses, while the men go in search of
Grandpa’s old shirts - the ones without
a collar. O f course, the clothes generally
need to be altered to make them fit,
but a hipster is a genius with a needle
and thread, so this isn't a problem. The
only stores a hipster will enter are thrift
shops, craft stores, or their local vintage
boutique.

2 Hipsters don’t tend to wear...
a sports shoes.
b colorful patterns,
c baggy pants.
3 Hipsters sometimes go shopping in ...
a stores that support a good cause.
b stores that sell the latest fashions,
c places that everyone knows.

Entertainment

B Food
Eating meat isn't popular with
hipsters, and most of them tend to
be vegetarians or vegans. Many grow
their own food in their gardens or on
a balcony; if not, they go to natural
food markets instead. Fruit, coffee,
and Asian food are very popular with
hipsters, and they love making meals
for their foodie friends.
So if you w an t to be a hipster,
forget ev ery th in g you know
about b ein g “cool” an d fin d y o u r
ow n u n iq u e w ay to fit in w ith
th is tren d .

S I Lifestyle
Hipsters tend to be very bothered
and upset about the way the world
works - or doesn't work, in their
view. They are usually well-informed
because they spend hours every day
sitting in cafes surfing the Internet
on their smartphones or tablets - the
only exceptions to their aversion to
consumerism. Hipsters are usually
young - the age ranges from late teens
to mid-30s. Most go to college, and
many of them base their career choices
around music, art, or fashion.

4 Many hipsters...
a like to read about politics,
b are involved in politics,
c know very little about politics.
5 Hipsters like new music...
a after it has become well known,
b until it becomes well known,
c when others stop liking it.
6 Hipsters enjoy food...
a from supermarkets.
b they produce themselves,
c in restaurants.
c

Find the words or phrases in the text to
match definitions 1-10:
1 adjective referring to ideas and opinions
thought to be normal because they are
shared by most people (introduction)
2 the general impression that a person gives
(paragraph 1) _______________________
3 things that you wear or carry to match
your clothes, e.g., bag, scarf (paragraph l)
4 garments from a certain period in the past
(paragraph2 ) _______________________
5 things you use for sewing (paragraph 2)
6 worried about something (paragraph 3)
7 a strong feeling of not liking something
(paragraph3) _______________________
8 not influenced by anything else (paragraph 4)
9 people who don't eat any animal products
at all (paragraph 5)
10 a person who is very interested in trying
different dishes (paragraph 5)
15
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3 VOCABULARY clothes and fashion
a

5 LISTENING

Order the letters in the parentheses to make a material. Then
complete the sentences.
1 jack was wearing a blue denim jacket. (NEDIM)
2 I prefer to wear light___________ shirts in the summer. (TCONTO)
3 I gave my mom a blouse with a ___________ collar for her birthday.
(ALCE)
4 Are you sure those boots are made o f ___________ ? (EH ATELR)
5 I never buy___________ clothes because they take so long to iron.
(ENNIL)
6 They gave me a very expensive___________ tie as a going-away
present. (LIKS)
7 Don't wear your___________ jacket out - it’s raining. (DESEU)
8 I really like your new ___________ jacket. Where did you get it?
(ETLEVV)

a

about aging. Is Laura, the guest on the
program, optimistic or pessimistic about
getting old?

b (Qircle)the odd one that doesn't belong.
1 hooded

2 long-sleeved
3 plaid
4 denim

silk

old-fashioned

dotted

fur

5 fashionable

c

b

sleeveless (t ig h t ) V-neck

loose

stylish

trendy

tight

Complete the sentences with a verb from the box.
dress up
go with

fit
get changed
hangup
match

get undressed
suits

1 That shirt doesn't match your jacket. It doesn't look right.
2 The party’s going to be very formal, so I guess we'd
better_____________ .
3 Can you_____________ your shirts in the closet, please?
1just ironed them.
4 I think I must have gained some weight. These pants don’t
me anymore.
5 You look great in that new dress! It really_____________ you.
6 I’ve been working in the yard, so I’ll have to _____________ before
we go out.
7 Gina is looking for a top to _____________ her new pants.
8 Can you tell the children to _____________ and jump into the
bathtub, please?

4 PRONUNCIATION

vowel sounds

ı< 3

boot

bull

loose
(|cruffy)
shoes
suit

cotton
hooded
put
wool

θ

3 1
fish
linen
slippers
silk
striped

6 8

-

2 u

cn

a (^ircjgXhe word with a different sound.

b

1 The elderly tend to be miserable.
2 Our future health is programmed
entirely by our genes.
__
3 Some people lead busy lives
when they reach old age.
__
4 The increase in the number of old
people contributes to overpopulation. __
5 The elderly will be lonely in the future.__

suede
scru ffy

bird
fur
shirt
shorts
skirt

Listen again and mark the sentences
T (true) or F (false).

striped

patterned

0 5 3 ^ 3 3 ? Listen to a radio program

tree

egg

c

Listen again with the audio script on p.70
and try to guess the meaning o f any words
that you don’t know. Then check in your
dictionary.
J

USEFUL WORDS
AND PHRASES
L e a rn th ese w ords and ph rases.

break down (and cry) /breik daon/
deal with /dil wid/
elderly /'eldorli/
makeup (n) /'meikAp/
treat (v) /Irit/
trick (sb) /tnk/
vulnerable /'vAlnarabl/
wig /wig/
wise /waiz/
wrinkles /‘npklz/

V-neck
jeans
sleeveless cheap
leather
denim
green
trendy

<25^3^1 Listen and check. Then listen and repeat.
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FILE 2

I don't have a fear of flying; I have a fear of crashing.
Billy Bob Thornton, American actor

3 A The truth about air travel
1 READING
a

Read the text once. W hat did the four incidents
have in common?
A
B
C
D

They all happened before the plane took off.
They all happened during the flight.
They all happened during the summer.
None of the above.

W hy are we w aiting?
The usual excuses for flight delays are bad weather, strikes, or
technical faults, but sometimes problems are caused by more
unexpected events. Below are some of the most unusual reasons
for flight disruptions at the world's airports.
W here's the pilot?

b Read the text again and complete it with the
missing sentences. There is one sentence you do
not have to use.

A

Unfortunately, they did this incredibly slowly, and no
planes could take off until they had completed their
journey.

B

Somehow, the animals managed to open the box and
jump out of the hold of the plane onto the runway.

C

The pilot spoke to the passengers, who were very angry,
to try to calm them down.

D

The cancellation announcement was made when the 169
passengers were waiting to board at the gate.

In November 2011, an Air India flight had to
be canceled in southern India because there
was no one to fly the plane. 1____The pilot
who was supposed to fly the plane refused to
do so because he had already completed his
shift. The airline called someone to substitute
for him, but the second pilot did not turn up.
In the end, half of the passengers took
a different Air India flight and the rest had
to travel on a different airline.
Love is in the air

Last year, services were disrupted at New York's
JFK Airport by a group of lovesick turtles. It seems
that the turtles wanted to get from the area
where they had been feeding to their breeding
grounds, so they had no other option but to cross
the runw ay.2____Airport authorities say that this
is not the first time that flights have been delayed
by the turtles, but they can never predict exactly
when the crossing will take place.

E However, there was thick fog at the time, and so the flight
was diverted to Liege in Belgium, about 180 miles away.

c

Look at the highlighted words and phrases
in the text and try to figure out their meaning.
Then match them to definitions 1-7.
1 arrive _______________________
2 the part of an aircraft where goods are stored

Passenger protest

3 something that you can choose to do
4 incidents that make it difficult for something
to continue in the usual way
5 arranged to be done at a particular time
6 a period of time worked by a group of workers
who start work as another group finishes7

In November 2010, Ryanair's flight schedule
was interrupted by a protest by the people on
board. Most of them were French tourists who
had been on vacation in Morocco. The flight had
already been delayed for three hours before it
left Fez, Morocco, and so everyone was looking
forward to arriving at Paris's Beauvais Airport.
3____When the plane landed, about 100
passengers demanded to be flown to Paris and
refused to disembark. About four hours later, they
were finally persuaded to leave the plane and
board the buses that would take them to Paris.

7 get off an aircraft _______________________

The great escape

In December 2009, a Continental Airlines flight was
delayed in Houston, in the US, because two animals
had gotten out of their box in the hold. The animals
were sea otters, a marine mammal with dense fur that
lives in the northern and eastern parts of the Pacific
O cean.4___ Passengers had to wait 80 minutes for the
sea otters to be caught before their plane could take off
Their flight was scheduled to leave for Columbus, Ohio,
at 7:55 p.m., but they did not take off until 9:15 p.m.
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2 VOCABULARY
a

3 MINI GRAMMAR

air travel

Complete the crossword.

so / such...that

Circle)the correct answer.
1 Her suitcase was (so)/ such
heavy that she couldn't pick
it up.

2 I've never had such / such a
bumpy flight - there was a
lot of turbulence.

3 This is the first time we’ve
had a so long / such a long
delay at the airport.

4 The terminal was so / such
crowded that we couldn't
find a cart for our suitcases.

1 All of the passengers on our flight were stopped at...
for their bags to be checked.
2 We could see our plane on the.. .while we were waiting
to board.
3 After we’d checked in, we went through to...to find the
right gate.
4 Despite the rain, my plane took off..., exactly as
scheduled.
5 My first flight was.. .for two hours, so I missed my
connecting flight.
6 Our suitcases were really heavy, so we went to find a ...
to put them on.
7 When I got to the airport, I went straight to .. iso see if
my mother's flight had landed yet.
8 The cabin.. .was very efficient when we had to make an
emergency landing.

6 There were so / such a lot of
people at the airport because
it was a holiday weekend.

4 GRAMMAR

b Complete the text with suitable words.

18

5 There was so much / so
many traffic that we almost
missed our flight.

The worst trip I ever took was when I flew to New York
last year. I arrived at the 1t erminal
in plenty of time,
but when I got to the 23
c h_______ -_______ desk, there
was a huge line. By the time it was my turn, there were no
3a___________ seats left, so I had to sit in the middle of a
row. I showed my ID card to the man at passport control
and then I went to 4s___________ where I had my scissors
confiscated. My 5fl___________ was already boarding as
soon as I arrived at the departure lounge, and I had to run
to reach the gate in time. I sat next to a small child who
screamed loudly when we 6t________________ , and didn't
stop screaming for the next two hours. The weather over
the Atlantic was terrible and we experienced a lot of
7t___________ . I was so relieved when we finally landed in
New York. The worst thing was that when I went to baggage
claim to 8p________________ my baggage, I was told that my
suitcase hadn't arrived. I spent my first two days in New York
with no clothes!

past perfect continuous,
narrative tenses

a (G rde)the correct verb form. Check ( / ) if both are correct.

1 Tim's suitcase was really heavy because ht^mdpacke^)j
had been packing all of his camera equipment.
2 jessica was fed up because she had waited / had been
waiting for three hours for her flight to board.
3 I had been sitting / had sat in departures for 20 minutes
when I realized my flight was already boarding.
4 After I had picked up / had been picking up my baggage,
I took a taxi to my hotel.
5 The kids were bored because we had stood / had been
standing in line at check-in for over an hour.
6 Mv flight arrived late because it hadn’t taken off /
hadn't been taking offon time.
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b Complete the text with the correct form of the verb in
parentheses.

b Listen again and choose the right answers.

1 The Republic of Palau is...
a to the east of the Philippines,
b an island of the Philippines,
c to the west of the Philippines.
2 The travel agent couldn't book all of Debbie's
flights because...
a the computer wasn’t working,
b she couldn't contact all the airlines,
c one of the airlines was on strike.
3 When Debbie landed in Hong Kong, she...
a went to a travel agent.
b booked a flight to Manila,
c bought the rest of her airline tickets.
4 The problem with the flight from Manila to Palau
was...
a the plane didn't carry any passengers,
b there weren't any tickets left,
c passengers weren't allowed to board at
that airport.
5 Both Debbie and the pilot...
a spoke the same language,
b came from the same city,
c had met before.
6 Debbie's friend met her at the airport in Palau
because...
a he had looked at the flight times,
b she had called him.
c he happened to be there.

My parents 1had neverflown (never fly) before, and so they were
very nervous when w e 2_____________ (arrive) at Logan Airport
to take our flight to Mexico. 13_____________ (leave) them at the
terminal building with instructions to get in line at the
check-in desk while 14_____________ (go) to park my car in the
long-term parking lot. However, when 15_____________ (get) to
the check-in desk myself, they were nowhere in sight.
16_____________ (look) for them everywhere until it suddenly
occurred to me that th e y 7_____________ (already / check in) and
th e y 8_____________ (wait) for me in the departure lounge. This was
a real problem because 19_____________ (give) my passport to my
mother, so I couldn’t check in.
I im m ediately10____________ (call) my parents on their cell
phone. I was right; th e y 11_____________ (already / go) through
to the departure lounge. They 12_____________ (wait) for me for
alm ost half an hour at the gate. Luckily, my mom managed to find
an understanding sta ff member who met me at the information
desk with my passport!

5 PRONUNCIATION
a

irregular past forms

Put the irregular verbs in the box into the simple past. Then
write them next to the simple past verbs 1-10 that have the
same sound.
catch

cut

1 bought

fly

meet

pay

cauajit

say

sing

stand

tell wake

6

spoke

____________

2 rang

____________

7

sold

____________

3 made

_____________

8

knew

____________

4 let

____________

9

could

____________

5 shut

_____________

10

read

iTT3
Listen and check. Then listen and repeat the simple
past forms.

6 LISTENING 1
*

c

Listen again with the audio script on p.71 and try
to guess the m eaning of any words that you don’t
know. Then check in your dictionary.

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES
L e a rn th ese w ords and p h rases.

air traffic controller /er Trsefik kon'troulor/
life jacket /'laif d3tekol/
safety demonstration /'seifti demon'streijn/
damage (noun and verb) /'dtemid.y/
emergency /i'mord3onsi/
engine /tnd^on/
flight announcement /flait o'naunsmont/
smuggle /'smngl/
wheelchair /'wiltjer/
whistle /'wish

a

You are going to listen to an interview with
a woman named Debbie who went on an exciting trip.
Number the places on the map in the order she went to them.
1 Paris

___ Palau

___ Manila

___ Hong Kong
19
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Wanting to meet a writer because you like their books is like
wanting to meet a duck because you like pate.
Margaret Atwood, Canadian author

a l l Incredibly short stories
1 READING
a Read the article about different writers and their w riting styles.
W hich one of them only works in the morning?
b Read the article again and match each writer (A-D) to a sentence.

Who says / said that...
1 he / she exercises after writing?
____
2 he / she has days when they do not write anything?
____
3 he / she writes a minimum number of pages every day?
____
4 he / she finds they can concentrate better when they are in bed?___

How do writers write?

Look at the highlighted words and phrases in
the text and try to figure out their meaning.
Then use them to complete the sentences.
1 My sewing machine wasn’t working, so I had
to mend my skirt_____________ .
2 I gave my son the jug and told him to
with water.
3 I was so late I only had time to _____________
my coat and rush out of the door.
4 The psychologist gave her som e____________
advice on how to deal with her teenage son.
5 He finds it difficult to study at home because
there are too m any_____________ .
6 She's in a very confused_____________ , so
she doesn't know whether to stay or go.

All writers have their own particular ways of getting words
down - a favorite pen, a special place, even a certain time of
day. Four famous writers reveal their secrets.

Michael Morpurgo

Suzanne Collins

Haruki Murakami

Philip Pullman

British children's author

American screenwriter and
novelist

Japanese author and translator

British authorI

When I'm in the process of
writing a novel, I get up at 4:00
a.m. and work for five to six
hours. In the afternoon, I run
for 6 miles or swim for 1 mile (or
do both); then I read a bit and
listen to some music. I go to bed
at 9:00 p.m. I keep to this routine
every day without variation. The
repetition itself becomes the
important thing; it's a form of
hypnotism and it helps me reach
a deeper state of mind.

I sit down to write by hand, in
ballpoint, on A4 narrow lined
paper, after breakfast, and work
through till lunch with a break
for coffee and reading mail.
Then I have lunch and watch
Neighbours* (invaluable). In the
afternoon I read or take the
dog for a walk or do something
physically constructive. In the
evening I finish the three pages,
which is my daily task, or if I
finished them in the morning,
I do whatever journalism or
reviewing or lecture-planning I
have in hand.

I had problems some years ago
sitting at a desk because I got
pains in my wrist and shoulder
so I decided to copy my writing
hero Robert Louis Stevenson
instead and found his way
worked. Now, when I have a
story in my head I go to bed with
a small notebook, like the one
children are given in elementary
school, and fill it up. I keep my
manuscripts in the refrigerator
just in case the house burns
down.

I grab some cereal and sit down
to work as soon as possible.
The more distractions I have to
deal with before I actually begin
writing, the harder focusing on the
story becomes. Then I work until
fm tapped out*, usually sometime
in the early afternoon. If I actually
write three to five hours, that's a
productive day. Some days all I do
is stare at the wall. That can be
productive, too, if you're working
out character and plot problems.
The rest of the time, I walk around
with the story slipping in and out
of my thoughts.
* tapped out - tired, exhausted
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* Neighbours - an Australian soap opera

2 GRAMMAR adverbs and adverbial phrases
a

Put the adverbs / adverbial phrases in the correct
place in each sentence.

c

Right ( / ) or wrong ( / ) ? Correct the wrong words.
1 jack played extreme well, so he won the tennis final.
extremely
2 Flying is a very safe way to travel. _________________
3 My brother had an accident because he was driving
too fast. _________________
4 I speak Spanish really bad. Nobody can understand me when
I speak it. ________________
5 She works hardly and she’s very ambitious, too.

1

usually immediately
ets ujj^when his alarm clock rings.
(usually / immediately)

2 Although she studies, she goes to the library.
(a lot / hardly ever)
3 I crashed my new' car. (unfortunately / last week)
4 We should leave tomorrow, (ideally / early)
5 I can understand a word when people speak
English, (hardly / quickly)

6 Is this word spelled correctly here? _________________
7 His parents have been happy married for almost
forty years. _________________
8 My friend sings good, but she'll never be a professional.

6 My brother forgot his girlfriend's birthday,
(almost / yesterday)
7 It didn't rain while we were in Seattle,
(surprisingly / at all)

b Order the words to make sentences. Put the adverb in its
usual position.

8 We're tired because we went to bed late,
(incredibly / last night)

1 1 / umbrella / an / had / luckily / taken
Luckily l had taken an umbrella

3 VOCABULARY
adverbs and adverbial phrases
2 sick / hardly / daughter / is / my / ever

3 parents / next / are / his / retiring /
year

4 boy / rude / teacher / was / to / the /
extremely / his

5 eats / my / poorly / very / brother

6 is / James / apparently / divorced /
getting

Circle)the correct answer.
1 My father worked very\jmrd)l hardly all his life.
2 I haven't seen Tyler late / lately, have you?
3 I can't stand most TV shows, specially / especially
reality shows.
4 Dave near / nearly broke his leg skiing in the
Rockies.
5 Please don't tell me what happens because I
haven't read the book still jyet.
6 I’m not going to Sam's party. I hard / hardly
know him! He's your friend, not mine.
7 Do you ever / even wear jeans to work?
8 A Do your parents live near / nearly here?
B No, they live about 30 miles away.
9 Ellie ate all her lunch, ever / even the vegetables!
10 Alan’s feet are so big that his shoes are especially /
specially made for him.
11 My cousin is a doctor and right now / actually
she's working in Africa.
12 I can't wait to find out what happens at the end /
in the end of this book.

7 were / would / you / never / thought /
I / have / thirty
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4 PRONUNCIATION
a

word stress

Underline the stressed syllable and then write the
adverb in the correct column.
ab so lute ly
forjtunately
o b v io u sly

a p p a re n tly
im m e d iate ly
successifu lly

stress on
1st syllable

d e fin ite ly
e v e n tu a lly
in cred ib ly
in se cu re ly
sur|pri singly

stress on
2nd syllable

stress on
3rd syllable

absolutely

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES
L ea rn these w ords and phrases.

intention /in'tenfn/
beg /beg/
recognize /'rekognaiz/
bomb /bam/
couldn’t believe my eyes /'kodnt bi'liv mai aiz/
confrontation /kanfron'teifn/
frantic /'fraenlik/
slightly /'slailli/

FILE 3
b

jHiEiHSg) Listen and check. Then listen and repeat

the adverbs.

5 LISTENING
Listen to five speakers talk about reading.
W hich two read the most? Speakers___a n d ___ .
b

Listen again and complete the table.
What do they read?
Speaker 1

Where do they read it?

best sellers

Speaker 2
Speaker 3
Speaker 4
Speaker 5

c

Listen again with the audio script on p.71 and try to
guess the m eaning of any words that you don’t know.
Then check in your dictionary.
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Colloquial English Talking about... books
1 LOOKING AT LANGUAGE

Kids, teens, and e-books

Fill in the blanks to complete the m ini dialogues.
1

A Which book have you enjoyed reading recently?
B The Hunger Games. Alright. it was written for
teenagers, but I really liked it.

2

A How do you like that e-reader I gave you?
B I was worried I wouldn't use it, but a_________,
it’s very handy.

3

A Do you know anything about Ken Follett’s books?
B I think they’re s_________o__________thrillers,
aren’t they?

4 A Have you ever read a Charles Dickens novel in English?
B No way! I m_________, it would be too hard, wouldn’t it?
5

A Did you enjoy Crime and Punishment?
B Yes, although it was a little bit, y_________kn__________,
depressing in places.

6

A What do you think of the writer Dan Brown?
B W_________, he’s not a great writer, but I enjoy
his books.

2 READING
a

Read the article and(circle)the correct answers.
1 The article is about e-books in the over /(under)! 8s
e-book market.
2 Fewer / More seven- to twelve-year-olds have an
e-reader than a computer.
3 The findings suggest thatfewer / more children are
likely to read e-books in the future.
4 Most children’s books are bought online / in stores.
5 Older children are more / less attracted to e-books than
their parents.
6 E-books are more / less popular with teenagers than
other age groups.
7 Teenagers regard reading e-books as an individual / a
social activity.
8 The research show's that children and teenagers still
prefer e-books / printed books.

b Look at the highlighted words and phrases. W hat do
you think they mean? Use your dictionary to look up
their meaning and pronunciation.

Are young people embracing the new technology?
Publishers are closely monitoring the sales of printed books and
e-books these days in order to adapt to an ever-changing market.
Bearing in mind that today's children will be the consumers of the
future, it is the under-18s that interest them most. Market research
is carried out in this age group on a regular basis and new data
suggests that this segment faces some very special challenges.
The first survey was conducted online among a thousand parents
of children from the ages of zero to twelve. Disappointingly for
digital booksellers, e-books still make up only 11 % of children's
books. There are several reasons for this. First, a child needs to
own a digital device to be able to read an e-book. The survey found
that while 27 % of the kids of parents in the survey had their
own computer and 25 % owned a smartphone, only 7 % currently
possessed an e-reader. These figures are likely to increase in the
future, however, as more children have access to a reading device.
The parents in the survey said that they often share their digital
devices with their kids and they are starting to hand them down
when they upgrade to a newer model.
Another obstacle facing e-books in the children's market is the
popularity of traditional bookstores. These are still the number
one source of discovery for children's books and more than 85% of
books are bought on impulse. Parents often prefer shopping in a
bookstore because printed books are usually graded by age or level.
They also make colorful presents for young children, while e-books
lack the visual and tactile appeal. On the other hand, the research
showed that the look and feel of a book becomes less important as
children grow older. Seven- to twelve-year-olds say that e-books are
"fun and cool" and they encourage them to read more, despite the
fact that their parents would prefer them to read printed books.
The other segment that interests publishers is the young adult
market. Teenagers today do most of their reading on smartphones
and tablets, but this does not mean that they are in favor of
e-books. A second online survey of a thousand 13- to 17-yearolds showed that teens are way behind all other age groups in
e-book adoption. Sixty-six percent of young adults in the survey
said that they prefer printed books to e-books, and only 8 %
preferred e-books. The main reason for
this resistance is that teenagers enjoy
using technology as a social medium. Every
day they read hundreds of short pieces
about all kinds of different subjects and
they share the most interesting with their
friends. At this point, e-books cannot be
shared or commented on and so they are
not a social technology.
Surveys like these are of vital
importance to publishers because they
tell them about the latest trends in the
market. In the case of the children's and
young adult market, the two surveys have
shown that printed books are still winning
the race against e-books.
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Only when the last tree has died, and the last river has been polluted, and the last
fish has been caught, will we realize that we can't eat money.
Cree Indian saying

4A

Eco-guilt

1 READING
a Read the article and choose the right answer.

How can Americans reduce their carbon
footprints?
A By taking only two or three long airplane
trips a year.
B By buying a lot of small products instead of a
few big products.
C By reducing taxes on food, housing, and
transportation.
D By spending less money on goods and services,
b

Read the article again and choose a, b, or c.
1 The average American's carbon footprint is...
a approximately eight times more than the
global average carbon footprint per person,
b approximately five times more than the
global average carbon footprint per person,
c approximately double the global average
carbon footprint per person.
2 Americans with the lowest carbon
footprints are usually ...
a people who have nowhere to live or eat.
b people who serve as soldiers,
c people who are unemployed.
3 A person who lives a simple lifestyle in the
US has a high carbon footprint because...
a he or she can’t pay a tax to offset his or her
carbon footprint.
b the CO, footprint calculation is not
divided equally among all US citizens,
c he or she has access to public services paid
for by the government.
4 The “rebound effect” ...
a has a negative impact on an individual’s
carbon footprint.
b has a positive impact on an individual's
carbon footprint.
c has no impact on an individual's carbon
footprint.
5 The writer's conclusion is that...
a paying a carbon footprint tax is an easy
solution.
b finding a way to reduce the average US
citizen's carbon footprint is more important
than anything else to all Americans,
c reducing the US carbon footprint is
almost impossible.

Can We Make Our Carbon
Footprints Smaller?
Our carbon footprint is the estimated amount of carbon dioxide (C 0 2) given
off as we go about our daily lives. While the global average carbon footprint is
about 4 metric tons per person each year, Americans contribute approximately
20 metric tons of greenhouse gas per person each year. Compared to other
countries, even those who use the least amount of energy in the US - for
example, a person who lives off the grid - still contribute double the carbon
emissions than the global average per person. And, not surprisingly, a person's
carbon footprint increases in size as his or her income increases. So, the less
you spend, the more environmentally friendly you are.
How is it possible that people in the US who live simple lifestyles,
e.g., children or the homeless, make such large contributions to
greenhouse gas emissions? The answer is simple: Each US citizen has
access to various basic government services such as firefighting
and police departments, road and bridge repair, libraries,
jails and prisons, the military, etc. When these public
services are divided equally among the entire US
population, it significantly raises the carbon footprint
per person. In fact, according to a study conducted by
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the lowest
carbon footprint that can be calculated for a person
living in the US is 8.5 metric tons. And shockingly, this
carbon footprint corresponds to a homeless person
who sleeps in public shelters and eats in soup kitchens.
While it is admirable to make changes in lifestyle to
reduce a carbon footprint, in reality, it is very difficult to do. The
MIT study revealed that a "rebound effect" occurred when someone made an effort
to reduce his or her carbon footprint. Take the example of a person who made the
deliberate choice to buy a hybrid car instead of a large SUV to save money on gas
costs. Very often that person would use the money he or she saved to do something
else, e.g., take a long airplane trip. In this ease, just one long airplane trip produces
more C 0 2 emissions than driving the large SUV for a year This ends up having a
negative impact on a person's carbon footprint by making it bigger!
Can Americans reduce their carbon footprints? According to the study, it IS
possible, but it would require lifestyle changes such as giving up long-distance
travel and buying fewer smartphones, tablets, and MP3 players that have large
energy costs to produce and deliver.
The most drastic way to lower the
average American's US carbon
footprint is to add a C 0 2 tax on food,
housing, and transportation, and
most Americans don't want their taxes
raised. Unless we can find a way to
reduce our carbon footprints, the price
we may ultimately have to pay is much
higher than the amount Americans
will ever have to pay in taxes.
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c

Look at the highlighted words and phrases in the text
and try to figure out their meaning. Then match to
definitions 1-8.
1 not using the public supplies of electricity, gas, or
w ater_________________________
2 the powerful effect that something has on someone
or something_________________________
3 money that you have to pay the government so that it
can pay for public services______________________
4 sent into the a ir_________________________
5 not harming the world around us
6 extreme in a way that has serious effect on
something_________________________
7 done on purpose_________________________
8 when a situation is different from what has just
been said or from what people believe

2 VOCABULARY the weather

c

Match each adjective to a noun.
1 strong

a skies

2 cool

b fog

3 clear

c rain

4 sunny

d periods

5 heavy

e breeze

6 thick

f sunshine

7 icy

g roads

8 bright

h winds

3 GRAMMAR
future perfect and future continuous
a

Circle the correct form.
1 If this hot weather continues,
forecasters say we(ty7il half)}
will have had / will be having
a drought.

a (^fircle) the one that doesn't belong.
1 below zero
2 settled
3 boiling
4 fog

chilly

pouring
damp

mist

5 blizzard

freezing ( p ouring^)
drizzling

mild

2 We will have / will have had /
will be having six meetings
by the end of today.

showers

warm

smog

thunder

hailstorm

breeze

monsoon

b Complete the sentences with a suitable word.

1 We're having a heat wave . It’s not usually so hot at
this time of year.
2 The weather is very ch_________ right now. One
minute it's raining and the next the sun comes out.
3 People say that there may be a fl_________ if the
river continues rising.
4 In some areas it was raining and in others there was
h_________ . The balls of ice were enormous!
5 There will be h_________ rain this morning, so
drive carefully.
6 The government wants us to save water because of
the dr_________ .
7 In India, m_________ season usually lasts until
October.
8 The 1_________ lit up the sky during the
thunderstorm.
9 I just took a shower 30 minutes ago and I’m sweating
already - it's so h_________ .!

3 I’ve decided that in the
future I will take / will have
taken / will be taking the
train to work.

4 Please don't call between one
and two o’clock because
we will have / will have had /
will be having lunch.

5 Anna will study / will have
studied I will be studying at
college the next time we see
her.

6 We will buy / will have bought /
will be buying a beach house if
we can sell the condo.
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b Complete the sentences with the future perfect or

future continuous form of the verb in parentheses.
1 By the end of this month, we'// have moved (move)
to our new house, so you can come and stay after that.
2 This time tomorrow my parents_________________
(fly) over the Atlantic on their way to London.
3 Rob’s exams are in May, so h e _________________
(take) them all by June first.
4 Hopefully you_________________ (read) the book I
lent you by the next time we see each other.
5 If the game starts at 7:00 p.m., w e_________________
(play) until 8:45 at least.
6 By this time next year, they_________________ (build)
the new road and we'll be able to get to work much
quicker.
7 When do you think you_________________ (finish)
paying your mortgage?
8 Don’t call me tomorrow morning because
I _________________ (drive) to Los Angeles.
9 It's been raining all day, but hopefully it
_________________ (stop) by tomorrow. We were
planning to have a picnic.
10
(you go) to the supermarket
later?

4 PRONUNCIATION
a

5 LISTENING
a

b Listen again and answer the questions.

1 In which country did the incident take place?
2 Why couldn’t Ewa Wisnierska avoid the problem?
3 W hat temperature did Ewa experience during her
ascent?
4 What did she see during her ascent?
5 What could she hear?
6 How long was she unconscious?
7 Where did she land?
8 How long did she spend in the hospital?
9 Where was the other paraglider from?
10 Did he survive?

vowel sounds

W hich words have the same vowel sound?
Complete the chart with the words from the box.
drizzling
lightning

drought
pouring

fish
chilly

heatwave
thunder

9
tree

breeze

au
c
owl
showers

Listen to a news report about paraglider
Ewa Wisnierska. W hat kind o f difficult weather did
she experience? _____________________________

Listen again with the audio script on p.71 and try to
guess the m eaning of any words that you don't know.
Then check in your dictionary.

drizzling

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES

4
up

horse
warm

flood

L e a rn th ese w ords and p h rases.
bike
bright

Listen and check. Then listen and repeat.

banned /btend/
cut down (trees) /kAt daun/
extreme weather /ik'strim 'wedar/
heat wave /'hit weiv/
install /in'stol/
reusable /ri'yuzobl/
recyclable /ri'saiklobl/
run out (of gas) /rnn aut/
solar panels /'soulor 'ptenlz/
weather forecast /'wedor 'forkaest/
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Fortune favors the brave.
Latin proverb

SB

Are you a risk taker?

1 READING
a Read the article and number the paragraphs in the
correct order.
b

Read the article again. Mark the sentences T (true)
or F (false).
1 Most people think that boys take more risks
than girls.
2 In the past, men had to pay more than women
to insure their cars.
3 A third of the girls in the survey said that they
replied to text messages while driving.
4 In general, girls use cell phones when they
are driving more than boys.
5 The second survey involved both men and women.
6 New mothers are the safest drivers of all.
7 Women now have to pay higher insurance rates
than men in some countries.

c

Look at the highlighted words and phrases in the text
and try to figure out their meaning. Then use them to
complete the sentences.
1 Some people have different personalities when they're
of a car.
2 I didn't___________ to your text message because my
phone battery died.
3 The police arrested everyone who had been_________
in the fight.
4 The banks are raising interest___________ from 1.5%
to 2 %.
5 The cuts are___________ education. There will also
be less money for health care.
6 An example of h is___________ is when he drove on
the freeway doing 110 miles per hour.
7 My parents___________ me in my choice of career.
8 Zane wears shorts all the tim e___________ how bad
the weather is.

I IA What is more, cellphone use while
driving is not confined to young women. A
child protection group in the US recently
did a survey of the habits of new mothers
in the car. The results of this survey are
similarly shocking. Of the 2,396 mothers
who took part, 78 % admitted talking on the
phone when they were driving with their
babies in the car. Twenty-six percent said
that they regularly texted or checked their
emails. Not surprisingly, nearly 10 % of the
mothers interviewed had been involved in
a car crash. These results show that new
mothers behave almost as badly on the road
as teenagers.

[7]B

It is widely accepted that boys are
bigger risk takers than girls. More men than
women take part in risky sports and men are
more likely to be responsible for reckless
driving. Until now, this factor has been
reflected in car insurance policies, which
have always required men to pay higher
rates than women. However, recent research
has shown that this belief may no longer be
correct.

I IC With statistics like these, it is hardly
surprising that insurance companies are
reconsidering the policies they offer. And
they are being backed by some countries
around the world. The European Court of
Justice, for example, has recently passed a
measure that prohibits insurance companies
from taking gender into account when
calculating the cost of an insurance policy.
The change serves to make one thing very
clear: a distracted driver is a dangerous
driver, no matter what sex they are.
[ ] θ A survey of 2,000 young drivers about
the risks they take on the road revealed
some surprising figures. More than a third
of the girls who took part admitted that
they regularly read text messages from
friends and family members while driving.
More than a quarter of these girls admitted
answering the texts while they were behind
the wheel. In contrast, the boys did not seem
so concerned about who was trying to contact
them. A much smaller number admitted to
reading texts on the road, and only 10 percent
said that they would try to respond to the
message before stopping the car.
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2 VOCABULARY

expressions with take

b Complete the sentences with the correct form of

the verbs.
1 Bring your swimsuit if you want to use the pool,
(bring)
2 Don’t call them now. They___________ lunch.
(have)
3 I ___________ if those people don’t stop talking.
(complain)
4 If you tell me what’s wrong, I ___________
anything, (not say)
5 If everything goes according to plan, w e_________
work early today, (finish)
6 I won’t be able to talk to you if I ____________when
you call, (drive)
7 If you____________Dan Brown's new book yet,
I'll buy you a copy for your birthday, (not read)
8 You'll get wet if you___________ an umbrella
with you. (not take)

Complete the sentences with a suitable word.
1 My mother takes good care
of herself and still looks
great for her age.
2 Katie believes in women’s rights. She takes gender
equality very s_________ .
3 My son loves drama, so he always takes p_________ in
the school play.
4 My husband takes a_________ his father - they're both
passionate about basketball.
5 My girlfriend is very sensible. She doesn’t like taking
r_________ .
6 You don’t have to finish this today. There's no hurry. You
can take your t_________.
7 I’m taking u_________ yoga because I need to learn to
relax.
8 Let's take ad_________ of the nice weather and have a
barbecue.
9 We didn't take the rush hour traffic into acc_________ ,
so we almost missed our flight.
10 The Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival usually takes
p_________ over two weekends in the middle of April.

3 GRAMMAR

Zero and first conditionals
and future time clauses

a Complete the sentences with the present or the future
(will I won't) form of the verbs in the box.
not answer
be
cook
not get
go
not move

eat
not rain

1 If you eat
too many calories, you gain weight.
2 Plants die if they____________enough water.
3 I ___________ and see the doctor if I don’t feel better
tomorrow.
4 If it___________ soon, there will be a drought.
5 Some dogs bite if they___________ scared.
6 If we don’t sell our house, w e___________ .
7 If Justin___________ tonight, Karen will be very happy.
8 My sister___________ the phone if she’s watching a
movie on TV.

c

Fill in the blanks in each sentence so that it means
the same as the sentence (or sentences) before.
Use a time expression from the box and no more
than two other words.
after
incase

as soon as
before
unless
until
when 1

1 I'll go to New York and I’ll stay with some friends.
I’ll stay with some friends when I go to New York.
2 My boyfriend wall arrive at his hotel. He’ll call me
immediately.
My boyfriend will call m e_________________ at
his hotel.
3 We'll arrive in time for lunch if the traffic isn’t bad.
We’ll arrive in time for lunch_________________
is bad.
4 I’m going to call my husband. He might forget his
doctor’s appointment.
I’m going to call my husband_________________
his doctor’s appointment.
5 She’s going to pack her suitcase. Then she'll go
to bed.
She’s going to pack her suitcase________________
to bed.
6 They'll get married and then they'll live together.
They won't live together_________________
married.
7 I'll do my Pilates and then I'll take a shower.
I'll take a shower_________________ my Pilates.
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4 PRONUNCIATION
a

Underline the stress in the words.
1 acjcident
2 account

b

word stress

© 1 ^ :0

3 advantage
4 a|tti|tude

5 control
6 de|ci|sion

7
8

in|surjance
nightjmare

9 risky
10 safejty

Listen and check. Then listen and repeat the words. Copy the rhythm.

5 LISTENING
Listen to part of a radio program where Andy Evans talks about bungee jumping
and complete the sentences. You sometimes have to write more than one word.

1 The first bungee jumps originated on the island of
Vanuatu, which is in th e ____________________ .
2 Young men called “land divers” used to jump off
platforms with vines tied t o ___________________
3 In 1979 Chris Baker and three friends jumped
o ff the Clifton Suspension Bridge in the city
o f ____________________ , using a rope called a
“bungee.”
4 Immediately after the team had jumped, they
by police.
5 However, people carried on doing bungee jumps,
especially in ____________________ .
6 Many people did jumps from th e ________________
____________________ in San Francisco.

7 Some of the jumps were sponsored by
8 Fatalities sometimes occur when people use a
bungee that is ____________________ .
9 Calculations and fittings should be
-checked before each jump.

b Listen again with the audio script on p.72 and try to guess the meaning of any words that you don't know.
Then check in your dictionary.

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES
L e a rn th ese w ords and p h rases.

addicted to /o'diktod to/
a sense of /ə sens ov/
at the last minute /act ðə te st 'minst/
break the speed limit /breik ðə spid 'limot/

5 ® ^

fatal (accident) /'feitl/
for charity /for Tfaeroti/
get caught (by the police) /get kot/
get straight to the point /get streit 1ə ðə point/

in advance /in od'vaens/
potentially /po'tenfli/
risky /'riski/
take a risk /te«k ə risk/

FILE 4
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Adventure is just bad planning.
Explorer Roald Amundsen, first man to reach the South Pole

5A

The survivors’ club

1 READING
a

Read the story quickly. How did Nicholas Joy survive
the freezing conditions of Sugarloaf Mountain?

b Read the story again and choose the right answer.

1 Sugarloaf Mountain is popular with skiers because...
a it is easy to get to.
b it is free on the weekend,
c it is in a beautiful area.
2 Nicholas and his father separated because Nicholas
wanted to...
a go a different way.
b sit down and take a rest.
c meet some friends at the parking lot.
3 Nicholas knew how to make a snow cave because...
a his father had taught him.
b he had seen someone do it on TV.
c he had taken a survival course.
4 The first thing Joseph Paul did when he found
Nicholas was to...
a call his parents,
b give him some food,
c take him back to the resort.
5 Skiers who get lost at Sugarloaf...
a have usually left the official trail,
b usually make their own snow caves,
c usually have good survival skills.
c

Find the words and phrases in the text to match
definitions 1-8.
1 people who are very interested in an activity
(paragraph 1) _______________________
2 a more direct way to get somewhere (paragraph 2)
3 made someone aware of something (paragraph 2)
4 a small river (paragraph 3) _____________________
5 a path through the woods or fields (paragraph 4)
6 in a position where the arms, legs, and head are close
to the body (paragraph 4) ______________________
7 a phrase meaning you aren't allowed to go there
(paragraphS) _______________________
8 survive (paragraph5) _______________________

1 Sugarloaf Mountain, in
the state of Maine in the US,
is one of the best ski resorts
in the country. Thousands of
winter sports enthusiasts head
for the area during weekends
and holidays to enjoy the
breathtaking scenery. Most of
them go home exhausted but
happy at the end of a great day
of skiing. But not in the case of
17-year-old Nicholas Joy from
Massachusetts.
2 Nicholas had gone skiing
with his father at Sugarloaf. It
was a Sunday, and they were on their way back down the mountain when
Nicholas saw a shortcut. He decided to take the shortcut while his father
continued down the official path. They arranged to meet back at the
parking lot for the drive home. And that was the last his father saw him
that day because Nicholas didn't turn up at the parking lot. After waiting
for what he considered to be a reasonable time, Nicholas's worried father
alerted the authorities. A massive search party was launched, but it soon
began to snow heavily. Eventually, the search was called off.
3 Meanwhile, Nicholas was desperate. He had gotten hopelessly
lost, and he realized that he was going to have to spend the night
on the mountain. Fortunately, he is a big fan of survival shows so
he knew how to make a snow cave. He found a safe place to build
his cave and made a huge pile of snow with his skis. Then, he made
a tunnel into the snow and dug out a hole to sit in. He covered the
bottom with fallen pine branches and lay down inside. Whenever he
was thirsty, he left the cave and drank water from a nearby stream.
Then he returned to his cave and waited to be found.
4 Rescue came two days later in the form of snowmobiler Joseph
Paul. Mr. Paul was riding along a trail about 4 miles from the resort
when he spotted Nicholas's snow cave. He got off his snowmobile,
inspected the cave, and found Nicholas curled up inside. After giving the
hungry teenager some cheese crackers and peanuts, he took Nicholas
back to the resort to be reunited with his relieved parents.
5 An official at Sugarloaf confirmed that two or three groups of skiers
get lost on the mountain each year. Like Nicholas, they are usually found
in areas that are out of bounds. However, few of the rescued skiers are
in such good shape because they lack his knowledge of survival skills.
Tragically, some of them do not make it through the night.
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2 VOCABULARY
a

c Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

f e e l in g s

How would you feel in these situations? Complete the
crossword.

couldn’t believe his eyes
down jumping for joy
scared s t if f
sick and tired of worn out

C lu es a c ro ss

1 Your daughter won a dance competition.
4 It’s pouring rain and a friend offers to drive you to your
home.
6 You have an exam tomorrow.
7 You just told your parents that you failed an exam.
C lu es dow n ^

2 You weren't offered the job after you went for an
interview.
3 Someone told you that your new hairstyle makes you
look old.
4 You forgot your best friend’s birthday yesterday.
5 You’re studying abroad and you're missing your family.

1 Harriet was scared stiff
when she saw a mugger
coming toward her.

2 I'm ___________
always having to tell my
husband to clean up.

3 My sister was a little
___________ after her
interview went badly.

4 He was absolutely
___________ after
running almost 15 miles.

5 H e___________ when
his favorite celebrity re
tweeted him on Twitter.

6 I w as___________
when I got accepted to
my top choice college.

3 GRAMMAR

unreal conditionals

a (^jird e) the correct form.

b

Replace the underlined words with a suitable adjective
from the box.
astonished
devastated

bewildered
delighted
horrified
stunned
thrilled1
7
6
5
4
3
2

1 We are very excited to be going on a cruise around the
world. thrilled
2 My mom was very confused by the touch screen on her
new phone. ___________
3 People were extremely shocked and disgusted when
they heard about the terrorist attack. ___________
4 Andy was amazed when his parents gave him a car for
his birthday. ___________
5 She was so surprised she couldn't react when she saw
the fire damage. ___________
6 Olivia was incredibly happy when she got promoted.
7 My brother was extremely upset when his wife left
him. ____________

1 Our boss was j(^ouldbf ) more popular if he didn’t take
himself so seriously.
2 I would have gotten cold if I didn’t take / hadn't taken a
jacket.
3 You hadn't have / wouldn't have sprained your ankle if
you’d been looking where you were going.
4 I’d really miss you if you went / would go away.
5 Matt had / would have more friends if he didn't
complain all the time.
6 I had been / would have been really disappointed if I
hadn’t gotten the job.
7 You didn’t get / wouldn’t get blisters if you were wearing
shoes that actually fit you well.
8 We wouldn't have come to Bangkok if we knew / had
known it was the monsoon season.
9 Emma wouldn't be so stressed out if she didn’t have /
wouldn’t have so much work.
10 We wouldn't have gotten lost if we had stayed / would
have stayed on the hiking trail.
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b Write second and third conditional sentences.
1 We don’t go hiking because we don’t have much free time.
If we had more free time, we’d c(o hiking
more often.
2 There wasn't much snow, so we didn't make a snowman.
W e___________ a snowman if there
_________ more snow.
3 I didn’t know the water was so cold, so I jumped in.
I ___________ into the water if I ____________ it was
so cold.
4 He doesn’t pass his driver’s test because he gets so
nervous.
If h e___________ so nervous, he____________ his
driver’s test.
5 We got lost because we didn't follow the trail.
If w e___________ the trail, w e____________ .
6 You get sunburned because you don't use enough
sunscreen.
If you_________ more sunscreen, you__________
sunburned.
7 They hadn't read the book, so they didn’t understand
the movie.
They
_ the movie if they
_ the book.
8 I don’t earn a lot of money, so I can’t buy my own house.
I_________ my own house if I__________ more money.

4 PRONUNCIATION

stress on
1st syllable

Listen to a firefighter giving a talk on house
fires at a community center and complete the notes.

a

House fires
■
■
■
■
■

stress on
2nd syllable

d e v a sta te d
overw helm ed

stress on
3rd syllable

Install a 2________________ and make an escape plan.
Don’t smoke in the 3___________ .
P u t4_________ a n d __________ where children can’t
get them.
Don’t leave cooking food unattended, especially
5

If there is a fire
■
■

d elighted
o ffen ded

Fires usually break out when people are 1___________ .

Precautions

word stress

a Complete the table with the words according to the
stressed syllable. Then underline the words where “ed”
adds another syllable to the word.
a sto n ished
bewiljdered
disappointed
horri|fied

5 LISTENING

■
■
■

If you get trapped in your hom e,6___________ all the
doors.
P u t7___________ or clothing under the doors to keep
smoke out.
Hold a damp cloth over yo u r8___________ and
___________ to protect your lungs.
If you try to escape, it is best to crawl because the
closer you are to the floor t h e 9___________ the air is.
Get out as soon as possible: don’t try to save

10__________ or_________ .
b Listen again with the audio script on p.72 and try to
guess the m eaning of any words that you don’t know.
Then check in your dictionary.

astonished

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES
L ea rn these w ords and phrases.

b

Listen and check. Then listen and repeat.
Copy the rhythm.
Listen and(c ird e)the word where -ed is
pronounced differently.
1 thrilled

confused

(gxcitecp

2 depressed

exhausted

offended

3 shocked

astonished

surprised

4 relieved

frustrated

terrified

5 disgusted

irritated

stunned

(-ed= /id/ not/d/)

challenge /'tfaelandy
keep calm /kip kum/
life or death situation /laif or deO sitfu'eifn/
overcome /oovar'kAm/
panic /'paenik/
remote /ri'moot/
rescue /'reskyu/
set off (on a journey) /set of/
survival /sor'vaivl/
task /Itesk/

d Listen and repeat the words.
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Never look back unless you are planning to go that way.
Henry David Thoreau, author, poet, and philosopher

5B

It drives me crazy!

1 GRAMMAR

2 VOCABULARY

wish + would

a Use the words to write sentences with wish + would.
1 I / that man / stop coughing
I wish that man would stop coughing.__________________
2 I / you / wash the dishes

-ed / -ing adjectives and related verbs
Complete the sentences with an adjective or a verb
made from the word in bold.

3 I / my sister / not borrow / my clothes
4 I / our neighbors / not park / outside our house
5 I / my grandma / get a hearing aid
6 I / the bus / come123456
b W rite sentences with wish + would.
1 My boss really annoys me. She shouts all the time.
I wish my boss wouldn’t shout all the time______________.
2 I’m fed up with my brother using my computer.
I wish___________________________________________ .
3 I’m really angry. You never help with the housework.
I w ish__________________________________ sometimes.
4 I can't stand it when my son stays in bed all day.
I wish___________________________________________ .
5 My ex-boyfriend is driving me crazy! He calls me every day.
I w ish___________________________________________ .
6 I hate it when you leave the bathroom messy.
I w ish___________________________________________ .

1 These dark, winter days are very depressing .
depress

2 Taking care of my sister’s three small children is
for my parents, exhau st
3 She’s a little b it___________ right now because
she has too much work, stress
4 It really___________ me when people talk loudly
on their cell phones, in fu riate
5 Ethan was so ___________ when he failed his
driver’s test, disappoint
6 I can't find my passport, which is a little
. w orry

7 My girlfriend is scared of flying. The idea of
getting on a plane___________ her. terrify
8 We were___________ when we received a
surprise visit from some old friends, delight
9 My son is a terrible loser. Not winning something
really___________ him. fru stra te
10 I was so ___________ when I called your
boyfriend by the wrong name, em barrass
11 It___________ me when my husband asks me
where his clothes are. annoy
12 His first visit to the theater___________ him to
take up acting, inspire
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3 READING
a Read the article. Complete it with the missing
sentences.
A When journalist Kathryn Schulz was 29, she decided to get
B Since then, Ms. Schulz has found two ways of dealing with
her regret
C Apart from these four components, Ms. Schulz also felt pain
D Despite not having the effect that she had intended, Ms.
Schulz's tattoo has served to remind her of something else

E Ms. Schulz experienced all four components of regret

regrets

that night

F Ms. Schulz’s tattoo is a compass

b Read the whole text again and mark the sentences
T (true) or F (false).

1 Kathryn Schulz had had no regrets until she
got a tattoo.
2 The first emotion Ms. Schulz felt that night
was a kind of confusion.
3 By the time she got home, her wrist had
stopped hurting.
4 Ms. Schulz isn’t the only American who regrets
having a tattoo.
5 In Ms. Schulz's opinion, regret usually
disappears over time.
6 When Ms. Schulz shows people her tattoo,
they are usually horrified.
7 Ms. Schultz wanted a tattoo that reminded her
of the places she traveled to.
8 She thinks regrets teach us to accept our mistakes.

T
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

c Look at the highlighted words and phrases in the text
and try to figure out their meaning. Then match them
to definitions 1-10.
1 happening many times _______________________
2 a refusal to accept that something unpleasant has
happened _______________________
3 with a mistake which means that it is not perfect
4 happening at exactly the same time as something else
5 purposes or aims _______________________
6 thinking too much about one particular thing
7 the importance of something ___________
8 accept something unpleasant or difficult
9 confusion and surprise _______________________
10 a basic general idea _______________________

1 A . Unfortunately, she regretted getting it as soon as she left
the tattoo shop. Until then, she had been proud of leading a
life without regrets. She had gone through life working on the
principle that you should always look forward and never look back.
But that night, she remembers feeling regret for the very first time.
2 __. The first one was denial and she spent the first few
hours saying to herself, "Make it go away!" The second was a
feeling of bewilderment in which she kept on asking herself, "How
could I have done that?” The third was a desire to punish herself,
something along the lines of "I could kick myself." The fourth is
something that psychologists call perseveration. This is the habit
of focussing obsessively and repeatedly on the exact same thing.
A person who is feeling regret has the first three components
going around in their head again and again.
3 __; not only the physical pain of her tattooed wrist, but
the emotional pain of knowing that she had done something
incredibly stupid.
4 __. The first is to take comfort in the fact that she is not
alone. Figures show that around 17 % of Americans regret getting
tattoos at some point in their lives. The second is to learn to laugh
at herself. Humor and black humor play a fundamental role in
helping us come to terms with our regret. Apart from that, Ms.
Schulz recognizes the value of sitting back and waiting for the pain
of regret to go away. Time heals all wounds as the saying goes, and
in the case of regret, this is most certainly true.
5 __. Most people who see it are disappointed, because
they don't think it is that bad; the problem is that she doesn't
like it. She got the tattoo when she was traveling and she
was worried that she would forget some of the lessons that she
had learned during that time. It is a lesson that she wants to share
with other people. For hen the compass represented the two
ideas in one image.
6 __. It reminds her how important it is to keep on exploring,
and simultaneously how important it is to know where you're
heading in life. Ms. Schulz believes that if we have goals and dreams
and if we love people, we should feel pain when things go wrong.
In her view, we need to learn to love the flawed things that we
create and to be able to forgive ourselves for creating them. Ms.
Schulz says that her experience has taught her that regret doesn’t
exist to remind us that we did badly; instead it is there to remind
us that we know that we can do better.
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4 GRAMMAR

6 LISTENING

wish + simple past or past perfect

a

Complete the sentences with the simple past or past
perfect form of a verb from the box.
not be can
not eat
live
offer
not spent

get up have
not work wear

Who is...?
] unwell
] helpful

1 Public transportation is terrible around here. I wish
I had a car.
2 I miss my parents. I wish they___________ nearby.
3 I’m going to be late. I wish I ___________ earlier.
4 I hardly ever see my boyfriend. I wish h e ___________
on the weekends.
5 I'm really disappointed. I wish they___________ me
the job.
6 I’d love to live in Paris. I wish I ___________ speak
French.
7 I'm broke. I wish I ___________ all my money.
8 The weekend has flown by. I wish it___________
Monday tomorrow.
9 I feel sick. I wish I___________ that seafood last
night.
10 I’m cold. I wish I ___________ a sweater.

5 PRONUNCIATION
a

amazed
astonished
confused
disappointed
embarrassed
frustrated
infuriated
inspired
offended
shocked
stressed
terrified

dog

Q stubborn
ŋ selfish

Q critical
insincere

-ed adjective endings

Listen and write the adjectives in the
correct column according to the pronunciation
o f -ed.

%

Listen to a couple, Daniel and Ana, discussing
the characteristics of different members of their
families. Write M (Daniel’s mom) or D (Daniel's dad).
There are two adjectives that you don’t need to use.

b Listen again. W hat examples does Ana give of Daniel’s
parents’ behavior?

c

Listen again with the audio script on p.72 and try to
guess the m eaning of any words that you don't know.
Then check in your dictionary.

/ id /
tie

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES

amazed

L earn these words and phrases.

b Listen and repeat the adjectives paying attention to the
pronunciation of the -ed endings.

argue with /'argyu wiO/
career /ka'rir/
give up (an activity, e.g., watching TV) /giv ap/
learn from (a mistake) /lorn frnm/
make up (after an argument) /meik np/
It drives me crazy /it draivz mi 'kreizi/
love life /lnv laif/
on average /an 'aevrid3/
regret (doing something) /ri'gret/
regrets (n) /n'grets/
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Colloquial English Talking about... waste
1 LOOKING AT LANGUAGE
(Circje)the right adverbs in the mini dialogues.
1

A How do you recycle your organic waste?
B We don’t. Ideally / Obviously /([In fortunately) it's
impossible to do that where we live.

2

A Who’s in charge of emptying the w aste baskets in
your house?
B Amazingly / Gradually / Sadly, my teenage son always
takes the trash out.

3

A How do you dispose of old electrical devices?
B Actually / Eventually / Unfortunately, it’s not usually
a problem because I rarely buy new ones.

4

A What kind of things do you recycle?
B Amazingly / Apparently / Basically, we try to recycle
as much as we can.

5

A Can you see any problems with recycling?
B Actually / Anyway / Obviously, you need four different
bins in the kitchen, but apart from that, it’s easy.

6

A What happened to that beautiful old vase you had?
B Generally / Sadly / Strangely it broke, so we had to
throw it away.

7

A Have they come to empty the recycling bins yet?
B No, they haven’t. They always come on Mondays, but
basically / in fact / strangely they haven't been here
yet today.

2 READING
a Read the article about the zero waste policy in
San Francisco. Complete it with the missing sentences.
There is one sentence you do not need to use.
A Then there is the question of penalties.
B When recycling was first introduced, it was discovered that
the largest remaining kind of trash was leftover food.
C All kinds of trash can be found in these places, from broken
toys to unwanted CDs, and a lot of items that could have
been recycled.
D One of the few things that people are warned against putting
here are plastic bags, which are not biodegradable at all.
E He wants the city to achieve 100 % zero waste.

F The most commonly recycled items are glass bottles.
b Look at the highlighted words and phrases. W hat do
you think they mean? Use your dictionary to look up
their meaning and pronunciation.
36

San Francisco: Zero-Waste City
Each year, Americans throw away about 250 million tons of garbage.
That’s roughly 4 pounds per person per day, most of which ends up
in a landfill site. 1___ As well as being an eyesore, landfills create
environmental damage and emit harmful greenhouse gases, which
have been shown to contribute to climate change. These concerns
have prompted San Francisco and a handful of other cities to aim for
a once-unthinkable goal: zero waste.
In 2009, San Francisco became the first city in the country to
require that residents and businesses alike separate from their trash
biodegradable items, like food scraps, and recyclable goods, like
paper, metals, and plastic, into separate bins. And that has led to
a big reduction in the amount of garbage headed to the landfill.
The city’s new laws have helped to keep 80 % of its waste away
from landfills, when the national average is 35 %. However, the city
mayor, Ed Lee, wants to go even further.2___
San Francisco’s 80-year-old private garbage company has recently
invented a new name for itself: Recology.3___ This can be used to
make a substance called compost, which can be added to soil to
help plants grow. So, Recology set about building a new composting
facility on an enormous complex northeast of San Francisco. Here
they turn all of the city’s organic waste into rich compost that is used
by some of the nation’s best vineyards. In the rest of the country,
where composting is a rarity, 97 % of food waste is disposed of in
landfills.
Surprisingly, it isn’t only food that residents are told to put into
their compost bins; they are encouraged to put in all kinds of other
garbage as well. This includes packaging where meat has been sold,
food wrappings, paper napkins, tissues, used paper plates, and even
milk cartons. In the right conditions, paper will biodegrade in two to
four weeks. Compost bins provide these conditions because they are
warm and m oist.4___ However, Ed Lee has found a solution to this
problem, too: he has banned them from the city.
Not all San Franciscans are enthusiastic about Ed Lee’s recycling
policy because they say it is costing them more. Since last year,
residents have had to pay for their recycling and compost bins, as
well as their trash bins.5___ Those who refuse to sort their garbage
can face fines ranging from $100 to $1,000. Teams of workers
from the city go around knocking on doors of residents who, without
realizing it, have had their garbage cans inspected by auditors early
in the morning. The idea is to educate people on composting and
recycling and answer any questions they may have. So far, no fines
have been imposed and only warnings have been given out. And city
officials say that the more people know about zero waste, the more
eager they are to support the policy.
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Music expresses that which cannot be put into words and that which cannot remain silent.
Victor Hugo, poet, novelist, and dramatist

BA

Music and emotion

1 READING
a

Read the article quickly and answer the questions.
1 What danger does the article refer to?
2 Who is affected by the problem?

The hidden
dangers of

rocft music

b Read the article again and mark the sentences
T (true) or F (false).
1 The writer's mother didn't want her to go
to the concert.
2 The music at the concert was louder than
the sound of a jet plane taking off.
3 After the concert, the writer had no
symptoms of hearing damage.
4 The writer had problems with her hearing
at work, but not at home.
5 The writer pretended that she could hear
what a person at the party was saying.
6 Despite her problems, the writer can still
hear sounds at the bottom range of the scale.
7 The doctors told her that her hearing would
eventually recover.
8 Now the writer wears a device in one ear
to help her hear better.
9 According to the writer, most people don't
take the dangers of hearing loss seriously.

T
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

c Look at the highlighted words and phrases
in the text and try to figure out their meaning.
Then match to definitions 1-8.
1 obviously _________________________
2 showed annoyance at something that was said
3 not fashionable _________________________
4 affect your senses in a way that is very unpleasant
or uncomfortable _________________________
5 very annoying _________________________
6 in the end we discover ______________________
7 sounds that you can hear, but you are not
listening to _________________________
8 become worse _________________________

Twenty-two years ago as I
left the house to go to see
Motorhead - known at the
time as "the loudest band
in the world" - my mother's words followed me out of the door: "You'll
ruin your hearing one day!" At the time, I rolled my eyes dramatically, and
proceeded to assault my ears with 140 decibels of noise, which I now know
is ten decibels above the sound of a jet plane taking o ff That night, I left the
venue with my ears ringing and it took more than a week for the ringing to
diminish. But after that, I thought no more of it.
That is, until I was in my rnid-20s. I was working in a busy store with
background noise from shoppers and music, and I started finding it difficult to
hear what customers were saying. At home, my husband began to notice that
I was either mishearing or not hearing things at all. On one occasion when we
were at a noisy party, I had no idea what someone was saying to me, but I was
nodding and smiling as if I understood. Afterward, my husband informed me
that the person had been telling me that her dog had just died. Needless to
say, I was extremely embarrassed. The result of this episode was that I went to
see my GP to have my hearing checked.
The news was not good. I had hearing loss of 50 percent. It affected the
top range of my hearing, which meant that any high-pitched noises, speech,
phones, and day-to-day sounds were gone. I also had tinnitus, which was
causing an infuriating ringing in my ears. The doctors explained that years of
listening to loud music had caused the tiny sensory hair cells in the inner ear
to become irreversibly flattened - meaning I would never hear properly again.
And unless I protected my ears, my hearing would deteriorate even more.
So it turns out that my mother was right and I have, indeed, ruined my
hearing. Today, I wear a pair of hearing aids that are very discreet but still
definitely very uncool. But according to the World Health Organization, I am
not alone. They say that around 26 million Americans risk serious damage to
their ears by exposure to loud music. Hours spent listening to music on MP3
players and at concerts are to blame.
There are so many things that can be done to protect our hearing and it is
often a case of "it'll never happen to me" or thinking that "only old people go
deaf." However, in our modern life, where most people spend half their time
plugged into a music device, it is very likely that it may, indeed, happen to you.
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2 GRAMMAR

gerunds and infinitives

3 VOCABULARY

a (Circle) the correct form.

1 We would like paying /(to pay)/ pay our bill now
because we're leaving early tomorrow.
2 My husband doesn't mind doing I to do I do
housework.
3 I should listening / to listen / listen to some of their
songs before I go to the concert.
4 Our teacher makes us checking / to check / check
our homework.
5 Tom’s doctor suggested seeing / to see / see a
specialist about his back.
6 Mark learned playing / to play / play the guitar
when he was a teenager.
7 My wife is very possessive. She doesn't let me
going out I to go out / go out with my friends
anymore.
8 The man denied stealing / to steal / steal the
laptop from my bag.
9 Kim expects getting / to get / get her test scores
on Friday.
10 I’ve given up buying / to buy / buy CDs because
it’s cheaper to download the tracks I like.
11 I can’t imagine having to / to have to / have to
get up at 6:00 every morning.
12 He managed passing / to pass / pass his driver's
test even though he was really nervous.
b

C lu es a c ro ss

Complete the sentences with the correct form
of a verb from the box.
buy
iron

call climb find
read send spend

1 My sister is trying tofind a new job. She
doesn't get along with her boss.
2 Do you remember___________ the apple tree
in our parents' yard when we were children?
3 We need___________ a plumber because the
shower's broken.
4 Laura forgot___________ her mother a
birthday card.
5 I remembered___________ the milk, but I
forgot to buy some bread!
6 If you can't sleep at night, try ____________
a book in bed. It will help you relax.
7 That shirt needs___________ if you want to
wear it tonight.
8 I'll never forget___________ a romantic
weekend in Paris with my husband when we
were first married.

C lu es dow n
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music

4 PRONUNCIATION

5 LISTENING

words from other languages
a

Circle the word with a different sound.

k

choir (ch u rch ) orchestra

psychology

keys
2
cappuccino

celio

concerto

macchiato

chess

SJ

chauffeur

chef

bouquet

encore

chic

chorus

shower

'T

fiance

hypochondriac

keys

b

c

a

documentary film. W hat is the film mainly about?

Listen and check. Then listen and repeat
the words.

A It tells the story of a man who suffers from Alzheimer's
disease.
B It explains the different phases an Alzheimer’s patient
experiences.
C It describes a new treatment for Alzheimer’s patients,

Listen and complete the sentences.
1 A lot of paparazzi took___________ of the movie
star.
2 The
is ruined bvJ the
3 T he___________ brought me m y____________ .
4 The technician gave th e ___________ a
new___________ .
5 The dancers in th a t___________ had a natural sense
o f___________ .
-------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------

b

Listen again and choose the right answer.
1 In his job, Dan Cohen is...
a a filmmaker.
b a musician,
c a social worker.
2 Cohen creates the playlists for Alzheimer’s patients to
help them...
a feel happier.
b communicate better with their families,
c recover some of their memories.
3 The first time Henry listens to his playlist, he...
a is transformed.
b starts crying,
c starts dancing.
4 When the patients are wearing their headphones, they...
a don’t talk to anybody else.
b are much more sociable,
c don’t take any notice of the staff members.
5 Dan Cohen wants other people to help him by...
a creating playlists for old people.
b giving money to the city's nursing homes,
c giving the project devices that they no longer use.

d Listen and check. Then listen and repeat the sentences.

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES
L earn these w ords and phrases.

be moved to tears /hi muvd to tirz/
cacophony /ko'kufoni/
deaf /del’/
make a fool of yourself /meik o ful ov yor'self/
musical genre /'myuzikl '3anra/
nostalgia /na'staeld3o/
piece of music /pis ov 'myuzik/
profoundly /pro'faondli/
solo artist /'sooloo 'artist/
weep /wip/

EMrETilSffi Listen to a critic talking about a

c

Listen again with the audio script on p.73 and try to
guess the meaning of any words that you don’t know.
Then check in your dictionary.
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Laugh and the world laughs with you, snore and you sleep alone.
Anthony Burgess, British writer

IB

Sleeping Beauty

1 GRAMMAR

2 READING

used to, be used to, get used to

a

a (Circle) the correct answer.
1 Before my sister had children she used to(deepf
sleeping for eight hours every night.
2 When we moved to the US from japan we weren’t used
to drive I driving on the right.
3 Chris got divorced last year, but he soon got used to live
I living on his own.
4 I used to I use to know her, but we lost touch years ago.
5 My parents are slowly getting used to be / being retired.
6 My new job is exhausting. I'm not used to work /
working so hard.
7 Did you use to play / playing a musical instrument at
school?
8 When Bill was a student, he used to / was used to eat
pizza every day.

Read the article quickly. Does the couple feel the same
way about Adam’s sleep talking?

b Read the text again and complete it with the missing
sentences. There is one extra sentence you do not need
to use.
A Ironically Adam has never eaten them in his life.
B Karen's blog, “Sleep Talkin' Man,” has become an
Internet hit in more than 50 countries.
C Instead of investing in earplugs, she records her
husband's comments.
D He went there once as a child, but he doesn't remember it.
E He thinks that his sleep-talking might be some sort of
therapeutic process, because he always wakes up fully
refreshed and relaxed.
F Karen says that Adam doesn't talk every night, but when
he does, it happens every 30 seconds or few minutes.

b Rewrite the sentences using a form of used to,
get used to, or be used to and a verb.
1 Stephen wasn't so assertive in the past.
Stephen didn’t use to be so assertive.
2 Has working at night become less of a problem now?
Have you________________ at night?
3 I don’t usually have breakfast so early.
I'm ________________ breakfast so early.
4 Chloe wore her sister’s clothes when she was a child.
C hloe________________ her sister’s clothes when
she was a child.
5 We have adapted to living in the mountains very
quickly.
We have________________ in the mountains very
quickly.
6 She usually takes care of people, so she will make an
excellent nurse.
She is________________ people, so she will make an
excellent nurse.
7 They still don't know how to use the new system - they
keep making mistakes.
They haven’t ________________ the new system yet.
8 I couldn't sleep because I don't usually sleep on a sofa.
I couldn't sleep because I _______________ on
a sofa.

How to deal with a
sleep-talking husband
Most women would find it infuriating to be woken up
night after night by their husband talking in his sleep.
But one woman has found an interesting way of dealing
with the problem.1____ And then she posts them on the
Internet.
Thirty-six-year-old Karen Slavick Lennard is a webproducts manager, and she's married to Adam, an
advertising account director, also thirty-six. They live
together in southwestern London. Karen first entered
Adam's lines onto her laptop by hand, but now she uses a
voice-activated recorder. “I find every single thing Adam
says hilarious,” she says, “I cannot believe what he comes
out with, and neither can he. We laugh like crazy every
morning.” 2____ Then he suddenly stops.
Adam talks about everything and anything in his
sleep; from vampire penguins to zombie guinea pigs.
Examples of the things he has said in a typical week
include, from Tuesday night: “Pork chops are the most
satisfying. Mmmmmmm. Dangle them from the ceiling.”
3____ And then on Sunday at 5 a.m., he mumbled:
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c Look at the highlighted words and phrases in the text
and try to figure out their meaning. Then match them
to definitions 1-10.
1 sudden expressions of strong feeling ______________
2 made upset _________________
3 said quietly without opening the mouth properly
4
5
6
7
8

3

VOCABULARY

a

Complete the sentences with a word connected to sleep.

sleep

put a dead body in the ground _________________
says something unexpectedly _________________
hang freely _________________
taking action to solve _________________
behaving in a wild way, without any control

9 the ability to remember _________________
10 completely ridiculous _________________

Pork chops are the most satisfying.
Mmmmmmm. Dangle them from the ceiling.

Shhhhhh.
Shhhhhh.
I'm telling you:
your voice, my ears.
A bad combination

Don't leave the duck there.
It's totally irresponsible.

Your mom's
at the door.
Bury me deep.
Bury me deep,

“Your mom’s at the door. Bury me deep. Bury me deep.”
Another of his most memorable comments is: “Shhhhhh.
Shhhhhh. I’m telling you: your voice, my ears. A bad
combination.”
Adam was shocked when he first heard the strange
statements recorded by his wife. “I have no recollection of
the absurd things I say,” he explains. “They are not things
that I would ever say or that any normal person would
ever say.” At first, Adam was put out by the recordings
and he refused to listen to them, but later he realized
that they were fun. “It was just my subconscious fully
uninhibited and without restraint,” he says.4____ And
both he and his wife look forward to listening to the
tapes in the morning.
In fact, Karen and Adam are not the only ones who
find Adam's outbursts entertaining.5____ The couple
has now started selling T-shirts and bags printed with
Adam's comments on the site. The most popular among
them are products featuring this one: “Don't leave the
duck there. It's totally irresponsible.”

1 We were cold in bed, so we opened the closet to look
for a blanket .
2 I never ov_______ because I always set my alarm clock
before I go to bed.
3 She has to wear earplugs at night because her husband
sn_______ .
4 I was feeling si_______ , so I went to bed.
5 My grandmother takes si_______ p_______ to help
her to sleep.
6 It's impossible to wake Matt up. He sleeps like a
1_______ .
7 Alex never drinks coffee after dinner because it
k_______ him a________.
8 I was so tired that I fell asleep as soon as my head hit
the p_______ .
b Match the words in the box to the definitions.
comforter
fa st asleep
nap
nightmare
set

insomnia
yawn 1
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

jet-lagged

1
2
3
4
5
6

a thick cover that you sleep under comforter
a short sleep during the day ___________
the condition of being unable to sleep ___________
you do this to an alarm ___________ (it)
a very bad d re a m ___________
you feel like this when you fly, for example, from New
York to London ___________
7 you sometimes do this when you're tired or bored

8 you're in this state when you're unlikely to wake up
soon ___________
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5 LISTENING

4 PRONUNCIATION
s e n t e n c e s t r e s s a n d lin k in g
a

ErtiHilifyV Listen and repeat the sentences.

Try to link the words and copy the rhythm.
1 We used^to use blankets, but nowy we have^a
comforter.
2 I’m not used^to taking^a nap^after lunch.
3 We soon got used^to living^in^our new house.
4 I never used^to have problem s^sleeping.
5 Terry is used^to working^at night.
6 She couldn't get used^to living^,on her^own.
b W rite the words in the correct column.
a

alarm
asleep
blanket
fall
insomnia
jet-lagged
nap
nightmare
siesta
yawn

crO

2 jtSr
*(g) «©

saw

The dietician gives advice about.. .in order to sleep well.
A what we should eat and drink
B what we shouldn’t eat and drink
C what we should and shouldn’t eat and drink

CO

1

car

alarm

5

computer

c

Listen to a radio program about how
diet affects sleep and choose the best answer.

b

Listen again and complete the notes.

c

Listen again with the audio script on p.73 and try to
guess the meaning of any words that you don’t know.
Then check in your dictionary.

p -r

IPi1
chair

tWiTSrafftft. Listen and check. Then listen and
repeat the words.

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES
L earn these words and phrases.

century /'sentjari/
deep sleep /dip slip/
nightfall /'naitfol/
loyal /'biol/
pray /prei/
sleepwalk /'slipwok/
syndrome /'sindroom/
video gamer /'vidiou 'geimor/
virtual reality /vartfual ri'aelati/

iQ J iT r ^ C F I L E
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6

Don't raise your voice, improve your argument.
Desmond Tutu, social rights activist

WADon’t argue!
1 GRAMMAR

past modals: must have, etc.

a Complete the sentences with must have, might have, or
couldn’t have and the verbs in parentheses.
1 You must have been so happy when you passed your
driver’s test - it was your first time, wasn’t it? (be)
2 I'm not sure where Mark is, but he_________________
home. He wasn’t feeling well earlier, (go)
3 You_________________ my parents at the
supermarket. They're away on vacation, (see)
4 I don’t know' why Ana hasn't arrived yet, but she
the wrong bus. (take)
5 The “For Sale” sign is still up outside their house. They
yet. (move)
6 Those boys look really guilty. They_________________
something wrong, (do)

c Complete the sentences with the words in the box.
Use the past form of the modal verbs.
must / tell
may / fall
might / not / hear

might / leave
couldn't / see
may / not / have

couldn't / be
must / forget

1 I wonder where my gloves are. I might have left them
in the car or maybe in the kitchen.
2 My father knew about the surprise party. Someone
him about it.
3 I don’t understand how the accident happened.
The driver____________________ asleep.
4 Adam passed the exam without studying.
I t ____________________ very difficult.
5 I’m sure my grandmother was home, but she didn’t
answer the door. S h e ____________________ the
doorbell.
6 When I got up this morning, the TV was still on in the
living room. Yo u ____________________ to turn it off.
7 The children didn’t make their beds this morning.
T h e y ____________________ time.

8 A Your boyfriend walked past me without saying
hello.
B H e ___________________ you.

b Complete the sentences using should / shouldn’t + a verb
from the box.
buy
dress up
leave
shout

fill up
stay up

go o ff
take 1

1 My brother isn't talking to me. I shouldn’t have
shouted at him.
2 We're running out of gas. W e_______________
_________ at the last gas station.
3 Someone took Ben's smartphone.
H e_______________________ it on his desk.
4 You won’t be able to walk in those shoes.
You_______________________ such high heels.
5 Jessie missed her train. She___________________
a taxi to the station.
6 Your cousins look really scruffy. They_____________
___________ for the wedding.
7 My alarm clock isn’t working. It_______________
__________at seven thirty.
8 I had a nightmare last night. I _________________
________to watch that horror movie.
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2 READING
a Read the text quickly and answer the questions.

b Read the text again and choose the right
answers.

1 Arguments on the Internet occur most
frequently when someone...
a expresses an opinion in the wrong way.
b has a negative opinion about a website,
c disagrees with a comment about an article.
2 According to Professor Markman, arguments
online are more aggressive than face-to-face
arguments because the commenter...
a lives in a diffei'ent town or country,
b doesn’t disclose his or her identity,
c is experienced in commenting on articles.
3 Professor Markman thinks that online
arguments have no value because people
tend to...
a spend too long reading other people's views,
b make too many mistakes in their comments,
c ignore other people's opinions.
4 In Professor Markman’s view, an online
argument usually results in the participants...
a feeling angry.
b avoiding a particular website,
c writing fewer comments in the future.
5 Professor Markman believes that news
websites should...
a stop allowing people to comment on their
articles.
b monitor comment threads more carefully,
c prohibit certain people from posting
comments.

1 What is the problem with online arguments?
2 What does Professor Markman think is the solution?

Internet rage:
a new trend?
Until now, people have usually
conducted their arguments face-toface. A disagreement occurs and each
side wants to make his or her views
known. But the Internet has changed all
this. Today, more and more people are
getting involved in arguments online.
Many of these take place in the comments section that follows below
articles on news websites. The tone of some of the posts on these
threads can be extremely aggressive. So why is everyone so angry on
the Internet?
Art Markman, a professor of psychology at the University of Texas,
has an explanation for this. First, he points out that the people who
post these comments are anonymous. Nobody knows their real name
or who they are, which means that they do not have to explain their
actions. Second, the commenter and the person who is the target of
their anger are not actually in the same room. The distance between
them makes the commenter lose his inhibitions, and so he becomes
more offensive. Third, it is much easier to be nasty in writing than in
speech, according to Professor Markman.
Although Professor Markman believes in self-expression, he
regards online arguments as a complete waste of time. He says that
the whole point of an argument is to try to persuade someone else to
agree with you. In order to do this, the people involved have to listen
to each other This sort of interaction is lacking on the Internet, says
Professor Markman. Exchanges on comment threads do not happen
in real time and so people have longer to focus on their opinion and
write lengthy m onologues to justify themselves. In the process, they
become even more convinced that they are right, and they stop
listening to other people. In the end, there is a complete absence
of communication and the only thing they have achieved is to work
themselves up into a rage.
So, what is the solution? Professor Markman does not think that
comment threads should be banned, but he does think that controls
should be stricter. In his view, it is the news outlets themselves who
should be responsible for the content of the thread. "If, on a website,
comments are left up that are making personal attacks in the nastiest
way, you're sending the message that this is acceptable human
behavior," he says. Professor Markman would like site administrators
to remove the offending remarks from the comment thread. "Having
a conversation with someone you don't agree with is a skill," he says.
Unfortunately, it seems to be a skill that some commenters are not
familiar with.

c Look at the highlighted words and phrases in
the text and try to figure out their meaning.
Then use them to complete the sentences.
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1 She had a particularly nasty customer last
week who made her cry.
2 I was th e____________of a lot of criticism
after the article I wrote last month.
3 Since he retired, he has been___________
local politics.
4 When he was a child he used to work himself
up into a ___________ when he didn’t get
what he wanted.
5 I found your comment about my friend's
appearance extremely___________ .
6 The police w ill___________ any vehicles
that are illegally parked.
7 I feel there is something___________ in my
life.
8 Internet___________ are often dominated
by a small number of angry people.

3 VOCABULARY

v e rb s o fte n c o n fu s e d

5 PRONUNCIATION

a Choose the correct verbs.
1 I wish j(hope)they’ll accept my credit card because
I don’t have enough cash.
2 I don’t mind / matter where we go. The important
thing is to have a good time on vacation.
3 My daughter will do anything to avoid / prevent
doing housework. She's really lazy.
4 Remember / Remind me to send my dad a card.
It’s his birthday next week.
5 My boyfriend and I often argue / discuss about his
friends. I really don’t like them.
6 Susan looks / seems really unhappy in her new job.
She was telling me about it on the phone today.
7 I didn't notice / realize what the thief was wearing.
It was too dark to see anything.

advise/w arn
exp ect/w ait

Listen and repeat the second sentences.
Copy the rhythm.
1 They're taking Steve to the hospital. He m ig h t have
b ro k en a bone.
2 Ella isn't here yet. She c o u ld n ’t have g o t t e n my
m e ssa g e .

3 It was only a joke. She s h o u ld n ’t have gotten so angry.
4 This restaurant is packed. We sh o u ld have m a d e a
reservation.
5 I didn't hear the phone. 1m u s t have b e e n asleep.
6 Becky and Ian aren't at the party. They m a y have
f o r g o tt e n about it.

6 LISTENING
a

b Complete the sentences with the correct verb
from each pair in the past simple.

s e n te n c e s tr e s s

thiiTTiilffi Listen to five speakers talking about a time

when they had an argum ent with someone. W here did
the arguments start?

beat/w in
deny/refuse
lay/lie
raise/rise rob/steal

1 The tour guide wanted us that the area was
dangerous at night.
2 I _________ our team to lose, but in the end they
won.
3 Canada_________ the US 3-2.
4 Somebody_________ me while I was asleep.
They took my credit cards and all my money.
5 My colleague_________ taking the file, but I saw
it later on his desk.
6 Last year we just_________ on the beach all day
when we were on vacation.
7 House prices_________ last month for the first
time this year.

4 MINI GRAMMAR would rather

1
2
3
4
5

In th e______________.
In th e ______________.
In th e ______________.
In th e ______________.
A t_____________ .

b Listen again and write the num ber of the speaker in
each box.

The argument finished when somebody...
A Q confirmed who was right.
B Q realized they had forgotten something.
C Q said something unrelated to the conversation.
D Q made a terrible mess.
E Q physically removed one of the people involved.
c Listen again with the audio script on p.74 and try to
guess the meaning of any words that you don’t know.
Then check in your dictionary.

Rewrite the sentences using would rather.
1 I’d prefer to sit by the window than next to the aisle.
I’d rather sit by the window than next to the aisle.
2 What do you want to do, stay in or go out?
3 I don’t really want to cook tonight if you don’t mind.
4 Where do you want to go, Boston or New' York?
5 I’d prefer to walk than take the car.
6 I don’t really want to go to the movies if you don’t
mind.

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES
L ea rn these w ords and phrases.

avoid confrontation /o'void kunfron'leifn/
back up (an argument) /baek Ap/
bother (v) /'bador/
bring up (a topic of conversation) /brig Ap/
blame (somebody for doing something) /bleim/
change the subject /tfemd3 ðə 'sAbd3ekt/
insult (somebody) /m'sAlt/
insult (noun) /'insAlt/
threaten /'Oretn/
swear word /'swer ward/
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With any part you play there is a certain amount of yourself in it.
There has to be, otherwise it's just not acting. It's lying.
Johnny Depp, American actor

IB

Actors acting

1 GRAMMAR
verbs of the senses

2 VOCABULARY

the body

a Complete the puzzle to find the hidden body part.

a (Circle) the correct form.
1 Your skin(ffeds)j feels like dry.
You need to use some hand cream.
2 Ken's sweating. He looks / looks as if
lie's been running.
3 We need to take out the trash.
The kitchen smells / smells like
terrible.
4 I’m not sure what's in this curry
but it tastes like / tastes as if chicken.
5 I think this bag is real leather. It
feels like jfeels as if leather anyway.
6 It sounds / sounds as if Tina has
finally gotten up. I can hear her
moving around.
7 This soup tastes / tastes as if you
used sugar instead of salt.
b Complete the sentences with
a verb of the senses + like or as if
where necessary.
1 A lot of singers today sound
exactly the same.
2 This salad____________horribleit's really salty.
3 Your boyfriend___________ a
police officer - he's tall and well built.
4 Have you turned off the stove?
It___________ something is
burning.
5 What's that noise? It_________
thunder.
6 My skin___________ much softer
since I've been using a new face
cream.
7 Martha’s hair is a mess. She
___________ she just got out of
bed.

b (c irc le) the correct answer.
1
2
3
4
5
6

My boyfriend eats jpitep his nails when he’s nervous.
You must be tired because you can't stop scratching /yawning.
John went into the room and shook / winked hands with the interviewer.
She waved jfrowned at me from the other side of the street to get my attention.
Kayla clapped / combed her hair and put on her jacket to go out.
I hate it when people stare / raise at me when I am on a bus or on the
subway.
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3 READING

How to spot a liar

a Read the article quickly and choose the
right answer.
What kind of clues does the article say can enable
us to spot a liar?
a verbal clues
b nonverbal clues
c both verbal and nonverbal clues
b Read the article again and mark the sentences
T (true) or F (false).
1 White lies are less serious than other lies. ___
2 Ordinary people are conscious of
just over half of the lies they are told.
__
3 People who are lying cannot keep still. __
4 Liars are incapable of maintaining
eye contact.
___
5 It is easy to smile, even when you
don’t feel like it.
___
6 You can detect a real smile because
of the lines around the mouth.
___
7 People will know that you are lying if
you shake your head when you say yes. __
8 Liars never shrug their shoulders when
they are telling you a story.
___
9 People only use one side of their face
to show contempt.
___
10 As soon as you spot a person making one
of the signs, you know that they are lying. ___

People tell us lies every single day. Some of these lies are white
lies, told to protect our social dignity or to keep a secret that needs
to be kept. But others are more dangerous and can cause serious
problems. According to Pamela Meyer in her best-selling book
Liespotters, most of us only realize that someone is lying to us 54 %
of the time. In her book, Ms. Meyer explains the patterns used to
recognize deception by liespotters like herself.
M s. Meyer starts by disproving some of the myths about liars
and their body language. For example, most people believe that
liars tend to move around and fidget a lot when they are not
telling the truth. In fact, people tend to freeze their upper bodies
when they are lying, she says. Another misconception is that liars
will not look a person in the eye. According to Ms. Meyer, they
maintain eye contact a little too much because they have already
heard about the myth. In general, liars are very good actors, but
one thing that can give them away is their smile.
In her book, Ms. Meyer explains how it is possible to detect a
fake smile. Smiling is a conscious action, she says, and anybody
can do it just by contracting the muscles in their cheeks. The secret
to a real smile lies in the eyes. We have some lines at the outer
corner of our eyes called crow's feet, which appear when we give a
genuine smile. It is impossible to consciously contract the muscles
around the eyes to produce these lines. This means that a smile
that doesn't reach the eyes is not real.

c Look at the highlighted words and phrases in
the text and try to figure out their meaning.
Then use them to complete the sentences.
1 It is a popular_________________ that we
only use 10 % of our brains.
2 I _________________ you won’t be going to
the party now that you know your ex-wife will
be there.
3 She lit a candle to try to _________________
the smell of smoke in the room.
4 That watch must be a _________________ .
You can’t get a Rolex for that price!
5 I sometimes tell my wife_________________
to avoid arguments.
6 Little children tend to _________________ .
Sometimes, they just can't keep still.
7 We’ll know soon if those boys broke the
window or not. Their guilty faces will
8 They are examining the document to see if it
is_________________ .

Further signs that give liars away, according to Ms. Meyer,
are differences between their words and their actions. Someone
who shakes their head when they are saying “yes” is lying, as is
a person who shrugs their shoulders when they are trying to tell
a convincing story. Facial expressions are another clue. Liars are
experts at faking expressions for long periods of time in order to
mask what they really feel. Often, the emotion they are trying
to hide suddenly appears on their face for a second. Ms. Meyer
identifies the worst of these emotions as contempt: a feeling that
a person is without value. Contempt is shown by pulling one
corner of the lips up and in.
Ms. Meyer warns us, however, that we shouldn't presume that
somebody is lying just because we have seen one of the signs. But
we should be suspicious when we see many of the signs together.
When we spot that we’re being lied to, our next job is to find out
the truth, and that requires completely different skills.
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4 MINI GRAMMAR

6 LISTENING

as

Match the sentence halves.

a

1
2
3
4
5
6

I'm not as assertive
My brother works as
As we were boarding the plane
Today is just as hot
On the picnic we used a sheet as
As the actors came hack on stage

a
b
c
d
e
f

the audience started to dap.
as yesterday,
a tablecloth,
as my sister.
an educational psychologist,
I dropped my passport.

5 PRONUNCIATION

liffiTS’iiiffi Listen to a radio program about acting.

According to the program, what two things do the
actors below have in common?
1 ____________________________________________
2 _____________________________________________________

silent letters
Daniel Day-Lewis

Cross out the silent consonants in these words.
Use the phonetics to help you.
1 W rist

/rist/

2 th um b

/OAm/

3 kneel

/nil/

4 palm

/pam/

5 m u sc le

/'mAsl/

6 w h is tle

/'w ish

b

Charlize Theron

Listen again and choose the right answer.
1 Method actors are able to reproduce the.. .of their
characters.
a appearance
b emotions
c voices
2 A sense memory is the recollection of.. .from the past,
a events
b feelings
c experiences
3 Actors do sense memory exercises...
a for short periods.
b for long periods on several days,
c for one long period.
4 Unlike method actors, ordinary actors use their...
when they perform.
a minds
b minds and bodies
c bodies
5 Actor Daniel Day-Lewis.. .before filming starts,
a lives like his character
b meets his character
c writes about his character
6 People were so impressed by Charlize Theron in
Monster because...
a she lost a lot of weight for the part,
b she looked incredibly attractive on the screen,
c she was capable of playing a completely different role.

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES
L earn these w ords and phrases.

achieve (something) /o'tfiv/
body language /'badi Itei]ywid3/
break (something) open /breik 'oopon/
in contrast An 'kantraast/
pursue /por'su/
spot (something) /spat/
suspicion /so'spifn/
telltale sign /'telteil sain/
c

Listen again with the audio script on p.74 and try to
guess the m eaning of any words that you don’t know.
Then check in your dictionary

file 7
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Colloquial English Talking about... acting
TH E
MAKING
OF

1 LOOKING AT LANGUAGE
Complete the modifiers in the sentences.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The actors were utterly exhausted when the play was over.
The plot left the audience feeling com_______ bewildered.
As far as I’m concerned, the movie was tre_______ overrated.
So far, reviews of the play have been over_______ positive.
Mozart was an extra_______ talented musician.
The director was ab_______ delighted to receive the award.
All of the characters were wearing fan_______ original costumes.

2 READING
a

Read the biographical inform ation about Peter Shaffer.
Then read the article about how Amadeus was made and
choose the correct answers.
1 What was it about Mozart that appealed to Peter Shaffer?
a The opposing sides of his character.
b His outstanding talent as a musician,
c His lack of maturity.
d His relationship with his family and friends.
2 Why did Peter Shaffer ask Peter Hall to direct Amadeus?
a Because he was one of Shaffer's best friends.
b Because he was the director of a prestigious theater,
c Because he had more directing experience than Dexter,
d Because he knew a lot about the operas of the main
character in the play.
3 Who had doubts about Simon Callow's ability to play the
leading role?
a Peter Shaffer
b john Dexter
c Simon Callow
d Peter Hall
4 What did Peter Shaffer do while the cast was rehearsing?
a He made sure that the actors didn’t laugh.
b He adapted some of his original ideas,
c He checked that the actors were following the script,
d He made a note of any problems that came up.
5 What was the initial reaction to the play?
a Everybody loved it.
b Its reception was mixed,
c Most people were very angry about it.
d Nobody liked it.

b Look at the highlighted words and phrases. W hat do you think

they mean? Use your dictionary to look up their meaning and
pronunciation.

Amadeus
The play Amadeus was written by the English playwright Peter
Shaffer. He came up with the idea after reading extensively
about the composer Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. In the course
of his reading, he was struck by the contrast between the
quality of Mozart's music, which was obviously the work of a
genius, and the silliness of his letters written to his family and
friends, which could have been written by an eight-year-old.
The tone of the letters was often rather vulgar.
Once his play was complete, Shaffer had to decide on a
director. The experienced director John Dexter had previously
directed three of Shaffer's plays, so he was the obvious choice.
However, the two had an argument about financial issues, so
Shaffer had to find an alternative. During a conversation with
Peter Hall, the director of the Royal National Theatre, Hall
told Shaffer how much he longed to direct Amadeus. Having
directed productions of most of Mozart's operas, Shaffer
decided that he was the ideal person for the job.
Before his quarrel with Shaffer, Dexter had already cast
Simon Callow, then a young unknown actor, as Mozart. In the
period between directors, Callow had started having doubts
about his role. He told Shaffer that he didn't think he was the
right person to play the composer. Shaffer, however, trusted
Dexter's judgment even though he had no idea then about
Callow's talents. He reassured Callow, who eventually agreed to
go ahead with the role.
Rehearsals for the play started badly. At first, when Callow
said his lines, the cast got the giggles because the language
was so childish and vulgar. But then, the playwright and
director got the actors together to discuss the childishness
behind Mozart's genius, and they began to understand what the
play was trying to say. From then on, the actors were impatient
for rehearsals to start each day. While they were rehearsing,
Shaffer sat in a theater seat, rewriting some of the scenes.
According to the playwright, rehearsals were a joy to watch
and both director and actors now felt confident that the play
would become a theater classic.
On the opening night, Peter Shaffer was criticized by some
members of the audience for portraying Mozart as an imbecile.
Others, however, praised the way in which the playwright had
chosen to show both sides of the composer's personality. They
realized that the vulgarity was meant to highlight Mozart's
humanity in contrast to his genius. Despite the controversy,
Amadeus was a great success, and it won the 1981 Tony Award
for Best Play. The play was later adapted by Shaffer for the
1984 Academy Award-winning movie of the same name.

Glossary
John Dexter a leading English director of opera and theater

(1925-1990)
Peter Hall an English theater and movie director, director of
the Royal National Theatre from 1973 to 1988(1930-)
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No one truly knows a nation until one has been inside its jails.
Nelson Mandela

8A

Beat the robbers...and the burglars

1 VOCABULARY crime and punishment
a

Order the letters to make words for crimes.
1 g b rryu a l

burglary

2 jk ih ig ca n
3 g su n im lg g
4 g o rrfe y
5 Isivdnaam
6 rudaf
7 bbrriey
8 drm eur

b Complete the chart.
Crime

Criminal

kidnapping

kidnapper

Verb

to kidnap

2 READING

blackmailer
to sell drugs
mugging
to set off bombs
to steal
robbery
stalker
to hack

c

d ((Circle) the correct word.
1 A man has been caught j(arrested)in connection with the
robbery at the bank yesterday
2 It took the jury two weeks to reach their punishment /
verdict of “not guilty.”
3 The victim’s husband has been charged / committed with
the murder of his wife.
4 The criminal will appear in court jjudge next week.
5 Police are investigating / questioning the kidnapping
of a millionaire's son in Los Angeles.
6 The judge acquitted / sentenced the accused man because
there was no evidence.
7 The jury / witnesses who had seen the burglary reported it
to the police.
8 He got a $300fine / sentence for illegal parking.

Complete the sentences with the correct form of
a word from a or b.
1 The kidnapper took the child while she was
playing outside her house.
2 Fortunately there were no customers in the bank
when th e___________ happened.
3 T he___________ followed the actress everywhere
she went.
4 They were trying to ___________ electronic goods
into the country, but they were caught at customs.
5 The mayor accepted a ___________ in exchange
for allowing the company to build on that land.
6 Two m en___________ my friend while she was at
the ATM yesterday. They took all her money.
7 Someone managed to ____________into her
computer and find her personal information.
8 A ___________ broke into my house while I was
away and stole my laptop.

a Read the article and answer the questions with the
paragraph letter.
In which technique...
1 does the victim put himself in danger by
downloading files from the Internet?
2 is the victim tricked into replying to an email?
3 does the thief look through the victim’s things
with his own hands?
4 is the victim tricked into making a phone call?
5 is the thief in control of the victim's electronic device?
6 does the thief speak to the victim personally?

__
__
__
__
__

b Look at the highlighted words and phrases in the text
and try to figure out their meaning. Then use them to
complete the sentences.
1 Please_________________ your name and email address.
2 I have your cell phone number, but I don't have
your_________________ .
3 You can__________________any of these items at our
online store.
4 If you_________________ room service, please press 1.
5 Remember to use a shredder when you
_________________ any envelopes or letters that contain
your personal information.
6 With digital TV, you_________________ hundreds of
different channels.
7 The police have asked for more time to
evidence.
8 Tomorrow' I'm going to _________________ my closet
and throw away all my old clothes.
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Top techniques in identity theft
Identity theft is the illegal use of somebody else's personal information
in order to obtain money or credit. Victims of identity theft can face
financial and even legal problems in the future because an impostor
has used their personal information to purchase something or give
false information to the authorities. The best way of preventing
thieves from stealing your identity is to know how they operate. Here
are some of the most common identity theft techniques.

Phishing
You get an email that claims to be from a financial institution or other business asking
for some personal information from you. It contains a link to a web page where you
have to key in your bank username and password. The new page may look real but it is,
in fact, a fake. Identity thieves will take all of the information you give on the page and
use it to steal money from your accounts.
Smishing
You get a text message that seems to require your immediate attention, for example:
"[Name of bank] confirms that you have bought a computer from [Name of retailer].
Call [Phone Number] if you have not made this purchase.” When you call the number,
an automated voice response system asks you to confirm your credit card details. The
text message is actually from a group of identity thieves who can create and use a
duplicate bank card within 30 minutes of obtaining the necessary information.
Vishing
This occurs when you receive a phone call on your landline from someone who seems
to be trying to help you. The person claims to have detected fraudulent activity on
your credit card and asks you to confirm your credit card details. The call is actually
from an identity thief who wants to use your card to purchase things for himself
Spoofing
Hackers break into your computer and transfer communication from a legitimate website
to a fake one. For example, when you try to log into Facebook, your computer will take
you to the hacker’s site, where they will steal your log-in information. From there, they
will have access to plenty of details, such as your date of birth and the names of the
members of your family. Later, they can use this information to steal your identity.
Spyware
Spyware is a type of software used on the Internet to gather information about a
person or organization without their consent. Identity thieves often attach it to
downloadable files, such as online games. When you install the game, a hacker records
all your keystrokes, including things like credit card numbers or bank account logins.
Digging through your trash can
The trash can be a great source of personal information and in some cases, identity
thieves actually go through the garbage to see what they can find. Make sure you
completely destroy your old credit cards when it is time to dispose of them. As far as
official documents are concerned, you should put them all through a shredder or burn
them before you throw them out.

3 GRAMMAR passive (all forms);
it is said that..., he is thought to..., etc.
a Complete the text with the correct active or
passive form of the verb in parentheses.
As a police officer, I was very upset when my
motorcycle 1 was taken (take) from outside
my house last month. When I found out that over
20 m oto rcycles2_____________ (steal) in my area
in the previous six months, I promised m yself that
the thief w ould3_____________ (catch) and
4_____________ (punish). First, my colleagues and
15_____________ (question) all the victim s of the
th efts a n d 6_____________ (visit) all the motorcycle
dealers in the area. Our investigations came to an
end late last night when we identified the criminal...
as my next-door neighbor!
H e 7_____________ (just arrest) and right now he
8_____________ (hold) at the local police station. His
c a s e 9_____________ (hear) in the County Courthouse
next week, and we all 10_____________ (expect) him
to be found guilty. He m igh t11_____________ (give) a
short prison sentence, but the best thing is that no
more m otorcycles 12_____________ (steal) in my area
in the near future.

b Rewrite the sentences.
1 It is known that the drug dealer is a local man.
The drug dealer is known to be a local man.
2 The blackmailer is understood to be a colleague
of the victim.
It is understood that the blackmailer is a colleague
o f the victim .
3 It is expected that the man will be acquitted.
The m an_________________________________ .
4 It is reported that kidnappers have taken the
president's wife.
Kidnappers______________________________ .
5 The terrorists are thought to be in hiding
somewhere in France.
It is _____________________________________ .
6 The suspect is known to be dangerous.
It is_____________________________________ .
7 It is reported that vandals have damaged the art
gallery.
Vandals__________________________________.
8 The police are said to have arrested three men.
It is_____________________________________ .
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4 MINI GRAMMAR have som ething done
Rewrite the sentences with have something done.
1 Someone is going to change the lock on my front door.
I'm going to have the lock on my front door changed.
2 Someone tests our burglar alarm twice a year.
W e_______________________________ twice a year.
3 A mechanic has repaired my car.
I ____________________________________________ .
4 Someone painted my brother’s house.
My brother___________________________________ .
5 Someone will clean my rugs in the spring.
I_________________________________ in the spring.
6 Some men are building a wall around my neighbor’s
yard.
My neighbors____________________________around
their yard.
7 Someone cleans Oliver’s apartment once a week.
Oliver_____________________________ once a week.
8 A company is redesigning our kitchen.
W e__________________________________________ .

6 LISTENING
a

A The victim was congratulated by local people.
B The victim was hurt during the incident.
C The victim was lucky because the police saw the
incident.
D The victim and other people were too surprised
to react.
E The victim recovered one of the stolen belongings.
F The victim has experienced the same crime more
than once.

1 Speaker 1 was walking to work when the
incident happened.
2 Speaker 2 takes precautions to avoid having
things stolen.
3 Speaker 3 was robbed because he / she was not
paying attention.
4 Speaker 4 was alone when the incident happened.
5 Speaker 5 was shopping when he / she witnessed
a crime.

a (th n d e)the word with a different sound.
c
burglar

murderer (s e c u r e ) verdict

bird
<N
judge jury

drugs

__
__
__
__

__
__
__
__
__

Listen again with the audio script on p.75 and try to
guess the m eaning of any words that you don’t know.
Then check in your dictionary.

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES

punishment

S’

trO

__

b Listen again and mark the sentences T (true) or F (false).

5 PRONUNCIATION the letter u
ı

Listen to five people talking about different
crimes and write speaker 1-5 next to each sentence.
There is one sentence you do not need to use.

L e a rn th ese w ords and ph rases.
caught

guilty

stalker

fraud

saw
trial

bribery

blackm ail

hijack

bike

Listen and check. Then listen and repeat
the words.

against the law /a'genst ðə b /
cab (= taxi) /kaeb/
download music (from the Internet) /'daonlood 'myuzik/
false identity /fols ai'dentoti/
hesitate /'hczateil/
ignore Ag'nor/
illegal /t'ligl/
make eye contact /meik ai 'kantaekt/
over protective /oovorpro'tckliv/
suspicious /sa'spifas/
Watch out! /waff aut/
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A newspaper is a device unable to discriminate between
a bicycle accident and the collapse of civilization.
George Bernard Shaw, Irish author and playwright

IB

Breaking news

1 GRAMMAR reporting verbs

2 VOCABULARY

a Complete with the gerund or the infinitive of the verb
in parentheses.

a

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The girl refused to dance with my friend, (dance)
My husband denied_________ the last piece of cake, (eat)
My parents told m e_________ late, (not be)
The tour guide recommended_________ the Picasso
Museum, (visit)
I agreed_________ in front of my neighbor's garage.
(not park)
The police accused him o f_________ them the truth.
(not tell)
My boyfriend asked m e_________ him to the train
station, (take)
The teacher threatened__________them extra
homework if they didn’t stop talking, (give)
Jane promised_________ my book the next day. (return)
The woman admitted_________ the man’s watch, (steal)

b Report the direct speech using one of the reporting verbs
from the box.
advise apologize insist invite
offer remind suggest warn*I
1 “Don’t forget to sign the documents,” my boss told me.
My boss reminded me to sign the documents.
2 “I really don't think you should leave your job,” Jack's
friend told him.
Jack's friend_______________________ his job.
3 “Why don't we go for a walk?” said Katie.
Katie_______________________ for a walk.
4 “I'll make lunch,” her husband said.
Her husband_______________________ lunch.
5 “Don't park on this street,” the man said to us.
The m an_______________________ there.
6 “I’m sorry I was so rude,” I said.
I _______________________ so rude.
7 “Would you like to have dinner with me?” Andy asked
Sarah.
AndvJ
with him.
8 “I’m going with you to the doctor's,” Alice said to me.
Alice_______________________ to the doctor’s with me.

the media

Complete the sentences with jobs in the media.

1 The paparazzi were waiting outside the restaurant to
photograph the movie star.
2 I’m surprised none of the cr_________ liked the
movie; I thought it was great!
3 The n_________________ was very embarrassed
when he couldn’t pronounce the politician’s name.
4 The sports c___________________ got very
excited when the first goal was scored.
5 My brother is a r_____________ for The Sunday
Times.
6 The newspaper e_________ decided not to print
the reporter’s story because it was too politically
sensitive.
7 I stopped watching that show because I can’t stand
the news a_________.
8 Laura works from home as a fr_____________
j----------------------------•
9 Have you ever written an email to an a_________
c_______________ asking for advice?
b Complete the headlines with a word from the box.
back bids clash hit quit quiz spat split tabbed wed

1 TV h o s t a x e d by ABC in s p a t over d re s s code.
2 S in q erto
3 Senator to
4 Police

Brazilian model.
after revelations about personal life.

wife after man disappears.

.S Hollvwood stars

presidential candidate.

6 US stock m arket

by new company srandal.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7 Fx-hasketball plaver

8 Supermarket
9 P la v e rs
10 C e le b rity co u p le
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to win reality show.

to attract customers by slashing prices
o v e r r e fe re e ’s d e c isio n .
ofler five venr.s

3 READING
a Read the article and complete it
with the missing headings.

b Find the words or phrases in the text to match definitions 1-9.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

deal with something (introduction) _______________________
about twelve (paragraph 1) _______________________
more intelligent (paragraph 2) _______________________
sometimes (paragraph 3) _______________________
an increase in your salary (paragraph 4) _______________________
remain in control of (paragraph 5) _______________________
a time or date before which something must be finished
(paragraphl) _______________________
8 repeated exactly as it was written (paragraph 7)

A V isit d iffe re n t places
B You a re p a id to re a d

C
D
E
F
G
H

No tw o days a re ev er th e sam e
You can see y o u r n a m e in p r in t
You’re alw ays fin d in g o u t new th in g s
You can be a n o p in io n m a k e r
You m e e t all k in d s o f peo p le
Every m in u te co u n ts

9 a strong need or desire (paragraph 8) _______________________

Journalism:
tkt best job ever
Not everyone can handle a career in
journalism - it can be stressful and the hours
are long - but it’s a fantastic, and popular,
career choice. Here are eight reasons why.
ı ___
The first thing you do to start your working day is sit down and
find out what's been happening in the world since you went to
sleep the night before. Reading a dozen or so news outlets and
blogs with your morning coffee is a better way to start the day
than sitting in traffic in the rush hour!
2 ____

When you start writing a new story, you know nothing, or very
little, about it. But by the time you hand your finished article
to the editor, you're an expert on that story. You're constantly
learning and getting smarter when you're a journalist.
3 ___
On a single day, you could be at your desk researching some new
story. Or you might cover a press event with a photographer, or
interview a contact for a developing story. From time to time
you might even be asked to review a restaurant or cultural
event. You never know what the day is going to bring.
4 ___
One of the highlights of the job is interviewing really
interesting people you wouldn't usually have the chance to
talk to: from “ordinary” people who have done something
extraordinary, to sportspeople, artists, and musicians. And
you don't have to worry about what you say to everyone you
meet, either - if you ask a politician a question they don't like,
you could get a pay raise.

5
______
It's a big, fast world, and it's important to be where the
news is happening, particularly with events that have a global
significance like conflicts or protests. Not all journalists travel
a lot, but many do. Situations change quickly these days and
it's important to stay on top of the story.

6

___

A newsroom is a fast-paced environment and a journalist
works on a tight deadline, so there's always a certain
adrenaline rush. If you are the type of person who works best
under pressure, it's the best job ever.
7 ___
It's a great feeling to have your name on a published article,
or to have something you've written quoted in another article.
And when someone tells you that they've read your article and
they like what you've written, that's even better.
8 ____
If you have an urge to write and you are curious about the
world around you, a career in journalism is the obvious choice.
The best journalists are the ones who really try to understand
every aspect of a story, and then explain that story well.
A good, well-written article can influence the way people think.
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4 PRONUNCIATION word stress
a

W rite the reporting verbs in the
correct column.

stress on 1st syllable
accuse

a.eeuse adm it advise agree
convince deny in|sist
in|vite
ojffer persuade promise refuse
remind su g g e st threaten

b

stress on 2nd syllable

frUiTJtfL* Listen and check. Their
listen and repeat the reporting verbs.

5 LISTENING
Listen to an extract from a program about a
famous mistake on TV. Answer the questions.

1 During which program did the mistake occur?
2 In which year did the mistake occur?_______________
3 Who is Michael Fish?___________________________
4 What did the woman ask about when she called?
5 What was Michael's answer?
6 How strong were the worst winds?
7 How many people died in the storm?
8 How many trees fell down?______________________
9 Where did Michael Fish appear in 2012?
10 Where can you see the original weather broadcast
made by Michael Fish?__________________________

b

Listen again with the audio script on p.75 and try to
guess the meaning of any words that you don’t know.
Then check in your dictionary.

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES
L e a rn th ese w ords and p hrases.

celebrity gossip /so'lebroti 'gasop/
censorship /'sensorjip/
skip (a section of the newspaper) /skip/

file

sports scores /sports skorz/
the latest news /ðə 'leitost nuz./
the media /ðə 'midis/

print newspaper /print 'nuzpeipar/
online newspaper /an'lain 'nuzpeipar/
private life /'praivot laif/
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No man has a good enough memory to be a successful liar.
Abraham Lincoln, US President

3 A Truth and lies
READING
Read the article about Ponzi schemes
quickly and match the years to the people.
2009

Charles Ponzi

2008

Early Ponzi schem ers

1920s

Lou Pearlman

1880s

Bernard Madoff

Read the text again and complete it with
the missing sentences. There is one extra
sentence you do not need to use.
A

He continued to happily take money from
excited new investors on a daily basis, many
of whom gave him their life savings.

B

If you don't believe him, just ask your friends.

C

He was able to convince them because he
was a highly respected and well-established
financial expert.

D Among the fake companies he created was
an airline, which existed solely on paper.
E

The whole thing collapsed and the
authorities caught him.

F

However, the scheme doesn’t work for long
because of the constant need to find new
investors.

Look at the highlighted words and
phrases in the text and try to figure out
their meaning. Then match them to
definitions 1-7.
1 can be relied on to be good, honest, and
responsible _______________________
2 coming in great numbers
3 pay for _______________________
4 collapses, stops working
5 a voucher that can be exchanged for cash
6 another word for an American dollar7
7 allowed and acceptable according to the
law _______________________

Ponzi schemes
Want to know an easy route onto the world's rich list? You may think
it's an impossible dream, but as Charles Ponzi reveals, all you really
need is a persuasive smile and the ability to lie very, very well.
The man behind the name

Charles Ponzi was an Italian immigrant
living in the United States who cheated
countless innocent people out of money
in the 1920s. At that time, when a
person wanted to send a letter to
another country, he or she (if they were
feeling generous) could also send the
recipient an international reply coupon.
The coupon could then be used to pay
for the postage of the reply. Ponzi’s
idea was to buy cheap reply coupons
in another country and sell them in the
United States, where they were worth
more. He then planned to share the
profits with his investors. However,
transporting and paying for the coupons
caused delays and incurred extra
costs, which meant he couldn’t pay
back his investors as quickly as he had
promised. But he didn't tell them that.
1___ Ponzi paid the early investors
their profit with the new money that
was pouring in, and kept some of it for
himself At the height of his success,
he was buying and selling around 160
million reply coupons, despite only
27,000 existing worldwide. When
people realized this, it was all over.2___
How does it work?
The Ponzi scheme is based on a simple
principle revolving around paying old
investors with money that comes in
from new investors. What exactly they
invest in doesn't matter. With the
money from the first investors you rent
a fancy office and buy a new car, which
helps you to attract new investors.
3___ . One person can only do so
much, and sooner or later the scheme
flops because there aren’t enough new
investors to pay all of the old ones.
Other big schemers

Examples of the Ponzi scheme date
back as far as the 1880s, and are still
happening now. One of the longestrunning operations was headed by
Lou Pearlman, former manager of
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the famous American boy bands
Backstreet Boys and N*Sync. To fund
promotional activity for his band roster,
he convinced businesspeople to invest
in other nonexistent side projects.4___
Pearlman was eventually convicted of
cheating investors of over $300 million
and, in 2008, was sentenced to 25
years imprisonment.
But that was nothing compared
to Bernard Madoff's $65 billion
Ponzi scheme. In 2009 Madoff was
sentenced to 150 years in prison after
having cheated billionaires, celebrities,
and even banks and charities.5___
He was also helped by the fact that
he was running a legitimate business
at the same time. He didn’t promise
ridiculously high returns, and he
always gave his investors their money
when they asked for it. Madoff’s
business propositions seemed perfectly
trustworthy, but a lot of people lost all
their money.
So for Charles Ponzi, Lou Pearlman,
Bernard Madoff, and countless other
Ponzi schemers, their lies eventually
caught up with them. Their riches
were only temporary and the price
they eventually had to pay was much
more. Our advice? Never try to make an
honest buck based on a lie. The truth
always wins... eventually.

2 VOCABULARY

b u s in e s s

a Complete the text with the correct form of
a verb from the box.
become
expand
export
import
launch
market
set up take over
A friend of mine, Anne, was lucky enough
to inherit a farm when she graduated from
college, so she decided to 1 set up her
own organic food business. The com pany2____
its products under the name of Bioplus and one
of the most successful products it makes is
granola. Not all of the ingredients come from
the farm. A n n e 3_____________ the nuts and
dried fruit from South America. She mixes these
with her own cereal products to make the
granola. Regionally, her granola sells well, but
she a ls o 4_____________ to East Coast states
like New York and New Jersey.
The company i s 5_____________ rapidly and
Anne is always looking for new employees.
Right now she's preparing t o 6_____________
a new cereal bar the company has been testing.
Anne is very realistic because she knows she
will n ever7_____________ the market leader in
the field, but neither does she want one of the
big cereal giants like Kelloggs or Nestle to
8_____________ her company.

c Complete the crossword.
C lu es a cro ss

3 The average McDonald's restaurant serves 1,584.. .per day.
4 TGI Friday’s is an American restaurant.. .with over 920 restaurants.
6 The law firm of Clifford Chance gives legal advice to .. .in 25
countries.
7 The.. .of SpaceX is in Los Angeles, California.
C lu es dow n ^

1
2
4
5

Google Inc. is a.. .company that operates all over the world.
There is a .. .of Bank of America on many main streets in the US.
Steve Jobs was the...of Apple Inc. from 2000 to 2011.
Amancio Ortega is the.. .of the Spanish clothing chain Zara.

b Complete the sentences with the correct
form o f make or do.
1 A company always does extensive
market research before it launches a new
product.
2 If a company________a loss, the staff
members often face job cuts.
3 Many countries started_______ business
with China when the trade sanctions were
lifted.
4 The managing director_______ the
decision to close the factory yesterday.
5 The company president_______ a deal
with management to increase overtime pay
yesterday.
6 The factory w as_______ badly, so in the
end it closed down.
7 Companies always________market
research before they launch a new product.
8 If w e_______ a profit again next year, the
manager may think of opening another
office.

3 MINI GRAMMAR

whatever, whenever,

etc.

Complete the dialogues using whatever, whichever, whoever,
whenever, however or wherever.
1

A Where would you like to go for dinner tonight?
B Wherever you want. I don’t mind.

2

A Do you want tea or coffee?
B I don’t mind.____________ is easiest.

3

A What should I buy you for your birthday?
B I don’t mind. I’ll be happy w ith _____________ you give me.

4 A How often does your boyfriend go to the gym?
B He g o e s _____________ he can.
5

A Can I bring my new boyfriend to your party?
B Sure. B rin g_____________ you want.

6

A I’m not sure how we should decorate the living room.
B Decorate it _____________ you want. You have great taste.
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4 GRAMMAR clauses of contrast and purpose
a (thrd^Xhe correct answer.
1 (AlthoTigJpj Despite she's the head of the department, she often
goes out with her colleagues.
2 The account manager called his client/or / to arrange a meeting.
3 The company is expanding even though / in spite o ft here is a
recession.
4 The firm closed several of its smaller office buildings in order to / so
that cut costs.
5 His secretary staved at her desk to not / so as not to miss an
important phone call.
6 Everybody seemed to enjoy Mike's speech at the wedding
in spite o f / even though his terrible jokes.
7 The restaurant staff members are happy despite / although
working long hours every day.
8 She closed the door to her office so as to / so that nobody could
hear her conversation.
b Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the
first sentence using the word or phrase in bold.
1 Although he’s the managing director, he goes to work by bike,
despite

He goes to work by bike despite being the managing director
2 Although they don't do any marketing, their products sell well,
in spite o f

Their products sell well__________________________________ .
3 They reduced their prices so as to sell more products, so th at
They reduced their prices ________________________________.
4 I have to leave work by six o’ clock so that I don’t miss my train,
so as not to

I have to leave work by six o’ clock________________________.
5 Despite the fact that I was late, my boss wasn't angry, although
My boss wasn’t angry___________________________________ .

5 PRONUNCIATION
jH M
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Listen to a radio phone-in
program about Mr. Americo Lopes who
bought a w inning lottery ticket, but didn’t
share it with his coworkers. How many
of the callers think that he did the right
thing?
b Listen again and mark the sentences T (true)
or F (false).
1 Mr. Lopes bought the lottery ticket in
December of 2009.

__

2 Mr. Lopes was a factory worker.

___

3 The jury decided Mr. Lopes must share
his prize money with his coworkers.
__
4 Caller 1 believes Mr. Lopes should share
information about his life with his friends
and coworkers.
__
5 Caller 2 says people make questionable
decisions when a lot of money is involved.__
6 Caller 3 thinks the jury made the correct
decision.
__
7 Caller 4 says the man had a moral obligation
to share the ticket winnings.
__
8 Caller 5 feels some anger toward the man. __
c Listen again with the audio script on p.75
and try to guess the meaning of any words
that you don’t know. Then check in your
dictionary.

USEFUL WORDS
AND PHRASES
L e a rn th ese w ords and p h rases.

changing stress on nouns and verbs
a

6 LISTENING

Listen and complete the sentences.

China exports more goods than any other country.
Vinyl___________ are becoming popular again.
There’s been a huge___________ in gas prices recently.
You can only lose weight if you___________ the amount of
calories you eat.
Scientists are m aking___________ on finding a cure for AIDS.
The visa___________ you to stay for three months.
Brazil___________ about a third of the world’s coffee.
We do not give___________ without a valid receipt.

b

Underline the stressed syllable on the words you wrote in a.

c

Listen and check. Then listen and repeat the sentences.
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ad/ advertisement /aed/aedvar'taizmant/
advertising campaign /'aedvortaiziB kaem'pein/
airbrush (a photo) /'erbrnf/
appeal /o'pil/
brand /braind/
claim (v and noun) /kleim/
commercial /ko'morfl/
consumers /kon'sumorz/
jingle /'d3togl/
misleading (statements) /mis'lidip/
slogan /'sloogon/
sue (somebody) /su/

m
1
a

A city is a large community where people are lonely together.
Herbert Prochnow, US banking executive

Megacities
Shangha I,

READING
Read the article quickly and choose the word that
best describes Shanghai, according to the writer.
a dangerous b stimulating c modern d polluted

b Read the article again and choose the correct
answers.
1 Puxiand Pudongare...
a two cities near Shanghai,
b two districts of Shanghai,
c two rivers crossing Shanghai,
d two people from Shanghai.
2 The residents of Shanghai often go outside
because...
a they don't have enough space at home,
b the weather is always fine,
c the food stalls sell good food,
d they need fresh air to do their hobbies.
3 The roads of Shanghai are dangerous because...
a there are no traffic lights.
b drivers do not obey the rules,
c there is too much traffic,
d pedestrians do not use the crossings.
4 Tourists visiting Shanghai should always...
a use public transportation.
b travel with a guide,
c avoid talking to strangers,
d be careful when they arrive.
5 According to the writer, Shanghai is special
because it has...
a a lot of historical monuments,
b an excellent public transportation system,
c a mixture of different things to see and do.
d the best hotels in the country.
c

Look at the highlighted words and phrases
in the text. W hat do you think they mean?
Use your dictionary to look up their meaning
and pronunciation.

with a population of around 23.5 million, is currently the
fifth of the world's megacities. Its location on the mouth of the Yangtze River
Delta in eastern China makes it one of the busiest ports in the world. The
Huang Pu River, a tributary of the Yangtze, separates the historic center of the
city, the Puxi area, from the newly developed financial and commercial area
called Pudong.
On their arrival in Shanghai, visitors are hit by an explosion of sights,
sounds, and smells. Rents are high, and apartments tiny, so most residents
prefer to hang out outside. The street is a place to eat, play, read, and relax,
and it is not unusual to see people strolling around in their nightgowns and
pajamas. The street serves as an extension of the workplace as well. Hair
stylists sit their customers on chairs outside their salons to cut their hair, and
there are food stalls on every street corner piled high with delicious steamed
buns filled with meat, vegetables, or mushrooms.
However, it is not only the sidewalk that is crowded. Despite the extensive
metro system - Shanghai has the third longest network in the world - the
traffic in the city is terrible. During rush hour, it can take two hours to drive a
30-minute route. In general, drivers do not like to follow the rules of the road,
and they regularly ignore speed limits and traffic lights. This makes crossing
the road extremely hazardous for pedestrians, whose safety is not guaranteed
even when the green light is showing. In China, road accidents are the major
cause of death for people between the ages of 15 and 45, with an estimated
600 traffic deaths per day.
But as far as crime is concerned, Shanghai is a relatively safe city. You
rarely hear of crimes being committed, although pickpockets are known to
operate in crowded areas and tourists are sometimes the target for scams.
The most common of these consist of unofficial taxi drivers overcharging
passengers for the ride to their hotel from the airport, or bar owners getting
an accomplice to bring an unsuspecting tourist to their bar only to present
him with a terribly high check when he tries to leave. In general, however,
the Chinese are very friendly to foreigners and they treat them with a lot of
respect. Nonnative residents usually become good friends with their Chinese
neighbors, once they have gotten used to each other
The city of Shanghai offers a fusion of East and West; old and new.
Visitors staying at the brand new five-star Ritz Carlton Hotel can explore the
ancient Buddhist temples when they go sightseeing. Passengers travel on the
Shanghai Meglev, the fastest train in the world, while messengers transport
impossible loads
on their bicycles.
Sometimes, the
contrasts can be
exhausting, but
one thing is certain:
Shanghai is a city
where nobody ever
feels bored.
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2 VOCABULARY prefixes and suffixes

3 GRAMMAR uncountable and plural nouns

a Complete the sentences with the prefixes from
the box.

a (Circle/he correct answer. Check ( / ) if both are possible.

anti auto bi mega mis mono
multi over post sub under
1 The doctor prescribed antibiotics for my brother’s
chest infection.
2 There was a food shortage in many countries during
the _____ war period, between 1946 and 1960.
3 Some of the residents of megacities live in
standard housing.
4 My English teacher recommends us to use a
______lingual dictionary, one that is only in
English.
5 My colleagues are always complaining that they
are _____ worked and _____ paid.
6 The leader of the protest used a _____ phone to
make himself heard.
7 You couldn't miss Sandra - she was the one in the
colored coat.
8 The town has just celebrated its _____ centennial.
9 Hundreds of fans were waiting for the singer
hoping to get an _____ graph.
10 It’s a popular _____ conception that cold weather
can make you sick. This is simply not true.
b Complete the sentences with nouns formed from
the words in parentheses.
1 I borrowed the money with the intention of
giving it back to you. (intend)
2 His greatest___________ is his inability to
express his feelings, (weak)
3 There is a general___________ that house prices
will rise before the end of the year, (believe)
4 You need to have___________ and stamina to
become a professional athlete, (strong)
5 He wasn’t chosen for the basketball team because
of h is__________ . (high)
6 Teachers are trying to fight___________ in
schools throughout the country, (race)
7 T he____________of online shopping means
that fewer people are shopping in the malls,
(convenient)
8 Gandhi was a humanist who believed in the
of man. (brother)
9 There's been a great___________ in public
transportation recently, (improve)
10 I didn't have much___________ finding work in
the city, so I moved back to the country, (succeed)

1 Can I have a piece o f bread / some bread, please? /
2 My grandmother suffers from(^ad~lieahlpj a bad health.
3 I bought a new piece of furniture / some newfurniture
for my living room.
4 Can you please give me a piece of advice / some advice?
5 We lost a luggage / a piece o f luggage on the way back from
Singapore.
6 Jackie's upset because she's had a bad news / some bad news.
7 Be careful with that vase - it's made of glass / a glass.
8 My girlfriend gave me a pair o f pajamas / some pajamas
for my birthday.
9 The teacher gave the boy extra points for a good behavior /
good behavior.
10 Can you lend me a paper / some paper? I left my notebook
at home.
b Complete the sentences with is or are.
1 My clothes are really wet. I got caught in a thunderstorm.
2 The traffic
terrible during rush hour in the citv.
J
3 John’s climbing equipment____ very heavy. I can hardly
pick it up.
4 The new research into sleep patterns____ fascinating.
5 The outskirts of the tow n_____run-down and a little bit
depressing.
6 The good news____ that we're getting married in the
spring!
7 The flight crew on this plane____ very young.
8 Politics____ really fascinating - particularly for
politicians!
9 Do you think my belongings____ safe in the hotel room?
10 Police____ investigating the murder of an elderly woman
in her home.
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--------------------

O

4 PRONUNCIATION
a

word stress with prefixes and suffixes

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES

Underline the main (primary) stress in the words in the box.
Then write them in the correct place in the chart.

L e a rn th ese w ords and p h rases.

a n tis o c ia l
bilingual
convenience en tertainm ent
exlcitem ent
friend liness
governm ent
igno ranee
overcrow ded
po|ver|ty reduction unem ploym ent
Stress on
1st syllable

Stress on
2nd syllable

Stress on
3rd syllable

antisocial

alienation /eilio'neifn/
automated subway /'oto.meitid 'sAbwei/
commuters /ko'myutorz/
inhabitants /in'haibotonts/
loneliness /'loonlinos/
population /papyo'ldfn/
poverty /'pavorti/
traffic fumes /'traefik fyumz/
unthinkable /An'Oipkobl/
wealthy /'wdOi/

(2 3 2 ^ :2 ) O M fd file 9
b

Listen and check. Then listen and repeat the words.

5 LISTENING
a

Listen to five people talking about their favorite
big cities. Match five of the cities in the box to the speakers
Auckland
Boston
Buenos Aires
Hong Kong
Melbourne
Montreal Rio de Janeiro Seoul Vancouver Washington, D.C.

Speaker 1 _____________

Speaker 4 _____________

Speaker 2 _____________

Speaker 5 _____________

Speaker 3 _____________
b

Listen again and match the speakers with the sentences.
There is one sentence which you do not need to use.
Speaker number
A You can go sightseeing here, but you can also relax
by the ocean.
B It’s the perfect place to go if you want to see a
particular dance.
C The city is surrounded by areas of stunning natural
beauty.
D It has a reputation for having the best nightlife in
the world.
E It’s a city where two different ways of life exist side
by side.
F It’s a great place to visit if you’re interested in history.

c

Listen again with the audio script on p.76 and try to guess
the meaning of any words that you don't know. Then check
in your dictionary.
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Colloquial English Talking about... advertising
1 LOOKING AT LANGUAGE

Mad Men:

Complete the sentences with a phrase from the box.
had their day
word for word

a captive audience
hit a false note

get into your head
their ears perk up

1 The best way to get rid of an earworm is to replace it
with another tune.
2 Some people say that libraries have________________
and they wall soon disappear.
3 The song has a catchy chorus that can easily
___________________ and you find yourself singing
if all day.
4 I repeated her instructions___________________
to avoid any confusion.
5 My dogs love dog biscuits - ___________________
as soon as they hear me open the package.
6 Musicians often play in train stations and
ask for money because they know they
have___________________ .
7 The politician___________________ with her
speech and caused a lot of controversy.

2 READING
a Read the article and match headings A -D to
paragraphs 1-4.
A Leaving it Late
B Gender Gap

C One-Man Show
D All Play, No Work

b Read the article. Mark the sentences T (true) or F (false).
1 Mad Men is a comedy drama series.
___
2 Don Draper is portrayed as a hero in the series. ___
3 A modern advertising campaign involves
many people working together.
___
4 A lot of planning goes into Don Draper’s pitches. ___
5 The executives at Sterling, Cooper, Draper, Pryce
work extremely hard.
___
6 In a real ad agency there is never time to relax. ___
7 Most of the women at Sterling, Cooper, Draper, Pryce
are secretaries.
___
8 A large proportion of creative directors in
advertising agencies today are women.
c Look at the highlighted words and phrases.
W hat do you think they mean? Use your dictionary to
look up their meaning and pronunciation.

fact or fiction
in the world of
advertising today?
Many people have been introduced to the world of advertising through
the American drama series Mad Men, which follows the lives of people
working for an important advertising agency on Madison Avenue in
New York in the 1960s (hence the name Mad Men). However, the
advertising industry has progressed and developed in many ways
since then. Here are some examples of how things are different today.

1 ___
Sterling, Cooper, Draper, Pryce is the fictional name of Mad /Wen’s
advertising agency and the action revolves around its creative director,
Don Draper. All of the agency's work is heavily dependent upon
Draper's creative talent and he is constantly called upon to save the
day. However, his ability to instantly solve advertising problems singlehandedly does not reflect what happens these days. In fact, advertising
agencies are made up of different teams that work together and most
projects are part of one massive and coordinated campaign. The fate
of a real-life campaign rarely lies in the hands of one individual.

2 ___
Mad Men is well-known for its improvised “pitches” (presentations to
potential clients) that seem to come out of nowhere. Often it is Don
Draper himself who suddenly manages to effortlessly transform a
vague idea he has had into advertising gold. This portrayal gives the
impression that the most successful approach for pitching a new idea
to a potential client is to put off the work for as long as possible. This
could not be further from the truth, however, and in real life it takes a
lot of hard work and creative genius to make a successful pitch.
3 __
The atmosphere at Sterling, Cooper, Draper, Pryce is one where
anything goes. From long lunches to midday naps in the office, it
seems as if there is never anything to be done. In the real world, an
agency’s workload can vary from one extreme to another depending on
the client's demands and the corresponding deadlines. One week, the
team may have more time to play while the next they have no time to
sleep. This is the nature of the job and a great deal of work goes into
every single project, even though there are times when the employees
are able to take a break.
4 ___
In Mad Men, the female characters have been carefully researched so
that they coincide with the views of American society at the time. In
the 1960s, few women went on to further their education, and those
who did often became secretaries or nurses. This situation is reflected
at the agency, where sexism is rife and all but one of the executives
is male. The exception, Peggy Olson, is regarded as an oddball by
her colleagues. Fortunately, the situation these days has greatly
improved regarding sexism in the workplace. However, still only a tiny
percentage of today’s creative directors are women.

Mad Men is one of the most popular period drama series ever shown
on American television. It has been widely praised for its historical
authenticity, visual style, costume design, acting, writing, and
directing and it has won many awards.
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In science the credit goes to the man who convinces the world,
not to the man to whom the idea first occurs.
Francis Darwin, botanist and son of Charles Darwin

H a The dark side of the moon
1 GRAMMAR quantifiers: all, every, etc.
a

Right ( / ) or wrong (/)? Correct the mistakes in the
highlighted phrases.
1
2
3
4

2 VOCABULARY science
a

I've taken all luggage up to our room, OK? X all the luggage
Everybody were bad-tempered because it was late. ___________
All went wrong at my last job interview. ___________
On Wednesday I spent all day studying for my biology exam.

1 I always knew, right from the start, that I
wanted to be a scientist . science
2 Factories manufacturing plastics produce a lot
o f___________ waste, chem istry
3 My daughter's best subject at school is
. biologist

5 All the men love buying new electronic gadgets. ___________
6 We go bike riding on rhe rail trail every morning during the
week. ___________
7 The most people are against eating genetically modified food.
8 Every classroom in that school has an interactive whiteboard.

4 One of the most controversial issues of our
time is___________ engineering, gene
5 ___________ is a mystery to me. I failed every
exam I ever took, physicist
b Match each verb to a suitable noun.

b Complete the dialogues with no, any, or none.
1 A Can I have a cookie?
B Sorry, we don’t have any.
2
3

A How much homework have you done?
B ______ . I don’t feel like it right now.

c

A How are we going to get home?
B By taxi. There aren’t ______ buses at this time of night.

4

A Did any of your friends pass the exam?
B N o,______ of them. It was too difficult.

5

A Let’s have dinner in our hotel room.
B We can’t. There’s ______ room service after 9 p.m.

6

A When can you come?
B ______ day you like, fm free all week.

c Complete the sentences with a word from the box.
both

either

neither

Complete the sentences with a word from the
same family as the words in bold.

1 b e ---------

a a discovery

2 carryo ut

b a theory

3 make

c a guinea pig

4 prove

d new drugs

5 test

e an experiment

Complete the sentences with the correct form
of a verb phrase from b.
1 We carried out an experiment in our
chemistry class, but it went terribly wrong!
2 The student volunteered to _______________
___________ because he needed the money.
3 Researchers_____________________ an
im portant___________________ completely
by accident last month.
4 Companies need to _____________________
to make sure they are safe.
5 It took a long time for Newton to ___________
h is_____________________ of gravity.

nor

1 Both my brother and my sister have children.
2 Dave has two computers, b u t___________ of them is
working.
3 We'd like to go to ___________ Cancun or Acapulco for our
vacation this year.
4 Neither my boyfriend___________ I eat meat.
5 ___________ of their children are at the same college.
6 I can't decide between these two shirts. I like_______ of them.
7 ___________ of my parents have ever been overseas.
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3 READING
a Look at the pictures and read the article.
Match each picture to a paragraph.

Unknown inventors
For m o st o f us, the word “inventor” m akes us think o f nam es like
Alexander Graham Bell or Guglielm o Marconi, the men behind
the telephone and the radio. B ut w h at about the people w hose
inventions w e use so often th a t we fo rge t som eone had to think
them up in the first place? Read on to find out about five o f the
unknow n inventors o f our tim es.

A

An American woman named Margaret Knight was working in a paper bag
factory when she noticed how difficult it was to put things into the bags.
So, she decided to invent a machine that folded and glued paper to make a
flat-bottomed bag. She made a lot of sketches of her machine, but before
she could actually make it, another employee named Charles Annan stole her
idea. Knight took Annan to court and eventually won the case. In 1858, Knight
set up her own paper bag company and received large sums of royalties for
her invention when other companies made her bags under license.

B

In 1910, a Russian-born candy manufacturer named Sam Bom emigrated
to the US and set up a business there. One day, when he was wondering how
to make the candy-making process more efficient, he thought up an idea
for a new machine. It was called the Bom Sucker Machine and its job was to
quickly and mechanically insert the sticks into lollipops. The new machine
helped make the candy and Sam ’s company into a huge success, and in 1916,
he was awarded “the key to San Francisco.” In 1923, he founded the Ju st
Born company, which is still going strong in the US today.

C

b Read the article again and answer
the questions. Write the letter of the
paragraph.

Which inventor...
1 thought of something that made
an extra tool unnecessary?
2 made it safer to carry something? ___
3 found the answer to a security
problem?

___

4 came from outside the country
where he created his invention?
5 invented something that was an
improvement on the existing
design?

___

6 was British?

___

7 invented something that speeded
up the manufacturing process?
8 had to take legal action against a
colleague?
9 designed something that can
be fitted onto something else?
10 had an idea outside work?

In 1959, Ernie Fraze, the owner of a successful American engineering
company, was at a picnic when he went to fetch the drinks. In those
days, drinks were in sealed cans that were opened with a can opener.
Unfortunately, Ernie had forgotten to bring the opener. This started him
thinking, and one night, when he was having trouble sleeping, he solved the
can dilemma. His idea was a new can that could be easily opened with a ring
pull. Ernie’s company began manufacturing a system of m ass producing
these cans and by 1980, he was making over $500 million dollars a year from
his invention.

D

Once the banks had decided they wanted to install ATMs, the next
problem was how to confirm a custom er’s identity to allow money to be
withdrawn. It was a Scottish man by the name of Jam es Goodfellow who
came up with the solution. In 1966, Goodfellow realized he could link a set of
numbers, known only to the account owner, to an encoded card. If the two
numbers matched, the person would receive their cash. This number became
known as a Personal Identification Number or PIN. Goodfellow didn’t get a
penny for his idea, but he did receive an award from the Queen of England.

E

___

When take-out cups of coffee became popular, the Solo Cup Company,
a leading producer of disposable cups, saw a hole in the market for a new
container. Jack Clements was the man they asked to design it. In 1985,
Clements designed a new lid for the cup in the shape of a dome. The lid
rested comfortably between the mouth and nose when the user took a sip
and it also helped prevent spilling. Since then, the Solo Traveler Lid has been
adopted by many of America's coffeehouses and it has helped Clem ents’
company earn $2 billion of annual income.
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c Look at the highlighted words and phrases in the
text and try to figure out their meaning. Then irse
them to complete the sentences.
1 After brainstorming solutions to the problem,
researchers___________ a new idea.
2 When companies see___________ , there is a lot
of competition to fill it.
3 I couldn't get any more cash out of the ATM
because I had already___________ $250.
4 The designers made a lot o f___________ before
they decided on the final version.
5 You shouldn't put a drink on your desk because
you run the risk of___________ it on your
computer.
6 They have started___________ the gadgets to
meet the increased demaxtd.
7 My grandfather is___________ although he is
94 years old.
8 Musicians earn ___________ every time their
song is played on the radio.

5 LISTENING
a

b Listen again and complete the sentences with between one
and three words.
1 The first smoke detectors were invented in order to detect
a fire or if there were___________________ on the US
space station Skylab.
2 NASA's smoke detector had a new feature that allowed
astronauts to adjust th e___________________ to prevent
false alarms.
3 The disadvantage of plastic glasses is that they
easily.
4 NASA developed a ___________________ to protect
astronauts’ helmets.
5 NASA uses infrared technology to ___________________
of stars.
6 Diatek wanted to ___________________ of time that it
took for nurses to take patients' temperatures.

4 PRONUNCIATION changing stress
a Look at the words. Is the stress on the same
syllable? Check ( / ) the correct column. Use your
dictionary to help you.
same
syllable

b

different
syllable

1 bie>jlo|gy / bi|o|lo|gi cal

____

2 che|mist / chemistry

____

____

3 disjco|ver / dis|co|ve|ry

____

___

4 ex perjijment / exjper|i|men|tal

____

____

5 ge|ne|tic / ge nejtijcist

____

____

6 phyjsics / phyjsi|cist

____

____

7 sci|en|tist / sci en;ti|fic

____

____

8 theor|y / theor|ejti|cal

____

____

/

Listen and check. Mark the stressed
syllables. Then listen and repeat the words.

Listen to the radio program about NASA
inventions and num ber the pictures in the order they are
mentioned.

c

Listen again with the audio script on p.76 and try to guess
the meaning of any words that you don’t know. Then check
in your dictionary.

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES
L e a rn th ese w ords and p h rases.

anesthetic /icnos'Oetik/
blood transfusion /'blad traens'fyu3n/
blood donor /bind dounor/
inhale (a gas) /in'heil/
lead (poisoning) /led/
lethal dose /'liOl dous/
nuclear bomb /'nuk 1ior bam/
radiation /reidi'eifn/
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There are always three speeches, for every one you actually gave.
The one you practiced, the one you gave, and the one you wish you had given.
Dale Carnegie, American lecturer

! D B The power of words
CONFUSION AND CONTROVERSY
AT THE OSCARS

1 READING
a Read the article once. Why didn’t Marlon
Brando accept his Oscar?
b

Read the article again and choose the correct
answer.
1 For the writer, the most interesting part of the
Oscars ceremony is when...
a we find out who has won each category,
b the celebrities pose for photographs,
c the winners speak.
d we see excerpts from the nominated movies.
2 When Sacheen Littlefeather went up on stage,
she...
a refused to accept the Oscar statuette,
b greeted the two presenters,
c announced the winning actor,
d turned off the microphone.
3 Marlon Brando was protesting because he
thought that the movie industry should...
a employ more Native Americans in their
movies.
b apologize to Native Americans,
c return the Pine Ridge reservation to
Native Americans.
d stop contributing to a negative stereotype
of Native Americans.
4 While Ms. Littlefeather was speaking, the
people in the audience...
a sat in silence.
b were divided in their opinion,
c showed their support,
d wanted her to stop.
5 After Marlon Brando's boycott, the
organizers of the ceremony...
a declared their support for Native Americans,
b reduced the length of acceptance speeches,
c changed the rules for who could pick
up Oscars.
d gave an award to Sacheen Littlefeather.

c Look at the highlighted words and phrases in
the text. W hat do you think they mean? Use
your dictionary to look up their m eaning and
pronunciation.

Every year, movie-goers all over the world eagerly await the annual
Academy Awards ceremony, better known as the Oscars. The red carpet
is rolled out, the actors are photographed in their elegant gowns and
tuxedos, and the winners are announced. And then comes the moment of
truth: the acceptance speeches. Some of these are more memorable than
others, but none will be remembered more than one that was made at the
45th Academy Awards ceremony of 1973. This is what happened.
The moment had arrived for the announcement of
the winner of the Oscar for Best Actor. The award was
to be presented by Roger Moore, who was the current
fames Bond, and Norwegian actress Liv Ullman. The
two opened the envelope and announced the name of
the winner: Marlon Brando for his role as Vito Corleone
in the movie The Godfather. To everyone's surprise, it
was not Mr. Brando who came on stage, but a young
woman in Native American dress. The woman was a
Native American activist named Sacheen Littlefeather.
She proceeded to brush aside Roger Moore when he tried to give her the
statuette and made her way toward the microphone. Here she gave a
60-second speech introducing herself, explaining why she was there instead
of the famous actor, and apologizing for interrupting the ceremony. The
audience - and the presenters - were shocked!
The reason for Mr. Brando's absence was that he was boycotting
the ceremony. In previous years, he had become increasingly upset by
the treatment of American Indians on television and in movies, where they
were always portrayed as savage and evil. He was also very concerned about
an ongoing incident on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota. Tired
of their corrupt leader, who was backed by the US government, a group of
armed Native Americans had taken over the town of Wounded Knee. At the
time of the Oscar ceremony, the Native Americans were still holding the town
against US officials, including the FBI.
Mr. Brando had written down the reasons for his boycott in a 15-page
speech that he had given Ms. Littlefeather to read at the ceremony. The
organizers, however, had prohibited her from making this speech, so she
had gone ahead and improvised with her own much shorter version, which
caused quite a stir Halfway through, some of the audience started booing
and others began to cheer. Yet she continued bravely to the end and then
allowed the two presenters to escort her backstage, where she shared
Mr. Brando's original speech with the press. The next day it was printed
in its entirety in the New York Times.
Ms. Littlefeather received several death threats
after her intervention at the Oscar ceremony,
but she continued fighting for the cause and
still works with the Native American community
today. The Wounded Knee incident finished after
73 days and succeeded in making Americans
more aware of the injustice suffered by American
Indians in their country. And as far as the Oscar
ceremony is concerned, it was the last time that
an actor was allowed to nominate someone else
to accept an award on his or her behalf.
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2 GRAMMAR articles

c Right ( / ) or wrong (X)? Correct the mistakes in the
highlighted phrases.

a Complete the sayings with a, an, the, or no article (—).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1 The college in my town has a very good
reputation. ______
2 Mae-Ting can't still be at the work. It's really
late. X at work
3 The man has gone to the prison for the crimes he
committed when he was younger. ___________
4 Daisy takes advantage of the time her children are
at the school to take an online course. __________
5 The prison is on the outskirts of the city.

All you need is — love.
H e's_____man of his word.
____ women are from Venus;____ men are from Mars.
_____time waits for no man.
Don’t worry! It's n o t____ end o f____ world!
That’s ___ life!
It’s ____ small world.
____ actions speak louder th an ____ words.

b Complete the sentences with the where necessary.

1 The toy industry in
China is the biggest in
the world.

6 Somebody broke into my parents' house while they
were at the church. ____________
7 Did you have time to finish the work I left for you?
8 My boyfriend's in the college. He's studying
architecture. ___________
9 My brother teaches at the elementary school that
we both attended. ___________
10 The church in my village dates back to the fifteenth
century. ____________

2 There are 50 states in
___US.

3 VOCABULARY collocation: word pairs
a

Find the word pairs in the box and link them with
and or or. Then complete the sentences.
all bed breakfast fork je lly knife later less
more never nothing now once peace
peanut butter pepper quiet salt sooner twice

3 ___5 Freeway was closed
yesterday because of the
floods.

4 ___Central Park is one of
__ largest green spaces
in New York City.

5 Edmund Hillary was
___first man to climb
Mount Everest.

6 ___Lake Victoria is___
largest lake in ___Africa.

7

8 __ Balearic Islands
are situated in __
Mediterranean Sea.

Panama Canal
connects the Atlantic
Ocean to __ Pacific Ocean.

J

1 Would you like a peanut butter andjelly
sandwich for lunch today?
2 I enjoy th e _________________ of the countryside
when we go for a walk.
3 I got a new wisdom tooth. I suppose I’ll have to go
to the dentist_________________ .
4 It takes a long time for children to learn how to eat
with a _________________ well.
5 We stayed in a cheap_________________ when
we visited Toronto.
6 Nathan has_________________ finished his
homework - all he has to do now is to print it out.
7 It's_________________ with Sue; either she calls
every day or you don't hear from her for weeks.
8 This soup doesn't have any taste. Can you pass
th e _________________ ,please?
9 Patricia's about to leave, so it’s _________________
- 1may not get another chance to ask her out.
10 I've been skiing_________________ , but I'm not
very good at it.
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b Complete the word pair idioms.

5 LISTENING

1 There wasn't much left at the furniture sale, just a few
odds and e_______ .
2 I'm s________andt________ of having to clean up
after my children.
3 She left her husband because there wasn’t any g______
and t_______ in their marriage.
4 My life has its u_______ and d________ , but in
general I'm very happy.
5 The streets were very dangerous because of the lack
of 1_______ and o________ in the city.
6 We arrived s._______ and s________ after a three-day
journey through the mountains.
7 I have no idea what we’re having for lunch because my
wife told me to w_______ and s__________ .
8 We go to the movies n_______ and a________ , but
more often than not we just watch a movie on TV.

a

Listen to a radio program about
an English king with a stammer. Choose the
correct answer.

4 PRONUNCIATION /do/or/di/

1 The king with the stammer was...
a George V.
b Edward VIII.
c George VI.
2 The man who helped him overcome his stammer was...
a his wife's therapist.
b an actor,
c his father’s doctor.
3 The King had to give his most important speech...
a at the end of the British Empire Exhibition.
b when his brother abdicated as King,
c at the beginning of an international conflict.

a Check ( / ) the correct pronunciation of the.
1
2
3
4

I left my coat in the backseat of my car.
The accident happened last night.
The clocks fall back next weekend.
The uniform my sister wears to
school is awful.
5 Have you ever been to the US?
6 The end of that movie was really sad.

b

/d o /

/di/

/
__
___

___
___
___

___
___

___
___

Listen and check. Then listen and repeat
the sentences.

b Listen again and answer the questions.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

W hat was the King's name when he was a child?
What did his father make him do?
Who was unkind to him when he was little?
In which year did he make his first disastrous speech?
How did his father’s doctors try to treat him?
Where did his new therapist treat him?
How long was it before the treatment showed results?
Why did his brother abdicate?
Who was with the King when he made his important
speech?
10 What did the therapist say after the speech that was
unusual?

USEFUL WORDS AND PHRASES
L earn these w ords and phrases.

apartheid /o'parteit/
battle /'btetl/
go on (to the end) /gou an/
hunger strike /'hnpgor slraik/
invasion /in'vei3n/
make a speech /meik o spiff/
quote /kwoot/
sacred /'seikrod/
sacrifice /'sfiekrofais/
surrender /sa'rendar/

c

Listen again with the audio script on p.77 and try to
guess the m eaning of any words that you don’t know.
Then check in your dictionary.

file io
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Listening
1 A)))
In te rv ie w e r I Iello, Mr. Bridges?
A p p lican t Yes, hello. I'm Stephen Bridges.
In te rv ie w e r Good morning. My name's
Jenny Howarth.
A p p lican t Nice to meet you, Ms. Howarth.
In te rv ie w e r Would you like to get some
coffee before we start?
A p p lic an t Oh, no thank you.
In te rv ie w e r All right, please come in and
take a seat.
A p p lican t 1 hank you.
In te rv ie w e r You had no trouble finding
us this morning, then?
A p p lic an t Yes, it was easy. I took the
subway to 42nd Street, and then I walked.
It's a beautiful morning.
In te rv ie w e r Yes, it is. So you’re here
for the position of hotel receptionist, is
that right?
A p p lic an t Yes, that's right. I saw' your
ad on the Complete Jobs website and I
decided to apply.
In te rv ie w e r You know that this is only
a temporary position, don't you Mr.
Bridges?
A p p lic an t Yes, I do. And that’s ideal for
me. I'm moving across the country in
three months, so it fits in perfectly with
my plans.
In te rv ie w e r Really? Where are you going
to go?
A p p lican t Well, I just graduated
from college with a degree in M odem
Languages, and I'm going to graduate
school to work on a M aster's degree in
California in September to study applied
linguistics. My cousin lives there so I'm
going to stay with him, which I'm really
looking forward to. We get along really
well and he knows all the best restaurants
to visit. He's been living in California for
a couple of years now, and I've been to see
him a few times ...
In te rv ie w e r Yes, well, back to you, Mr.
Bridges, have yon had any experience
working in a hotel reception?
A p p lican t Yes, I have. Last summer, 1
spent a month at Fiesta Hotel in Playa
del Carmen. My Spanish improved a
lot while I was there, and I also learned
a lot about customer care. Some of my
colleagues were a little bit difficult
sometimes, but in general, we worked well
as a team.

In te rv ie w e r I see. You mentioned
Spanish, Mr. Bridges. W hich other
languages do you speak?
A p p lic an t I speak Spanish, French, and a
little Italian. From my research, I believe
most of your guests are from South
America, is that right?
In te rv ie w e r Yes, but we also have some
customers from Asia, mainly japan.
Do you think this would cause you any
difficulties?
A p p lic an t N ot at all, I'm a good
communicator, so we would be able to
understand each other.
In te rv ie w e r Tell me how you would
deal with a difficult guest, for example
someone who thinks there is a mistake
with the bill.
A p p lican t I don’t think I would have much
of a problem. I would speak English with
them - very slowly if necessary- and l
would use a lot o f actions to explain what
l wanted to say. If there was a problem
with a room number or a price, l would
write it down for them. I’m sure I’d be
able to make myself understood. I’m very
friendly and professional, so I’d have no
problem making customers happy.
In te rv ie w e r OK. Can you tell me a little
more about your experience in Playa del
Carmen? W hat were your duties there?
A p p lic an t Well, I was assistant
receptionist there, which meant that l had
to deal with the guests who were checking
into and checking out of the hotel. I didn’t
have to make phone reservations - the
head receptionist dealt with that. I read
on your website that you only have one
receptionist on the desk at any one time.
Is that right?
In te rv ie w e r Yes, we’re just a small hotel,
so you would have to deal with guests in
person and on the phone. Would that be a
problem for you?
A p p lic an t No, not at all. I mean, I haven’t
used a reservations program before, but
I’m sure I’d pick it up really quickly. I’m
very good with computers.
In te rv ie w e r Yes, the program is very
easy. So, Mr. Bridges. Why do you think I
should hire you and not somebody else?
A p p lican t Well, I think I have the right
skills for the job. I’m a very reliable
and efficient person, and I’ve had some
experience in the field. I can also use my

language skills to communicate with
the foreign guests. The position is for a
limited amount o f time, which suits us
both. Basically, I think that I'm perfect for
the job and the job is perfect for me.
In te rv ie w e r T hat’s fine, Mr. Bridges. One
last question: When can you start?

IB )))
H o st On today’s program we’re going to
talk about superstitions. Elena, where do
superstitions come from?
E len a Well, the definition of a superstition
is “an irrational belief” and we have to
go back hundreds of years to find an
explanation of their existence. Sometimes
the reason behind a superstition is even
more bizarre than the superstition it tries
to explain. Take the case of the black
cat for example. Most people know that
it’s supposed to be a sign ofbad luck if a
black cat walks in front of you, but they
probably can’t tell you why. Well, the
reason is that in the Middle Ages, black
cats became associated with witches and
they were said to possess evil spirits, so
obviously people thought that if a black
cat crossed your path that this was not
very good news at all.
H o st So the black cat superstition has
been with us for a long time?
E len a Yes, but not as long as the idea that
we shouldn’t walk under ladders.
A part from the practical reasons for not
doing this - obviously somebody might
drop some paint on your head while you
are walking underneath - there is a more
mysterious explanation that goes right
back to ancient Egypt. The shape of a
triangle was sacred to the Egyptians and
it was considered very bad luck to, as it
were, break the “power” of this shape.
People believed that if you walked under
a ladder, the power of the triangle would
break and you would lose your protection
against bad luck.
H o st Are there any superstitions about
good luck?
E len a Yes, there are. You know how
people often touch wood or knock
on wood when they're talking about
something they hope will or won't happen
in the future?
H o st Yes, in fact I often do it myself.
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E len a Well, in the Middle Ages people
used to knock on trees to call the
good spirits to protect them against
misfortune. So that's where that
superstition comes from.
H o st We have time for one more.
E lena Well, in fact I'd say that the most
common superstition concerning good luck
is the habit we have of saying “Bless you”
when someone sneezes. Again, this dates
back to the Middle Ages when the Great
Plague - which was a terrible infectious
illness - was sweeping through Europe.
Most people who caught the plague
died and one of the first symptoms was
sneezing. When sufferers began sneezing
violently, it was considered a sign that
they might be going to die and so the Pope
passed a law in Rome requiring people to
bless the person who was sneezing.
H o st I never knew' that. Elena, thank you
so much for coming on the show. Coming
up next time we have ...

2 A)))
S p e a k e r 1 Last summer, I was sitting in
my yard enjoying the sun, when I heard
my next door neighbor suddenly cry out.
Mrs. Thomas is 93 years old and she lives
alone, so I raced over to her house to see
what was wrong. The kitchen door was
open, so I went in and found her on her
knees with her head resting on the table.
She'd fallen and cut her head and there
was blood everywhere. I grabbed a towel,
folded it up, and pressed it onto the wound
to stop the bleeding. Then l called an
ambulance. She had to have stitches when
she got to the hospital and they kept her
in the hospital that night for observation,
but she went home the next day.
S p e a k e r 2 The only time I've ever had
to use first aid was on a skiing trip to
Canada. I'd gone with a few' friends, and
we were having a great time until disaster
struck. One of my more adventurous
friends was skiing down one of those
slopes that is really only for experts and
he suddenly lost control and crashed into
a tree. By the time we reached him, he was
in a lot of pain and his leg was at a really
strange angle. The only thing we could do
was to put snow around his leg to stop the
pain and call an ambulance to take him
to the hospital for an x-ray. In fact, his leg
was broken in three places.
S p e a k e r 3 I had a bit of a scare once
when I was out with a friend walking
our dogs. My friend, Rosie, suddenly fell
and hit her head on the ground. She lost
consciousness almost immediately. We
were in the middle of nowhere, and l knew
the emergency responders would take a

long time to find us. Anyway, after calling
911,1 lay Rosie on her side to make sure
she was able to breathe. Then l lay down
next to her and put our coats over us to
keep us warm. W hen the paramedics
arrived, they took Rosie straight to the
hospital. She was fine in the end, but I
found the whole thing really scary.
S p e a k e r 4 A fe w years ago 1remember 1
was playing soccer in the park with some
friends and I suddenly had a terrible
nosebleed. The blood was just pouring
from my nose. I tried stuffing my nose
with tissues, but it didn't make any
difference. One of my friends told me to
press ice on my face, but of course, we
didn't have any ice there. Then another
friend told me to pinch the soft part of my
nose just under the bridge and eventually
it would stop, l didn’t really believe him,
but l tried it and it worked!
S p eak er 5 My friends and l were having a
barbecue at my house when it happened.
My friend Diane suddenly started coughing
and excused herselffrom the table. Her
boyfriend, Martin, went after her and we
didn't think anything more ofit until we
heard M artin shouting for help because
Diane couldn’t breathe. By this time, she
was turning blue, and she was clutching
at her throat. I told M artin to call an
ambulance, and then I hit Diane hard on the
back several times. Suddenly an enormous
piece of meat shot out of her mouth, and
she could breathe again. We were all really
shocked when it was over, especially Diane.

2 B)))
H o st Hello, and welcome to the program.
Today, we're talking about old age and
we’ve asked our listeners to send in their
questions. As usual, we have our expert,
Laura, here in the studio with me to
answer those questions. Hello, Laura.
L a u ra Good morning.
H o st Are you ready for the first question,
Laura?
L a u ra Yes, Bob.
H o st OK then. It's from Maggie in
Nashville. Maggie says: why are old
people always so miserable?
L au ra Well, I'm glad Maggie asked that
question, Bob. The elderly have a terrible
reputation for being miserable, but
we’ve found out that it isn't actually true.
According to our research, older people
tend to be happier than young people. This
is because they don't have so many things to
worry about. Their children have left home
and so they can enjoy the freedom this
brings with it. So, Maggie, just to set the
record straight, old people aren't miserable!
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H o st Thanks for clearing that up for us,
Laura. Onto the next question - it's from
)ohn in New Haven. John asks: Is there a
typical age when people start getting sick?
L a u ra That's an interesting one. Many
people think that people are programmed
to get sick when they get old because
o f something in their genes, but this
isn't true. People get sick if they have an
unhealthy lifestyle. If you've taken care of
yourself over the years, exercising enough
and earing the right food for example,
then chances are that you’ll be healthy
in your old age. So, no John, there isn't a
typical age when you start getting sick. It
depends, really, on how well you cared for
yourself when you were younger.
H o st OK. Here's another question for you,
Laura. This one is from Heather in New
Orleans. She says: Old age must be really
boring. People have been working hard
all their lives and then suddenly they're
expected to sit back and do nothing. How
do they cope?
L a u ra That's another good question, Bob.
And now that people are living longer,
retirement can last for 30 years or more.
But there are plenty of things you can do
to fill up your time. You can do part-time
work or volunteer work - you can even
start a completely different career if
you want to. And then, of course, there
might be grandchildren to lend a hand
with. So, Heather, old age doesn’t have to
be boring - in fact, some elderly people
find that they are almost as busy when
they retire as they were when they were
working full-time!
H o st I hope that answers your question,
Heather. Let's look at another one.
Richard from Portland is concerned about
the issue o f overpopulation. He asks: Will
there be enough resources on the planet if
everybody lives until they are 100?
L a u ra First of all, Richard, it isn't
“everybody” who lives until they're
100; it's only people in the developed
world. And the elderly in the developed
world are a relatively small percentage
o f the global population. The increase in
population is caused by the high birth rate
in developing countries. And, sadly, many
o f these children never reach old age. So
the question of having enough resources
relates more to the population explosion
in those countries, really, and not on the
longer life expectancy in the West.
H o st Alright. Now we have time for one
more question. Jessie from Dallas asks: Do
the elderly have a problem with loneliness?
L au ra The thing you have to bear in mind
here is that a lot o f people today are living
longer. This means that there will be a whole
group of people just like you when you get old.

The important thing is for you to accept
your age, and other people will accept you.
There really is no reason to be lonely.
H o st And that’s very good news for all of
us. Laura, thank you for joining us today.
L au ra My pleasure.

3 A)))
In te rv ie w e r Debbie, can you tell us about
an exciting trip you've taken?
D eb b ie Sure. This happened a long time
ago when I was working in Paris. I had a
friend who was living in Palau at the time
and I decided I’d like to go and visit him.
Do you know where Palau is?
In te rv ie w e r Um, no. Sorry, 1don't.
Where is it?
D ebbie Well, it's actually the Republic
of Palau and it's made up of about 250
islands in the western part of the Pacific
Ocean. It’s about 600 miles east o f the
Philippines, if that helps.
In te rv ie w e r Ah, OK. I know where that
is. So how did you get there?
D eb b ie Well, that was a problem. I went
to a travel agent in Paris and the woman
I spoke to told me that the trip wasn’t
going to be easy. First, I would have to
fly to Hong Kong, then to M anila in the
Philippines, and from there on to Palau.
In te rv ie w e r So, what was the problem?
D ebbie Well, this was before the age of
flight reservation systems. The travel
agent could sell me the ticket for the
Paris-H ong Kong flight, but she couldn’t
book any of the other flights because she
had no contact with the airlines.
In te rv ie w e r So, what did you do?
D ebbie I bought the ticket for Hong Kong
and then the travel agent gave me the
address of the airline that would take me
on to Manila. The idea was that I’d fly to
I long Kong, find the offices of the airline,
buy my ticket to Manila, and ask about the
flights to Palau.
In te rv ie w e r Wow! W hat an adventure!
So, is that what you did?
D eb b ie Yes. I didn’t think anything o f it
at the time, you know, I was young, and
it was the kind of thing that people did in
the past. Ifyou wanted to go somewhere
a little bit different, you had to find your
own way there.
In te rv ie w e r W hat happened when you
got to Hong Kong?
D eb b ie It didn’t take me long to find the
offices of the airline, because they were in
the airport. W hen they opened, I bought
my ticket to Manila and asked them about
the flight to Palau. And that was when the
fun started.

In te rv ie w e r W hat do you mean?
D eb b ie Well, they told me that the flight
from Manila to Palau only stopped in
Manila to pick up cargo. The plane wasn't
authorized to pick up passengers.
In te rv ie w e r Oh. That wasn't good news.
D eb b ie No, it wasn't. Apparently,
passengers could get on the plane at all of
the other stops except in Manila. I have no
idea why.
In te rv ie w e r So what did you do?
D eb b ie Well, they said that the only thing
I could do was to fly to Manila, find the
plane and talk to the pilot. If the pilot
agreed to take me, then I could fly to Palau.
In te rv ie w e r Don’t tell me that's what
you did!
D eb b ie Well, actually, it is. I took my
flight to M anila and hung around for
a while waiting for the plane to Palau.
When it came in, I asked the flight
attendant if 1cou Id speak to the pilot.
It was a tiny plane, and there were only
about 13 passengers on it, but they had
their very own flight attendant.
In te rv ie w e r And what did she say?
D eb b ie Actually, she seemed pretty
excited about me speaking English. I
found out why when she introduced me
to the pilot - he was Australian! He w'as
amused by my adventure and agreed
immediately to take me on to Palau.
In te rv ie w e r You were so lucky!
D eb b ie Yes, I know. But the best thing was
that my friend was at the airport to meet
me when I landed. I hadn't told him when
I'd be getting there - nobody had a cell
phone then either - but he’d just dropped
by on his way home from work to see if I
was there.
In te rv ie w e r That's amazing!
D eb b ie Absolutely. I don't think I'll ever
forget that trip.
In te rv ie w e r I'm not surprised!

3 B)))
S p eak er 1 I only ever have time to read
when I’m on vacation, but it’s something
that I really look forward to. I always make
a point of picking up two or three of the
latest best sellers from my local book store.
When I'm away, I take my book with me
to the beach or down to the pool, and then
I spend all day lying in the sun, reading.
W hat better way to relax and completely
disconnect from life back home?
S p e a k e r 2 I spend a lot of time reading
when I'm commuting to and from my job.
The trip takes about an hour and a half
each way, first on the train and then on
the subway. I usually manage to get a seat

on the train because it’s one of the first
stops. As soon as I sit down, I take out my
e-reader, and fall into the latest novel I’m
reading. I’m a big fan ofhistorical novels,
and I get through at least one book a week.
S p eak er 3 I’m studying civil engineering
in college, so I have to do a lot of reading,
though none of it is for pleasure. At
the start of the semester, they gave us a
booklist as long as my arm, but I haven’t
read all the books on it yet. Apart from
academic books, I read a lot on the Internet.
There are a lot of web pages related to my
studies, some of them better than others.
1do most of my reading in my room,
although I sometimes go to the library.
S p e a k e r 4 This may sound strange, but
I do most o f my reading when I’m at the
gym! Actually, for me it’s more o f a case
oflistening than reading because I always
take an audio book with me. I download
the book onto my MP3 player so that I can
listen to it while I’m on a spin bike. I do
a workout that is 50 minutes to an hour
long, so my audio book helps me pass the
time. I'm really into crime fiction, so I
usually listen to detective stories.
S p e a k e r5 I used to read a lot, but now I
can’t, because I have two small children
who take up all my time. The only reading
I do these days are children’s stories.
My sons are three and five, and neither
o f them will go to sleep without their
bedtime story. Every night, it’s the same
routine - bath, dinner, story - the only
thing that changes is whose bed we lie on!
Their favorite is T h e H u n g r y C a te rp illa r,
but I like the Doctor Seuss stories.

4 A)))
And our next story takes us to Australia,
where an extrem e sports enthusiast had
a lucky escape today. Thirty-five-yearold Ewa W isnierska from G erm anvJ was
preparing for the W orld Paragliding
C ham pionships when she saw a massive
thu nderstorm com ing tow ard her. The
storm appeared out o f now here while
she was paragliding over M anilla, in
New South Wales, A ustralia. She tried to
avoid it, but, because paragliders have no
engine, she could n ot go fast enough to
get away from it. W hen the storm caught
up w ith her, it lifted her up into the air.
She told an A ustralian radio station that
the strong w inds blew her up in the air
“like a leaf from a tree.”
The storm took just under 15 m inutes
to carry the paraglider from a height
o f 2,460 feet to an estim ated height
o f 6 miles. D uring the ascent, the
tem perature dropped to around
m inus 58 degrees Fahrenheit and
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Ms. W isnierska w itnessed hailstones
the size o f oranges. H ere's how Ewa
describes her experience: “I was shaking
all the tim e. T he last thing I rem em ber
it was dark. I could h ear lightning all
around me.” She was sucked up so high
that eventually she lost consciousness,
but her paraglider continued flying. The
whole ordeal was recorded by the GPS
system and radio th at was attached to her
equipm ent.
Luckily for Ms. W isnierska, she was
only unconscious for about h alf an hour.
W hen she cam e to, she had descended to
around 4 miles and she was covered in
ice. She managed to take control o f her
paraglider and succeeded in descending
by herself. She told reporters later that
she felt like an astronaut as she was
retu rn in g to the ground. “I could see
the E arth com ing, like A p o l l o 13.” She
eventuallv landed about 200 feet from
the site where she had taken off. She
had ice in her flying suit and frostbite
on her face from the extremely low
tem peratures she had experienced. As
soon as she reached the ground, she was
taken to the hospital for observation, but
she was released an hour later.
The com petition organizers stressed
how lucky Ms. W isnierska had been to
regain consciousness while she was up
in the air. T he body o f another C hinese
paraglider was found later in the day,
about 260 feet from w here he had taken
off. Forty-tw o-year-old He Z hongpin
from C hina had been caught up in the
sam e storm as the G erm an w om an,
but he had not survived the ordeal.
Apparently, he had died from extrem e
cold and a lack o f oxygen.
J

4B»)
H o st And I'd like to welcome Andy Evans,
the Director of Extreme Sports United to
the program today. Andy, your specialty is
bungee jumping, isn’t it?
A ndy Yes, it is.
H o st Can you tell us something about
bungee jumping? Whose idea was it?
A ndy Well, bungee jumping has been
around for centuries, but it wasn't
discovered in the West until relatively
recently. It originated on the South Pacific
island o f Vanuatu, where young men
known as “land divers” used to perform
the ritual of jumping from tall wooden
platforms with vines tied to their ankles.
H o st And when did “land diving" actually
become a sport?
A ndy Well, the first modern bungee jump
happened about 20 years later in Bristol in
the UK. A man named Chris Baker used

a kind of elastic rope to make a bungee th at’s the name of the rope - and four
members of the Dangerous Sports Club
made a jump from the Clifton Suspension
Bridge on April 1,1979. They were
arrested almost immediately afterward,
but people continued jumping off bridges,
especially in the US. For example, people
did bungee jumps from the Golden Gate
Bridge in San Francisco. In fact, some of
these jumps were sponsored by American
TV and so this brought the concept of
bungee jumping to the public eye and
then, of course, a lot of people wanted to
try it themselves.
H o st How dangerous is bungee jumping?
I mean, have people been killed while they
were bungee jumping?
A ndy Actually, there have been relatively
few' fatalities considering the number of
successful jumps that have taken place. By
far the most im portant thing is to make
sure the bungee is the right length. The
most common cause of death is using a
bungee that is too long, but in most cases
the calculations and fittings are doublechecked before each jump.
H o st How does it actually feel doing a
bungee jump?
A ndy Well, many people say they love the
feeling of falling so fast, but personally,
the part I really like best is when the
bungee reaches its full extent and then
you fly upward again. You just can’t beat
the feeling of flying back up after you’ve
almost hit the ground.

5 A)))
OK, if I can have your attention, please.
G ood m orning, everybody. My nam e's
Sam, I'm a firefighter, and I'm here today
to give you some tips on how to prevent
house fires. I'll also be telling you the
best way o f getting out o f a fire, if you
ever happen to be trapped in one.
M ost fires in the hom e happen while
people are sleeping. O ne o f the most
im p o rtan t steps you can take to protect
your family is to install a smoke alarm on
each floor o f your house. Once you've got
your smoke alarm installed and working,
you should make an escape plan w ith
your family to make sure everyone knows
how to get out.
O f course, there are other precautions
you can take. The most common causes
o f fatal fires in the home are tobacco and
smoking products, so it's best to avoid
smoking in the bedroom. It's also im portant
to keep matches and lighters out o f reach
o f children, preferably in a locked cabinet.
Never leave food that's cooking unattended,
especially hot oil if you're frying.
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As well as preventing fires in the home,
you also need to know w hat to do if a
fire does break out. If you get trapped in
your hom e by smoke or flam es, close all
doors, and s tu ff towels or clothing under
the doors to keep smoke out. Cover your
nose and m outh w ith a dam p cloth to
protect your lungs. If you have to escape
through a smoky area, rem em ber that
cleaner air is always nearer the floor, so
you’ll need to crawl out on all fours.
Finally, and very im portantly, if a fire
breaks out, do not try to rescue pets or
possessions. There isn't tim e to do this you m ust get out as soon as possible.
Once you have gotten out, do not go back
in for any reason. Firefighters have a
b etter chance o f rescuing people who are
trapped than you do.
OK, any questions?
5 B)))
D an iel So what annoys you about my
family?
A na Are you really sure you want to talk
about this?
D an iel Sure, why not? W hat's the
problem? They're not that bad, are they?
A na No, o f course not, but l have a
different perspective, don’t you think?
D an iel Oh,1 come on! I'd reallvJ like to
know what you think.
A na Well, all right then.
D an iel W hat about my mom?
A na Well, I think she's really nice...
D an iel But...
A na But she drives me crazy when I’m
cooking. I mean, if she wants to help,
that's great, but l wish she wouldn't keep
complaining that my cabinets aren’t
organized. I'm very happy with my
house and the wav it looks, so I wish she
wouldn't criticize all the time!
D an iel Well, 1don't think she's that bad, 1
mean, I think she just wants to help...
A na Yes, and I'm grateful for her help, but
not for her comments, OK? T hat’s just
how I feel, all right?
D an iel OK. OK. W hat about Dad?
A na Well, he's not really interested in
anyone else, is he? I mean, if he's happy then
that's fine, and if he isn’t, well, everyone
else has to make sure that he's all right.
D an iel I don't think that's very fair. He's
not well. And he gets tired quickly and...
A na You asked me to tell you what l think,
so I’m telling you, OK? I just don't think it's
right that we all have to go running around
after your dad when there are other people
to think about, l mean, there are the kids to
worry about, too. OK, it’s your turn now.

D an iel What?
A na To tell me about my family.
D an iel Well, after what you said I don't
know where to start! Well, really, your
mom can be pretty unbearable. In fact,
I've been meaning to ...

6 A)))
H o st ... and continuing our overview
of what's on and where this week, we're
going to move on to movies. Judith is here
to tell us about a documentary that is
showing at the independent movie theater
next week. Judith?
Ju d ith Yes, Robert. The documentary
is called A liv e In sid e and it was made by
Michael Rossalto Bennett, an alternative
US filmmaker. The documentary
explores the positive effect that music
can have on patients suffering from
Alzheimer's disease. It follows the
progress o f a social worker named Dan
Cohen and his plan to introduce music in
nursing homes in New York where people
with Alzheimer's are being taken care of.
H o st How interesting. Tell us more.
Ju d ith In the documentary, we see how he
visits the nursing homes and meets some
of the patients. W hat he does is to create
a personalized playlist for the patients,
which they can listen to on an MP3 player
or an iPod. He finds out which songs to
include by interviewing each patient's
family. By creating the playlist, he hopes
that the patients will be able to travel
back to the time to when they heard the
songs and maybe it will even help them
remember im portant events in their past.
H o st And does it work?
Ju d ith Well, I'm giving away some of
the story here, but yes, yes it does work.
Cohen’s biggest success story is a man
named Henry. Maybe you’ve seen the clip
about Henry on YouTube?
H o st No, l haven’t. W hat is it?
ju d ith Oh, OK. Well, Henry is
special because of the astonishing
transform ation that happens to him when
he listens to his playlist for the first time.
W hen we first see him, he is sitting in his
chair with his head down and he's barely
capable of answering questions, except
with a monosyllabic “yes” or “no.” But
when he's given his headphones, he turns
into a completely different person. His
eyes open wide, his face lights up, and he
starts moving to the music. He can even
answer questions about the song he's
listening to. It's actually very emotional

watching his reaction, which is probably
why millions of people have seen that
video clip I mentioned.
H o st It sounds like an amazing story,
judith. But do the playlists work for
everybody?
Ju d ith They seem to work for most people,
yes. And they have had a much wider
effect than helping only individuals. At
first, Cohen was worried that the iPods
might isolate the patients as each one
would be listening to his or her own set.
But, in fact, the playlists are encouraging
them to socialize. The staff members in
all four of the nursing homes he worked
with in New York reported that the music
was helping the residents to talk to each
other more. The patients would ask each
other questions about the music, and
in some cases, they wanted to share the
different .songs.
H o st W hat effect has Cohen’s work
had on other nursing homes across the
country?
Ju d ith It's too early to say what will
happen in nursing homes across the
country, but in New York, there have
definitely been some changes. One of the
greatest obstacles to the plan is the cost.
MP3 players aren't cheap, and providing
one for every patient in each nursing
home would just be too expensive.
But Cohen is trying to get around this
problem by asking people to donate any
old MP3 players or iPods that they may
have lying at home at the back of a drawer.
H o st Well, this sounds like a really
worthwhile project, Judith. But what
about the film ? Would you recommend it?
Ju d ith Yes, definitely - especially if
someone in your family suffers from
Alzheimer’s. You'll find it a great comfort.
H o st Thanks, Judith, for your
recommendation. And just to remind you
of the name of that documentary, it's A liv e
In sid e , and it's showing at the independent
movie theater from Monday to Saturday
next week. And now it's time to look at
what's on at the theater...

6 B)))
H o st Hello, and welcome to the program.
Now, we all know that the amount of sleep
you get each night can affect your work
and your ability to interact with others.
Health specialists say that the am ount of
sleep the average person needs is between
seven and nine hours per night. Some

new research suggests that diet plays an
im portant role in whether we get a good
night of sleep or not. Dietician Richard
Vickers is here with us in the studio to tell
us more. Good morning, Richard, and
welcome to the program.
R ic h a rd Hello, I lolly.
H o st So, Richard, we all know that coffee
tends to keep us awake at night. W hat else
should we avoid at dinner time?
R ic h a rd Well, actually, Holly, it isn’t only
coffee that can disturb sleep; it is any food
or beverage that contains caffeine, for
example chocolate, or tea, or many soft
drinks. O f course, caffeine doesn't affect
everybody in the same w'ay, but if you are
sensitive to it, you should avoid it in the
afternoon and in the evening. That way, it
won't keep you awake at night.
H o st Is there anything else that can
potentially stop us sleeping?
R ic h a rd Yes, there is. Your sleep can
be disturbed if your dinner has a high
fat content. The body takes a long time
to digest fat, which can make you feel
very uncomfortable when you go to
bed. People who have extra butter on
their bread or heavy cream with their
dessert often complain ofheartburn or
indigestion when they go to bed.
H o st That makes sense. So, does it make
a difference what time you have dinner
compared to the time you go to bed?
R ic h a rd Yes, it does. People who suffer
from heartburn or indigestion should
avoid eating late at all costs. Lying down
with a full stomach makes it much more
difficult for the body to digest food,
causing discomfort and sometimes pain.
In fact, eating late can affect all kinds
o f people, so, in general, I wouldn’t
recommend it. The same can be said
o f the quantity you have. Heavy meals
should be consumed at lunch time, and
you should aim to be eating a light snack
in the evening. This will fill your stomach
so that you aren't hungry when you go to
bed, but it won't make you feel so full that
you can't sleep.
H o st Richard, we've talked about the
amount of food we should and shouldn't
eat. W hat about liquids?
R ich ard Well, for a good night of sleep,
you're obviously better off drinking water
with your dinner. But you shouldn't drink
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too much of that, either. Don’t drink too
much at dinner time or after dinner, or your
sleep will be disrupted because you will
have to go to the bathroom during the night.
H o st OK. So much for what we shouldn't
do. Is there anything that will actually
help us go to sleep at night?
R ic h a rd Yes, there is-m ilk . Milk
contains a special substance that affects
the way that certain hormones in the
brain work. One of these hormones is
serotonin, which helps us fall asleep. This
is why members of the older generation
often have a hot, milky drink before they
goto bed.
H o st Is there anything else that can help?
R ic h a rd Yes, there's an herb called
valerian, which seems to work well.
Research has shown that substances in
the root of the valerian plant relax the
central nervous system and the muscles.
You can take it in liquid or tablet form or
you can make a tea out of it. People who
have used valerian have said that it has
helped them fall asleep quicker and it has
given them a deep and satisfying rest.
H o st It sounds like valerian might be the
answer, then. I'm afraid that's all we have
time for today, Richard. Thank you so
much for joining us.
R ic h a rd My pleasure.

7 A)))
S p e a k e r 1 My husband and l had just been
food shopping, and we were having an
argument about something - how much
money we'd spent, or why we'd bought
one particular item of food - l don't know.
Anyway, the argument continued into the
kitchen, and while we were putting all the
food away, my husband kept on banging
his hand on the table every time he made
a point, but he didn't realize that, without
thinking about it, he had picked up one of
those little plastic yogurt cups. Suddenly,
he hit the table and there was yogurt
everywhere - on the table, on the floor,
on the ceiling, on the walls ... and on him.
We both just burst out laughing ... and
that was the end of the argument.
S p e a k e r 2 l had an argument with my dad
once over a pair of sneakers. We were in
the mall when l saw a really nice pair of
DC sneakers in a store window. I pointed
them out to my dad, but he'd never heard
of the brand DC, and so he said that they
must've been made by another designer
brand called Dolce and G ab b an a- DG.
No m atter how hard I tried, I couldn't
convince him that the sneakers were DC
and not DG. In the end, he said he’d buy
them for me if I was right. So we went
into the store to ask about the sneakers.

The salesperson said, “You mean the DC
ones?” proving that I had been right all
along. You should have seen my dad's face!
S p e a k e r 3 I was with my girlfriend one
night and we'd decided to go to a fast
food restaurant to get some burgers to
go. Anyway, we started arguing about
something in the car on the way - 1don’t
know what started it, but l remember
getting pretty angry. The argument
continued while we parked, while we were
standing in line, while we were ordering,
while we were paying, and while we were
going home. We were concentrating so
much on the argument that we didn't
realize that we hadn’t picked up the food.
We were still arguing in the car, when
suddenly my girlfriend said, “Where are the
hamburgers?” Then, of course, we had to
drive back to the restaurant to get the food!
S p e a k e r 4 This happened when I was
little. I was in the kitchen with my
sister when my parents started having
an argument. My dad was starting to
shout when my older brother came in he must've been about 16 at the time,
but he was already taller than my dad.
My brother tried to get my dad to calm
down, but my dad wasn't listening. In
the end, my brother said to him, “OK.
You’re going to your room.” He picked
him up, put him over his shoulder, and
started taking him upstairs. This broke
the tension immediately, and everyone
started laughing - including my dad.
Honestly, if you could have seen him,
holding onto the stair rail, trying to stop
my brother from getting him upstairs! It's
one of the funniest things I’ve ever seen!
S p e a k e r 5 This happened a couple of
years ago while I was at work - l work at
one of those helpline call centers where
people call if they have a problem with
their Internet connections. Well, anyway,
this woman called and she was absolutely
furious because she couldn't get her
Internet to work. She was so angry, that
she was just screaming into the phone at
me. Suddenly, there was a break in the
conversation, and I said to her, “So, w hat’s
the weather like up there where you live?”
I don't know what came over me, but
those were the words that came out of
my mouth. And it worked! The woman
was so shocked that she stopped shouting
and answered my question. After that,
we were able to have a reasonably civil
conversation, and I managed to solve her
problem for her.

7 B)))
H o st Hello and welcome to the program.
Today, we're trying to answer the
question: W hat makes a good actor? Our
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next guest is dram a teacher Nicholas
Whitby. He's going to tell us a little bit
about method acting. Hello Nicholas, and
welcome to the show.
N icholas Hello, Lily.
H o st So, Nicholas, what exactly is method
acting?
N icholas Well, method acting is the
technique that actors use to create in
themselves the thoughts and feelings of
their characters. Different actors use
different techniques to do this, but the
original technique involves doing a series
of sense memory exercises.
H o st Sense memory? W hat's that?
N icholas Well, a memory is a situation
that you have a recollection o f right? Well
a sense memory is the recollection of the
sensations you experienced during that
situation. Method actors use this sense
memory to help them recreate a particular
emotion in front of the camera. They
have to do exercises to make this work
effectively.
H o st W hat kind of exercises?
N icholas Well, what most of them do
is to focus on the particular situation
in the past until the sensations they
experienced come back to them. They
do this in sessions of 15 minutes or so,
until they can reproduce their feelings
automatically. For example, if a movie
is set in the North Pole, the actor needs
to show that he is really cold. So he does
his sense memory exercise to help him
remember a time when he experienced
intense cold. Then he can convince the
audience that he is really cold.
H o st Do all actors do these sense memory
exercises?
N icholas No, they don't, Lily. Method
acting can mean the difference between
an Oscar-winning actor and an ordinary
actor. Going back to our scene in the
N orth Pole, an ordinary actor would
indicate the cold by shivering, wrapping
his arms around him self and blowing into
his freezing hands. He wouldn’t actually
be feeling the cold, which would mean
that the audience probably wouldn't feel
it either.
H o st Talking of Oscar winners, Nicholas,
tell us about some of the best method
actors.
N icholas Well, let's look at the men first.
One actor who goes even further than the
use o f sense memory is three-time Oscar
winner Daniel Day-Lewis. Day-Lewis is
known for immersing him self in every
role he plays. In M y L e ft L o o t, he played
the severely disabled Irish writer, Christy
Brown. D uring filming, the crew had to
feed him in his wheelchair, and he learned

to put a record onto a record player with
his foot. A couple of years later, he spent
several months living in the wild in
preparation for another movie, L a s t o f
th e M o h ic a n s. And in 2012 ’s L in c o ln , he
walked and talked like Abraham Lincoln
the whole of the time that the movie was
being shot.
H o st W hat about female actors, Nicholas?
N icholas Probably the best example of
a female actor who made a superhuman
effort to enter her part is Charlize
Theron in the movie M o n s te r . Before
M o n s te r came out, we were used to
seeing Ms. Theron playing superficial
female parts requiring a woman with
a pretty face. Which is what made her
transform ation into the serial killer in
M o n s te r so shocking. Ms. Theron put
on nearly 30 pounds in order to play the
role, and anybody who has seen the movie
will tell you, she is one o f the scariest
murderers who has ever hit the big screen.
Not surprisingly, she won the Oscar for
Best Actress that year.
H o st Yes, I remember that one. And I
remember Charlize Theron being terribly
convincing. Thank you for joining us,
Nicholas, and explaining method acting
to us. Next on the program we're going to
talk a b o u t...

8 A)))
S p e a k e r 1 This was something that
happened to a friend of mine. It was
very late, about eleven thirty, and he was
walking home from work. While he was
going through the park, this guy came
up to him and told him to give him all his
money, which he did. Then the guy asked
him for his cell phone, blit my friend
refused to give it to him, so the guy hit
him really hard and knocked him to the
ground, breaking his arm. By the time my
friend got to the hospital he was in terrible
pain, and later the doctors told him he'd
been really lucky. It just shows it's better
not to try to be brave if something like
that happens to you.
S p e a k e r 2 I don't know why, but I always
seem to have my wallet stolen when I’m
abroad. I guess it's because I'm speaking
English and I probably look like a tourist,
or something. The last time, I was in a
very touristy street in the center of town,
but luckily I wasn't carrying much in
my wallet, just a few dollars. I've gotten
so used to it now that I always take my
personal documents out of my wallet and
leave them in the hotel. That way, if I’m
robbed, I only lose a little bit of money.
S p e a k e r 3 I did something really stupid
once. I was traveling home by train

and l was really tired, so I fell asleep.
Unfortunately, I left my bag with all my
things in it on the floor, and I didn't notice
when someone took it. I realized what had
happened when I woke up and as soon
as the train arrived in the station I went
right to the police. Amazingly, the police
found my bag, but of course my wallet,
my phone, and my MP3 player were all
missing. I can’t believe I was so stupid!
S p eak er 4 My mom was on vacation
once with a group of friends. They were
walking back to their beach condo when
a thief tried to grab one of the women's
bags. But she didn’t let go and started
screaming. The other women started
screaming too and all o f them started
hitting him. He ran away without the
bag and the group went into a cafe where
the people had seen what had happened
and all cheered for them. After that,
they decided to get a taxi back to the
beach condo.
S p eak er 5 l was sitting in a coffee shop
once when l saw someone take one of
the other customer's bags. The thief was
with a friend on a motorcycle. The two of
them drove up outside the cafe together
and then one of them jumped off and ran
inside. He grabbed the first bag he came
across and then ran back out o f the door
again. He jumped onto the back of the
motorcycle and the two of them rode off.
It all happened so fast that nobody had a
chance to react.

8 B)>)
H o st Hello and welcome to the show.
On today's program we're looking at
famous media mistakes. Journalist Simon
Bennett is here in the studio with me
and he's going to tell us about a rather
memorable weather forecast. Good
morning, Simon.
S im o n Hello, Silvia.
H o st Simon, tell us what happened.
S im on Well, this happened back in
October 1987. The forecaster of that
particular weather broadcast was Michael
Fish - a familiar face in most British
households because he’d been forecasting
the weather for over thirty years.
D uring the program, Michael referred
to a phone call a woman had made to the
BBC. Apparently, the woman had asked
if there was going to be a hurricane.
Michael laughed and said, “Ifthe lady is
watching, don't worry, there isn't going
to be a hurricane.” And nobody thought
anything more about it until later on
that night.
H o st That's right, there was a terrible
storm, wasn't there?

S im on Yes, there was. That night, a
huge storm hit southern England. To be
absolutely accurate, it wasn’t actually a
hurricane, because hurricanes have to
form in tropical areas to be called by that
name. But there certainly was a terrible
storm that night with winds ofup to 110
miles per hour. These wind speeds are
typical o f hurricanes, which is why there
is some confusion about what to call the
storm.
H o st So, what kind of damage did it
cause?
S im on The storm killed 18 people and
many more were injured - mainly by
falling trees. And it caused billions
o f dollars worth of damage. Millions
o f homes were left without power,
because trees had fallen on power lines.
Transportation in the southern part of the
country was severely disrupted because
fallen trees had blocked the roads and
railways. In total, about 15 million trees
fell down that night and the scene the
next morning was complete chaos. It was
the worst storm to hit the UK in living
memory.
H o st W hat happened to Michael Fish
after that?
S im on A lot of people blamed him for all
the damage because he hadn’t warned
them about the storm. Worse still, he had
said that there wasn't going to be a storm
at all. Since then, he has tried several
times to make excuses for his words,
but deep down, nobody believes him.
Michael Fish has gone down in history
as the forecaster who failed to predict a
hurricane. In fact, twenty-five years after
the event, he appeared in the opening
ceremony of the 2012 London Olympic
Games giving a repeat performance of his
famous broadcast.
H o st You can see a video of the original
broadcast on YouTube as well, can’t you,
Simon?
S im on Yes, that's right.
H o st And now it's time for our weather
broadcast - let's hope we don't make the
same mistake as Michael Fish! Simon
Bennett, thank you so much for joining us.
S im on My pleasure.
W e a th e rm a n Thanks, Sylvia. So a pretty
bright start for most of us this morning,
temperatures already around the
60-degree m a rk ...

9 A)))
H o st And now it's time for the part of
the program when we ask our listeners
to give us their opinion about a story
that has been in the news recently. And
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today, we're looking at the story of the
New Jersey man who bought a lottery
ticket with a pool of five coworkers in
November of 2009 and cashed it, but
didn't share it. He kept all the money for
himself, just in case you haven't heard,
Americo Lopes, a construction worker,
bought a Mega Millions lottery ticket
to share with his coworkers. W hen Mr.
Lopes discovered the ticket had won a
prize, he took it to the lottery office and
cashed it for the prize money, which was
more than $38.5 million. Mr. Lopes
didn't tell anyone he had won the lottery
and quit his job claiming he needed foot
surgery. Several months later Mr. Lopes
told a friend about his w inning ticket.
When his coworkers discovered he'd
won the lottery, they took him to court
where the jury decided that Mr. Lopes
would have to split his winnings with
five coworkers. We want to know what
you think about all this. W ho do you
think should get the prize money- all
of the coworkers in the lottery pool or
just Mr. Lopes? The number to call is
1-800-555-5362, and the lines have just
opened. I'll say that number again for you,
it’s 1-800-555-5362. And here's our first
caller. Andrew from Trenton, what do
you think?
C a lle r 1 Well, I think Mr. Lopes should
keep all the money. Maybe he bought
a lottery ticket with his own money in
addition to getting one for his lottery
pool. You never know. Also, there's no law
against keeping the inform ation about
winning the lottery to yourself. Maybe
he's a very private person and he doesn't
like sharing information about his life.
H o st Thank you for calling, Andrew. And
now' we have M ara from Boise on the line.
Mara, do you agree with Andrew?
C a lle r 2 No, I don't. Not at all. Even if
that man bought the lottery ticket with
his own money, he should still share it
with his coworkers. They had a deal. If
the ticket was worth money, then all the
coworkers should have a share. IfM r.
Lopes didn't want to share the money, he
never should have joined a lottery pool in
the first place. Am I shocked that he tried
to keep all the money to himself? No, I'm
not. Money does terrible things to people!
H o st Thanks for that, Mara. And our next
caller is ... hold on a m o m en t... yes, it's
Roger from Binghamton. W hat do you
think, Roger?
C a lle r 3 Well, I was brought up to
understand that if 1kept an object or
money that belonged to other people, l
would be stealing. I can't understand why
there's so much confusion here. Morally,
the man should have told his coworkers

about the ticket immediately after he
learned it was a winner. The jury was
right to make Mr. Lopes share the money
with his coworkers. It wasn't his to keep
to him self in the first place.
H o st Thank you for calling, Roger. And
now' it’s Beth’s turn. Beth’s from Tucson.
Tell us what you think, Beth.
C a lle r 4 Yes, the last caller said the man
had a moral obligation to share the lottery
ticket, but in fact, he had a legal obligation
to do so, too. The group didn’t keep
w ritten records of the tickets they bought
together. Because o f this Mr. Lopes
can’t prove one way or the other that the
w inning ticket was his alone. Legally, this
casts doubt on Mr. Lopes's claims.
H o st Thanks for explaining the legal
aspects of the case to us, Beth. And we
have time for one more caller. It's Carlos
from Long Island. Carlos, what's your
opinion?
C a lle r 5 Well, I have some sympathy
for Mr. Lopes, you know. I Ie's the one
who actually bought the ticket and when
he discovered that it had won a prize,
he cashed it. Did anyone in the lottery
pool ask if the ticket was a winner? Did
they ask Mr. Lopes what the numbers
on the tickets were? The point is that
the coworkers were just as responsible
for knowing the ticket inform ation as
Mr. Lopes was.
H o st Thank you for calling, Carlos.
We'll be back with some more views in a
moment, but first it's time for the news ...

9 B)))
S p e a k e r 1 My favorite city is on the
East Coast of the United States on the
banks of the Potomac River. It's named
in honor of the first president of the
United States, and it's well known for its
many historical monuments such as the
Lincoln Memorial, the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial, and the Jefferson Memorial.
It also has the world's largest museum—
The Smithsonian Institution. The best
time of year to visit, in my opinion, is in
the spring during the National Cherry
Blossom Festival. Three thousand cherry
trees around the city, a gift from Japan in
1912, are covered in tiny pink flowers. It's
quite breathtaking.
S p eak er 2 The most beautiful city I've
ever visited is on the Pacific coast of
Canada. It's surrounded by water on three
sides, and has the Coast M ountain Range
on the other. There's a large island across
from the city where Canadians often go
on vacation. It also has the largest urban
park in N orth America, called Stanley
Park, which has a zoo, a marine science
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center, and famous gardens containing
native trees. It's known as one of the
cities with the highest quality oflife in
the world.
S p e a k e r 3 My favorite city is the capital
o f a South American country. It's on
the banks of the Rio de la Plata and is
famous for being the birthplace of tango.
It's one of the world's busiest ports and
the residents often refer to themselves
as P o rte n o s. The main square is called
the Plaza de Mayo, and one o f this city's
streets, the Avenida 9 de Julio is said to
be the widest boulevard in the world.
Although it's not in Europe, it actually
feels quite European - parts of it remind
me ofParis and other parts ofltaly. In
fact, one of the districts is called Palermo
Viejo, like the capital of Sicily.
S p e a k e r 4 I took a gap year between
graduating from high school and starting
college and l went traveling. I visited a lot
o f wonderful places, but the one I liked
best was a city on the southeast coast of
Australia. It's a very cosmopolitan city,
full of many different cultures, and it
has the best Chinatown that I’ve ever
seen! One of the most fascinating things
about it is the architecture: beautiful old
buildings from the Victorian era contrast
with the latest design in skyscrapers - the
difference is striking. It's a fairly big city,
with a lot of parks and gardens, and there
are some amazing beaches nearby.
S p e a k e r 5 I’m lucky, because my job
allows me to spend one m onth every year
working in my favorite big city. It’s on
the south coast of China, and I think it's
amazing. It's pretty crowded, but that
makes it even more exciting as far as I'm
concerned. It's a real mixture of East and
West; on the one hand it’s an international
financial center, and on the other you
can find traditional old markets selling
all kinds o f different food. There are
green parks full of people doing Tai Chi
first thing in the morning, and the city
has a really modern and efficient tram
and metro system, so it's very easy to
get around.

10 A)))
H o st Hello and welcome to the program.
Now most people associate NASA
with astronauts and rocket ships. W hat
they don't know is that NASA research
extends far beyond space flight and into
our daily lives. O ur special guest today is
freelance science journalist, Hank Webb.
He's going to tell us about some of the
products invented by NASA that we use
every day. Good morning, Hank.
H a n k Hi, there.

H o st So, Hank, where are you going
to start?
H a n k Well, I’m going to start with
something that has saved lives in many
homes all over the world: the smoke
detector. In the 1970s, when NASA
engineers were designing the first US
space station, called S k y la b , they realized
that the astronauts would need to know
if a fire had started or if there were
poisonous gases in the air. The engineers
teamed up with a company called the
Honeywell Corporation and together
they invented a special kind of smoke
detector. The new model was adjustable.
Astronauts could change the level of
sensitivity on it so that there was never a
false alarm.
H o st That's fascinating. W hat's next?
H a n k Well, the next one has changed
the lives of people who need glasses.
As you know, the two lenses in a pair of
glasses used to be made of, well, glass.
Glass lenses often broke when the glasses
were dropped, so opticians started using
plastic instead. Plastic doesn't break,
but it does scratch easily, and scratched
lenses can damage your sight. NASA
solved this problem when they developed
a new substance to protect the helmets
worn by astronauts. The substance
stops the plastic from scratching so
easily. M anufacturers o f glasses soon
started using this new technology in
their products, which is why the lenses in
today's glasses are less likely to scratch
than they were in the past.
H o st And that’s great news for all of us
who wear glasses. We have time for one
more, Hank.
H a n k Alright. I’ll tell you about the ear
thermometer, then. This was developed
from the infrared technology that NASA
uses to measure the temperature of stars.
A company called Diatek saw a need to
reduce the amount of time nurses spent
taking temperatures. Together with
NASA, the company invented an infrared
sensor that serves as the thermometer.
The sensor takes your temperature by
measuring the amount of heat produced
inside your ear. The ear thermometers
used in hospitals can take your
temperature in less than two seconds.
H o st Yes, and those thermometers are
a vast improvement on the ones with
mercury inside - 1can never seem to read
them. Hank Webb, thank you so much for
joining us.
H a n k My pleasure.

10 B)))
H o st Hello and welcome to the program.
Now, public speaking can be a harrowing
experience at the best of times, but
imagine how difficult it must be for an
im portant person with a stammer. This
is exactly the problem faced by George
VI, King o f England from 1936 to 1952.
Now we’re going to find out a little bit
more about the King’s condition. Good
morning, Sarah.
S arah Hello.
H o st So, Sarah, do we know what caused
the King's stammer?
S a ra h Well, according to the leading
speech therapy expert, Rosemarie
Hayhow, the King's stammer developed
when he was a child - everybody called
him Bertie then, so I will, too. Bertie's
problem was a psychological one. His
father, George V, was a demanding man
who would not tolerate weakness. When
he saw that his second son was lefthanded, he forced Bertie to write with his
right hand. This is something that is often
associated with stammering today.
H o st Did Bertie have any other problems
with his family?
S a ra h Yes, with his elder brother, Edward.
Edward used to laugh at Bertie when he
stammered, which made his problem even
worse.
H o st Did Bertie ever have to speak in
public?
S a ra h Not usually, no. But in 1925, his
father asked him to give the closing
address at the British Empire Exhibition
at Wembley. The speech was broadcast
live to the nation, and it was a complete
disaster. Bertie stammered out a few
words and then the broadcast ended in
silence. It was then that he realized he had
to get help.
H o st Who did he turn to?
S a ra h Well, first of all he tried his father's
doctors, whose methods were very oldfashioned. They used to make him fill his
mouth with marbles and on one occasion,
he nearly choked! Fortunately, his wife,
Elizabeth, was able to find a different
therapist for him. It was an Australian
named Lionel Logue, who was actually
an actor. Mr. Logue had been working as
a speech therapist with soldiers who had
lost their ability to speak because of the
traumas of war.
H o st How did Mr. Logue treat Bertie?
S a ra h Well, to start with, Mr. Logue
insisted on seeing Bertie in his Harley
Street office. And he refused to use

Bertie's official title, which was the “Duke
of York.” Instead, he called him “Bertie.”
Mr. Logue used techniques that gave
Bertie more confidence, fie made him
sing instead o f speaking; he played music
to him through headphones while he was
reading, so that he couldn’t hear him self
and become self-conscious; he even got
Bertie to swear. After about ten months,
the treatm ent seemed to be working.
H o st W hich was a good job, wasn't it?
Because soon after that, Bertie became
King o f England.
S a ra h That's right, Jeremy. W hen George
V died, Bertie's brother, Edward, became
King Edward VIII. But Edward wanted
to m arry an American woman who
was divorced, which he was forbidden
from doing as King. In the end, Edward
abdicated and Bertie became King
George VI. Which meant that he had to
start speaking in public again.
H o st So, what happened?
S a ra h At first, the King avoided making
live speeches, but by 1939 he couldn’t do
this any longer. On September 3rd of that
year, Britain declared war on Germany
and the King had to deliver the most
im portant speech ofhis life.
H o st So what did he do?
S a ra h He asked Mr. Logue to help him.
The two men went into a small room with
the recording equipment and closed the
door. Mr. Logue opened a window and
told the King to take off his jacket. Then,
he advised the King to forget everybody
else and say the speech to him, as a friend.
H o st Did it work?
S a ra h Yes, it did. The King’s delivery was
calm, dignified, and measured. And at the
end of the broadcast, Mr. Logue finally
called him “Your Majesty.”
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